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Foreword

Innovation and Change in American Education
Kensington Revisited: A 15 Year Follow-Up of
An Innovative School and Its Faculty /

it

(Smith, Dwyer, Kleine, Prunty)
4,

0

r

This research is about innovation and Change in American education.

It began as Kensington Revisited:

A 15 year follow-up of

an innovative school and its faculty, Project G78-0074, supported by
the National Institute of Education.

As in most of our case study

research, the initial problem was buffeted about by thereality of
settings, events, and people as captured by our several modes of

inquiryparticipant observation, intensive open ended interviews,
and the collection and analysis of multiple documents.

The setting

was .Kensington, an elementary school built, fifteen years ago as a

prototypical innovative building with open space, laboratory suites
instead of classrooms, a perception core instead of a librar4 and a
The

nerve center far the latest in technological education equipment.

people were the series of administrators, teachers, pupils, and parents
who worked in, attended, or sent their chii,dren to-the school.
principals have come and gone ;, the-fourth is, in his first year.

Three

Three
o

cadres of faculty have'thffedthe,schqof: The events were the acti.

vities of those people as-thy built and transformed the school over
the years.

This rsto

we found, and we constructed, as part of a larger

setting, the Milford Sc ool District which had its own story, actors,
and events and which provided an important
-a . context for Kensington..

.

t,
.v

.

.

In the course of fhe search for the major theme about
wqch.
.
a

.

.

.

S

our developing ideasland,date could be integrated.,

Innovation: and

Change in American: EducatiOn," becamee the guiding thesis.

is composed of a half dozen sub themes, each If w

-

makes up a

.

totajity of the

4kseparate volume in the report. ',While we believe t
-

.-

That theme

study. hA))-ifs, own, ki nd of integrity, and-that

h volume extends the

meanings of the othersy we have written each

a

mss,

and Ch

"stand alone" pi

we bell eve each speaks to an important domain' of Innovatio
ge i n American Edu,cation, each draws most *heavilYr,upon a p

icular subset of our date,-and each contains .important descriptive

narratives, substantiv;

gr)ounded

interpretations 'and generalizationS-;
,

This lorewo'rd, which' appears' In each volume, is intended,' in a few

sentences,'to keep,the totality and each of the pieces, in the foreCc.

front Of the reader's consciousness.
o
.

Volume I

Chronicling the Milford (School bistr"-iet:- An Historical,
Context of the Kensington Schaal

Kensington's fifteen year existence is but one small segment of
Mil ford 's si-xty-five years of recorded history and one school i n a

district wVh a dozen other schools. The Superintendent who built
the school 1 s*just one of five individuils who have held the post.

As we have told the story, we have raised generalizations regarding
innovation and change, and we have presaged themes of policy, oelocal",

state and national influences on the school, of organizational strutture and process, and
in developing the pees

curriculum and teaching.

The key documents

ctive were the offical school 'board minutes.

Newsletters to patrons, newspaper accounts, other records, and

interviews, formal and informal, supplemented the basic documents.

.

,

Volume I

the

Mi lf

c

of Dis
-trict \ s Contemporary Context
.

(
- In ''a fundame tal -sense,

Volume Il'is a continuation,'a final
,

,

.

,

.

7: _ Ofavter as ttwere, to the histori"Cal-con-text of the Milford. School
-.
k

,

.

Dtkrict.

It -`is a longthapter, however,-fortht central actors and'

events which jmmediately and

shaped thesKensington

of

4

,

are ineplace;4just as the school'is in place.' The ebb and flow of
the distrtct; in its recent history',Tis brought to a particular focug,:

one that, willillumtnate the events and themes that apitar in the
elopmentiand change in the Kensington School over its "fifteen

year

istdry-and in its current status.

Tht b6ard of education, the.

superihtendency, the central office -staff, and their interrelation_

ships lead toward "a governance and organizattonal perspectivse on

innovation and change."

Board minutes remain the central core of

the data with increasing amounts of44formation from publiC documents.
(e.g., newpapers), interviews with central actors, and,observativ
/

of Teetings.

Volume III

it

InnovatidnAnd Change at Kensington:. Annals of. a
Community And School

4

After carefully examining the historical context of the Milford
School District, oar focus shifts to innovation and change at the
Kensington. School.

Our search for an explanation of the profound

changes, that have taken place in a once tnnovatrive Scho 1, has pushed
us back in time and obliged ps to consider s. uch wider

graphy, neighborhoods, and politiCal jurisdictign.

o ics ag demo-

Volume III begihs

by tracing origins and developient of a community that became part of
of the Milford School district in 1949 and a neighborhood that began

4

sending its children to Kensington School

1964.

With the opening.

the annals of the community are joined by 'a history of

of Kensington

As we develop the stories of Kensington and-its neighbor-

the school.

-

hood_in tandem, we begin to,tel 1 of the interdependency of school and
.

community and\fo further our understanding' of innovation and change
i n school i ng i n contemporap American Soci ety.

3
Volume IV

Kensington Today: Sailing Stormy Straits, a View of.
Education Policy in Action

An ethnographic account of the school today with particular
reference to educational policy in action at the day to day school
level is presented here.

The major metaphor is a,ship sailing through

'stormy straits on, a perilous journey during the 1979 -80 school .year.

'Staff and students produce vivid scenes reflecting issues in racial
integration, spe 'tial education, discipline, and istruction in
basic subjects.

the--

Policy analysis seems analogous to the fine art of

navigation.
ft

Volume/ Educational Innovators Then and Now

Crucial to any education enterprise are the people who staff

the schools:

Smith and. Keith characterized the original faculty of

Kensington as true believers. ,In-this Volume we sketch life histories;
careers, serials of the original faculty based on extended open-ended

interviews (2-7 hours), comments by spouses, friends and colleagues,
and various: writing- books,' .tz&-Tchures ,

reports, and dissertations.

)
Patterns and themes arise in litre form of "secular religion.,"

"you do

go home again," "organizational niches and career opportunities

for

educationists," "maintenance' of educational ideology," "continuity
and change in :personality," and "doctoral education, a disaster for

reform oriented practitioners."

Volume VI

Case Study Research Methodology:
The Intersect of
Par,ticipant Observation, Historical Method, Life
History Research, and Follow-Up Studies

Regularly in our inquiry we have produced
"appendices" to our research reports.

methodological

We saw our efforts as clari-

fying the. craft of research as we practiced it, ordering its evolving

nature,.and continuously attempting to integrate it with other ways

of

knowing.

This' essay continues ih that tr

tion.

Specifically

4our mode of participant observation now has enlarged itself by a
substantial historical trust and a substantial. life history or bio-

In addition; our research is an instance of a

graphical -.thrust.

special methodological stance, a follow-up or return to the setting
'of an earlier major study, (e.g., Middletown in Transition). In this
way it takes On a time 'series quality with repeated observation.

In

.doing the descriptive and analytical pieces, Volumes I through V, in

reading about howothers have done similar work, in talking with
roppnents of ;the various'methods, we have reached for a broader Syntheisins

oaf case study research methods in the intersection of these

several approaches.

We see a1:1. this as an important addition to the

methodological literature in educational inquiry.
.

In summary, our research 'is a unique blend of approaches to the

problems and issues of -InnOvation and Change i American Education.

_

It,is grounded in the multiple
aspects of, a single school. in a single
.
51!?'

school district.

As in al 'I case studies the particular events have

6

major meanings for the actors in the setting, but, also, we believe
that these events often capture images and ideas that have relevance
for, other people in' other times and places.

rience-near" and "experience-distant"

'spoken of these as

conceptions.

Recently, Geertz has

In each form we hopeto be providing mirrors for edu-

cationists to see themselves better, that is more clearly, to be
conscious of rephrased problems, and to create more viable options
and alternatives.

Our multi volumed report is presented with these

aspirations in mind.

Louis M. Smith.
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pREFACE.

In 1971 we pubItshed a long .monograph' entitled Anatomy of
'

Eddcational Innovation (Smith & Keith).

The. rePOrt :presented the findings

of a participant observation Study of a radically cohceiKed 'school and
chronicled the. people and 'events involved in its inception.; Fifteen
r

1

years later, we had the opportunity to return :to this WioOl and once
.

.
'

again, to observe and interviewjts-faculty ifl their daily work.

In
,

addition, we tracked slocid the origina/ Kensington faculty and inter*

viewed them about their, lives and caraers since 'their Kensington experi

c.

.

Our, proposal for this'

specified the problem in a most common
.

sense way:

This stmple quer4 .hpriever, -leads to as host of lingering

years ?"
.
.

.

'11.1hat'has happened to thkinnovatolve Kensington School after

,

'

que tions:
I

Is the building still as beautiful as it was? Have the carpets,
an issue of contention a decade -and a half ago, held 'up?
Have the large open space loft 'areas been maintained or have
walli been built to convert the open instructional areas into
more'-self-contained classroom space?
.

Have team teaching and iridividualited instruction reached
new heights and become stabilized modes of instruction?
The 'original' Kensington doctrine was a radical manifesto for
democratic control Of educatiOn. The pupil was to be in
control of his/her learning, the'teacher in control of hts/her
teaching,, and the principal in control- of his/her building
vis-a-vis the district.
Stated simply, what is the current

resolution of the gatmence issue? How did it come about?
(Excerpts from. thei\Res'earch Proposal

,

1977)

--P-We abstractly, Kensington Revisited'ex-plores 'questions of elementary

I

:
i °ii

school structure and function; School ,governance at.the building and
district levels; the interplay of school's, communities and state and

,federal educati nal'organizations; teaching and learning; and human
.

dynamics in school organizations.

In short, we are writing a con-

temporary "Anatomyu'of'Kensingion, a study that serves as contrast
.

and comparison with-the original'liolume.

Seeking relfef from three years of intensive fteld study at the
school, we recently succumbed to the call of Missouri's fall colors and
mild temperatures, and canoed a sparkling Ozark stream.

We wished, for

that one day, to leave Kensington School, research, and writing behind.

Somewhere along'thestream, however, thoughts of Kensington reemerged:
Kensington, a public elementary school in contemporary America, swept by
its own environment, subject to its own hazards and snags.

As our imagin-

ations wandered, and as we considered the 15-year history of the school,
we decided that Kensington perhaps resembled an oceangoing vessel charting
a precarious course through a restless sea.

Thus cast, we begin Kensing-

ton Today, the story of an average elemental4y school struggling to find

its way through all too familiar problems.In. Chapter 1, we relate the current state of the facility and dev..

scribe a few of the activities that characterize the start of the school
year.

This first glimpse-_ foreshadows the contrasts between the school

today and the Kensington vision of years past.

In Chapter 2, we,examine Kensington's changing context, the 70
years of .policy conflicts argued at national, state, and local levels.

The creation of the school amid this hiStorY was unusual.

The school's

genesis represented a unique convergence of events leading to a radical

educational innovation 'in an otherwise conservative community.

Community

sentiments fed by national economic and politital trends set the stage
for Kensington's rapid return to more traditional_ schooling practices.

In contrast to the macro perspective of Chapter 2, Chapter 3 examines the personal influences of the 'school's succession of principals
on the Kensington program.

The individual qualities, careers, and ambi-

tions of these four men--together with some twists of fate--greatly
affected the Kensington story.

The differences between the first and

current principals starkly illuminate the dilemmas of school leadership.
We return in Chapter 4 to the classroom and instruction.

We try to

convey the attitude of the teachers, humorous and caring as they proceed
in'the rigors of teaching.

We record the changes in student composition,

changes that the staff offer as explanations of obvious pedagogical
shifts.

And we discuss the influence of state and federal Tervention

in the school's program, a topic of concern and debate amongethe faculty.
Kensington has been steered on its course from innovation to tradition
by the conditions and beliefs of its students, community, and educators.
Its movement raises perennial questions about the form and purpose

(of

schooling in sodry.
I

In Chapter 5, we summarize the Kensington tale by comparing the
)

organizational identity of today's school with the Kensington of 1964.
Meaning is sought from changes in the physical structure of the building,
in the reputation and operating procedures of the school, in the leaders
and staff, in the program, and in the school's guiding ideology.
The Kensington saga is, of course, one of many accounts of planned
change in education.

The opportunity to return to the school 15 years

after its inception, however, has allowed a
In the sixth and final chapter of this do

niquely rich perspective.

ent we arrange the major

events of Kensington's history in a fr ark of longitudinal nested
systems and discuss the utility of such a model for both researchers and
agents of change.

The chapter concludes with a discussion ,of educational

policy, illustrating issues in policy formulation and implementation
#0

with examples drawn from our study of Kensington School today.

<sr

CHAPTER 1

THE SCHOOL TODAY

_Kensington, the building, still stirs lively debate.

SoMe of the

school's longtime staff acid visitors who walked the halls when Kehsington
was news remember its heyday.

They might compare it 'in terms of our

metaphor with the Queen Elizabeth.' Others more recently working within
Kensington's walls might just as likely'conjure images of the Titanic.
The building itself is not entirely responsible for the dissatisfactions currently expressed.

Many of the changes wrought in Kenvington's

structure since its inception have drastically affected the design's
potential for efficient functioning. .Some critics' frustrations are
related to the recent back-to-basics view of pedagogy for which Kensington's original structure is clearly inappropriate.

Other critics from

outside the school still complain about the building because of the
"favorite-son" treatment they perceive the school enjoys; it remains the

only building in the Milford School DistrIct with both carpeting and air
conditioning.

Descriptions of the original structure and of the modifica(40,

tions that accrued over the years are fully chronicled elsewhere, but we
will pause for a brief tour before beginning the story.
From the outside Kensington appears worn.

construction is weathered and dirty.

Its cinder block

"Solar screens," cinder°b16ck lat-

tices to block the sun from large windows in each classroom, remain as
part of the original building.

These lattices provide ladders to the

roof and are now topped with strands of barbed wire to discourbge adventurous students from undertaki.ng the forbidden climb.

(The students

_

climb to the roof anyway.)

The unpleasant, effect of barbed wire is

punctuated by heavy metal grills, anti-vandal -screens, that have further
obliterated the wi- ndows.

Broken glass and other litter spread over the

0
Finally, we:tare confronted by

playground add to a growing disquiet.

a graffito etched into the Plexiglas pane of Kensington's front door:
"This school sucks!"

"Inside, a corridor leads to the administrative center; once called
2

a "suite."

Now, it is simply termed "the office."

In the doorway, a'

gray plastic trash can catches dripping water from, a leaking and stained

ceiling.° Similar stains throughout the building attest to a hIstory'of
1

such leaks in the expansive flat roof..

The office space- open and

airy, is now cluttered with portable cabihets, desks and rolling pArtitions.
The area's hub'seems to be a small cubical office constructed` of temporary

materials standing free of other walls in the middle of the'room.

It

has no electrical or telephone outlets of its own, but several extension
cords taped to a graying carpet supply those needs.
"Principal," hangs above the doorway.

A small sign,

On one wall, a bronn plaque is

mounted in memorial to a previous and deceased principal.
One corner of the building houses a large rectangular room that
serves as both gymnasium and lunchroom.

Once a covered play shelter, it

has been walled in to better melt the needs of the school and the demands
of the climate.

Cafeteria tables hang along one wall where they can be

easily folded down for lunch and folded up for physical 'education classet.
The classrooms are uniquely arranged around the perimeter of the
rest

f the building, opening outwardly and individually to the school's

2

The classrooms themselves are

'playground and-inwardly toward a core.

neither elaborate nor spectacular but are adequate for the activities
they house.

Their carpeting, although worn, remains serviceable;

it could not be termed'attrective.

Each raom has 4ts own sink and drinks

.

ing fountain.

Small bathrooms are distributed-at points around the core,

each 'Serving several rooms.
universal s:

Each roman contains the elementary school,

teacher's: desk, students' desks,, wal 1

flag, and chalkboard (a green variety).

clock, small American

AlI the rooms have a cluttered

7

look owing to the lack of storage- facilities designed into the original

building., The moststriking feature of the classroom suites would not
startle most visitors unfamiliar with Kensington's history, but others
would be/surprised at the number of walls between the rooms.

In' 1965 no

Today, concrete blocks -or Plasterboard

wall separated any two classes.

and two-by-four studs enclose most rooms.
even one three7room suite remain.

A few two-room suites and

Within these remnants of the open-space

design, howpver, divisions have 'been created with movable cabinets.

as it once was called, around which

The core, the ...perception core

the classrooms are clustered, is now the resource room.
bookshelves and small tables fill its space, much
earlier era.

as

Rows of low

they, did in an

Stairs in one corner lead up to the teachers' lounge which

maintains the unique feature of cutaway walls exposing its occupants to
all who' work or pass below.
small room.

The same staircase leads downward to a

At one time this room carried the label. "nerve'center" and

housed a hub of wires and other materials for a grandly conceived audiovisual instructional program.

Currently, the room is the attractive site

for remedial reading classes; al 1 traces of its earlier purpose area gone.
.

3

The remaining noteworthy feature is the children's theatre_comOosed
of a sunken, carpeted floor, an acting tower, and a rear projector viewing,
screen:

The acting tower is stuffed with unused desks and chairs.

The

special screen displays. only a ragged hole. '.The rear projector room Is.
now a storage area for textbooks, clay molds, -and a kiln.

The carpeted

area frequently ?eats groups of wiggling,children, delightedly eyeing
some televised educational production.

With this brief circuit of Kensingt6 complete,-we return to the
teachers' ibunge for the opening day of school.

The Opening Day

The First Hello
The lights blink twice.
30.

It is a few minutes before 9:00 a.m., August

With good-humored moans and groans, conversations come to an end, and

the teachers file out of the lounge and head for their classrooms.
teacher carries a brightly colored satchel over her shoulder.

One

Lettered

on its side in bold print is written, "The Three Rs--First Recess, Second
Recess, Third Recess."

The teachers exude humor and a sense of practical

readiness to face a new group of children on the'first day of school.
The children, anxious and expectant, descend from buses and wait

A lines on the playground to be admitted to their classrooms.

Many

seem to be pondering the comments or stories they have heard other
children tell about their new teachers.
with the summer's events.

Others chatter gaily, bubbling

Still others stand quietly, watch other chill

dren, and shyly anticipate new friendships.
The outer classroom doors swing open.
face to. face.

Students and teachers come

The children, now unnaturally wide-eyed and closemouthed,

pass single file into the classrooms.

k

Most find °their names lettered on

cards or tags indicating their special place - -a home for the coming year -.

and quietly slcp ibto the desk.

Many children nervously

fumb&With

their new notebooks, "super-here lunch boxes, or long, never-beforesharpened pencils.

Teachers scurry toseat all the children and begin to:list students
who will buy lunch that day.
interrupted°.

At precisely 9:00 a.m. their activity is

In eachT room, a'circular,'grilled speaker crackles as' if

c.,_1-earng its throat- and then blares the familiar strands of "Stars and
'Stripes Forever.". -6eryone stands, faces a 10:=by-l4 inch American -flag

on wall be desk and in'unisonsolemnly recites the "Pledge of Allegiance."
This brief morning ritual signals the final, and for some abrupt, end of
summer vacation.

Four' hUhdred and forty lives are linked together by

the act.

The scenes about the school begin to vary.
Mrs. Alvena Smith's Primary Class.
9:0.3

A

Mrs.
Roughly 10 out of 23 kids are in .the room.
Smith is talkirig livelily with former students:
"I wish I had you back! Seth, you grew!" She
She shushes a
has an old-shoe, country style.
"You help
boy and asks him to take off his dap.
me and I'll help you remember my name and your
name." She begins to hand out name tags., One
"I'm sort of nervous." Mrs. Smith: 1
child ays:
"Barg in--I won't bite you if you don't bite me. ".

A mother brings in another child. Mrs. Smith be"You've been out of
gins discussing school rules.
Now
school,-talking all the time, running around.
you're in school." She is interrupted by a child
who needs togo to a different second-grade room
and another who has lost a dime. "Boys and girls,
remember about money. Boys, keep it in the bottom
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of your pocket or billfold. Girls, keep it in a,Never, put, it
purse or in a handkerchierpinned on.
in -desks--it gets legs. . . .
,"You're grown up now, not first-graders any more.
If,you,want
in,second grade we don't speak out.
In the
to join .A conversation, raise your hand.
morning we sharpen pencils, get A drink, and go to
Sometimes,
*0
the bathroom. We have a bathroom.
in the bathroom, there's a'mess which gets stinky.
If it's messy
How many like a stinky bathroom?
come to me, even if I'm with a reading class."
com9:35.. The kids start their,written work. Mrs. Smith
"I give them
ments about what she does,to talkers:
a big smooch!"
s,

9:46 'She asks Bill to take the lunch list to the school
One girl comes up to her with. a question.
secretary.
The loudspeaker goes on. A voice.
She gets a hug.
says, "Merlin's to stay for lunch." Mrs. Smith,
"Merlin did you hear that?" Merlin: "Yes." She
repeats, "You are to stay for lunch."
9:56

Mrs. Smith moves around the rooip answering
'`
questions.

9:57

"Angie, you're to move to anTo a talking girl:
other table if you talk one more time. Don't test
me!"

.

10:17

[She says to the
Mrs. Smith passes out more dittos.
observer, "They're getting restless. "]

10:

She has the kids stand up. She talks of the summer,
She hasithe kids
hard chairs, and long sitting.
stretch and "try to reach the ceiling. Pretend
Wiggle our fingers and toes,
you're a rag doll.
all over." A student says; "My pants are coming down."
(FN, 8/79)1
She says, "Don't let that happen!"
4

1Throughout the narrative the sources of quoted material are dated
FN indicates the material was recorded in field notes,
and identified.
SO identifies summary observations, and TI denotes taped interviews.
Doc. identifies material taken from extant documents in the setting.
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The Fourth -Grade Pod

1,

8:50 In the pod, Miss Yancy, Miss Donald, and Mr. Land
(-N[fourth-grade teachers] are all j king around.
Arliss Yancy tosses a rubber ball ov.r4the'room diVider at Miss Donald. Mr. Land brings over a. poster
with construction paper apples, each bedring-a student's name.
Land'says, "What if these are all ,
rotten appleS?" Yancy:
"Make cider!" Al three
teachers laugh.
The children are all outside but
about to come in.

9:05, The children are sharpening pencils. The sharpener
makes a lot of noise. The children sit quietly--a
few yawns are seen. One boy is sitting at a desk
with no name'.
Land tells him to find the right
desk and "on the way, spit out the gum."
In each
of the three areas in the pod, the major actfility is
making sure the children are in the correct section.
.

Miss Yancy explains which teacher will teach what
subject. A-stUdent arrives late.
Yancy asks
the student to see the attendance secretary.
9:15

Miss Donald is writing the day's schedule on the board.
855 School. Starts
9.01 Tardy
She says:
"Martha, what 'do you do if you're tardy?"
Martha:
"Come in and go to' the office."
Donald:
"No, go to the office via outside." She then continues to write:

9:10-10:00
10:05-10:30
10:35-11:05
11:05-11:35
11:40-12:00

Reading
Handwriting
Spelling.
Music, PE (restroom)
Social Studies

She holds up a social studies book and says, "Brand
new book--never been used before. There's all kinds
of neat projects in here." Then:
"The most important part of the whole day is coming up at this next
time," and writes:
12:05-12:35 Lunch
She continues:

12:40-VO Math
1:10 -345 Science
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1:50-2:20 English
2:25L2:45 Recess
2-:50-3:00 Water-and Restroom
3:00-3:30 Study Hall
"Last year the bus riders
Miss Donald con,tinues:
This
year, we all leave at
left early, at 3:254
the same time. Lunch is 60 cents this 'year.

Lunch boxes go on that shelf."
9:40
.

The three teachers all switch sections and then
-introduce themselves to the new group of students.
The_children are assigned to reading groups. !,,and
reads off a list of names, and the ,children move
from one room to the next as the narties- are cal Ted.-

[Assignments are made, for all students. More than
one group functions in each section of the pod.]
10:07

Miss Donald
The children are all working now.
moves from group to group checking work, giving
directions, answering questions. Miss Yancy
puts her arm around a boy's shoulder while
answering his question, then tells another boy to
"turn around and get to work." [Miss Yancy's
She's a
approach is relaxed and enthusiastic.
"nice° teacher.]
,

[One point worth mentioning is 'hat after the
maintenance functions, the children began
work right away in the reading books. This
series--kindergarten through sixth grades-.
gives the kind of continuity that permifs resumption of activities immediately, even after summer.
Kids don't seem to be' having any problems.] (FN, 8/79)
,

Mr. Brando's Sixth-Grade Room
9:03

9:07

"Mott
Brando introduces himself to the students:
He
stands
in
front
of
the
room,
of you know me."
in front of the chalkbbard on which he has written
the day's schedule. He asks the kids to come up
"I want you to
to his,desk and sign for lunch:
I
want
it to be
write from now on in cursive.
Walk
up
to
my
desk
this
way,
go
.back that
neat.
way." [He gestures to, two aisles.]

.

Brando reads the class list to check the attendance.
Students answer "here" as their names are called.
It is visible through
A school bus arrives late.
It discharges more students. Two
the window.
Brando adjusts the attendance
new students, enter.

8
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list and repeats the lunch -instructions.. The students
are silently looking around at each'other--wide-eyed
-stare, some smiles, some quiet giggles.

(
.

Brando finishes somp paperwdrk and says, "This is
what we are going to do this year and we'll be very
firm abtfUt it.
This is your last year in elementary
school. Junior high does things differently.
They
are very strict at junior high--three tardies and
you're suspended. ,I411 try to get youready for
junior. high.
If you"
t do your work, youlll pass;
not, you'll be-back with me. They expect you to know
the basics.
, es.
"This year, always write in.cursive., I don't_like to.
give homework assignments, but if I 'give assignments
during class that you don't finish, you Will have to,
take then home. Any work not completed will be counted as zero.
I expect all work to be finished:
throw away any work not neat andl% cursive.
I won't
take time to,-,read it.
Seating will remain ,as is, so
don't ask to have your seat changed." He sends a student to the office with the completed attendance list
and tel
the 'other students to get out paper and
pencils or pens: He directs students to copy the
schedule on the, board, finds a mistake, and says:
"I
-

s.

is

made a mistake right- away."'
9:24

Brando:
"I need to go to ,another teacher's room.
Do you know what t expect while I'm gone? Tell me,
"Uh, huh..
Bruce." Bruce:
"To be quiet." grando:
I'll be right, back."

Brando leaves. The kids- continue copying the schedule.
The room is absolutely quiet. Brando returns; sees
two boyS who are sitting side by side'at desks in the rear
of the room without name tags. He tells them to find their,
right desks which are near the front of the room. The boys
look at one another and smile .knowingly.
[I get the,
impreSsion that those smiles meant: "I saw the name
tags, Teach, but I wanted to sit with my friend."]
9:30

110:10

He assigns a spelling lesson.
Instructions: ,"Write
the words in alphabetical order. Write the number of
syllables in each word. Write the word three tires."
Talking about the weekly spelling test Brand° says:
"You should know'how to spell each 'word and-write a sentence for each word to tell that you know what the word
means."
Brando sees a boy attempting to borrow a, sheet of
He moves to stand over the student and says:
paper.
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"You're borrowing paper? Ont'he first day. of class, You're
,borrOwing paper?" [Brando's tone of voice is reminiscent
of the scene in the movie Oliver where the young Oliver
as0 for more gruel in the orphanage.]

-

A minute 3ater,..Brando sees the same boyat
He says loUdlyfrom.
tempt to borrow a.pencil.
"You're borrowing a;pencil,. too?
across the rood':
Did youwe:ar shoes today? Is your head attached
Stand up!' Did. you
. so you can't forget it?
wear a belt?" His voice is teasing but-.taunting.
Student is standing with his head hanging, Chip on
Then sits down. Brando turns away.:. The boy:
chest.
looks behind him at his cronies 'and grins.troally.'
' Brando starts talking aboUt. wearing belts and the
importance of taking baths so that the' room Won't
begin .to smell.. There are giggles all around the
(FN, S/79)
room.

.

.

There's Music in the Air:

Mrs. Collins's' Music,Class',

The classrooM teacher.has accompanied hit children
He introduces the music teacher,
to the music room.
Mrs. Collins, to the'students and says: "The only
reason that I walked you down today is, to show you
how and to tell you that if she [Mrs. ,Collins]
gives anybody a super reward like 'These kids were
great,' they'll .get some free time in my classrooM.."
The kids go, 'T0000h12.', "If they get a bad note,. ,-watch out!, If the whole class gets a good note;
we'll.'go to recess or do something fun. But on'the'
other hand, if%you.are--" Mrs. Collins interrupts
"Gross!" The_ kids all, giggle. The
and adds:
classroomteacher nods and,leaves.
10:40.

Mrs. Collins calls the roll. The music room is carpeted in blue, and three long lines of chairs fill
most of the room. A piano is in the front. Bookshelves lined with music'books occupy one side.
The back of the room is filled with instrument
cases and small spaces for ensemble or individual
instrumental lessons.
Mrs. Collins's voice is' very animated. She sends
forms around the room on which students can sign up
"Your classroom
She sayi,:
for instrumental music.
I'll
tell
you what I.
teacher talked about rules.
I'm
harrrrrd
[like
a throaty
told the last class.
I'll
give
you
once,
tweg,
the,
growl] on rules.
The
principal].
third time you go see Dr'. Wales [the
The'
listen.
other thing is while I'm talking you
Lord gave you two good ears' but when your ears open

10
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your mouth slain. shut.' When you're talking; I'll
litten to you..%
.

The custodian enters and messes with the fuse box.

10:50

lightspall. go out, jbut Mrs. Collins. just_continues.

The
The

lights go on, the-tustodian leaves.

'

Mrs. Collins inViroduces "Gertrude the Fern,." She
says :
"Gertrudig grows in beautiful music , but

she'll croak ffshe dbesn't hear good Music.' You
wouldn't Want .to be a murderer wOuldy(20". She'
hands out music books from the previbus'yeer so
that the kids will know the songs. "Okay, 'I'll
play--but maybe nyt like your old teachei.," The
kids halfheartedly beginvtql sing.' She :plays
very quietly.
"Sit up,r_ If you' can't si ngh sitting, yoW11 have to stand!'" The kids sing out.
Everyone is watching the-books but not all are
singing.
,

10:584.

°

uyou're.betterthan the test class,
they were half-dsleep." She whispers and prods
the kids ink) making $uggestions for other songs
to sing in a very playful, cute manner. The kids
begin to really Sing out. They all have joined
in.
They go through "Erie Canal" then "Yankee
Doodle:" One girl says, "Can we sing it again?"
A boy in back begins to move his arrilsrin animated
gestures to the rhythm. The students are noticeably
loosened up. Thy begin to talkto one another.
Mrs. Collins introduces a two-Tart song. She says,
"Boys sing the top line, girls,the bottom. Male students sing 'The Men.'" Mrs. Collins repeats, "The
Men." They sing "On'Top of ad Smokey." Then
Collins switchesto "On Top of Spaghetti." The kids,delighted, join her and begin to shout the song.
Nonsense becomes prominent. Collins just frowns
and most of the students settle down.
(FN, 8/79)
.

Behind the 'Scenes

Behind these classroom' scenes:, many other persons are working
this first day of school-to .get Kensington 'under way.

Some of this

.

other activity iv glimpsed in our vignettes--the custodjan testing
circuits, and the voice of the loudspeaker announcing the "Pledge of
Al legiance,""or the instructional aide'reminding a student to stay for
lunch.

A summary observation captures this point:

The teacher's aide was in once or twice picking up lunch
Mrs. Smith was on the intercom to Mrs. Rae
Counts..
The .image I had of
[the school secretary] a time or two.
all of. the Appernumerary people is that they 'fit hand
in glove with the teachers.. They were all doing their jobs
kind of routinely,-oliganizing which kids belonged here or
there, or which kids needed notes-for various things.
j

2

But there seemed to be no staff conflicts over
Interdependent parts were intei°these activities.
locked and-moving alohg:- I presume that most of 'this
was with the welfare of the kids latently, if not
(SO, 8/79)
overtly, in mind'.
That obserVation extends to Kensington's reading teacher, who is
not exactly a classroom teacher but holds no administrative rank.

It

is necessary the, first day for .Mrs. Stratton to interrupt teachers in

their classrooms, removing students for testing Or inquiring on the
Her movements are recorded, again,

whereabouts of individual students.
in summary observations.

Mrs. Stratton was in and out of the classroom and
.obviously kneW a lot of the kids. She, came in to '
talk to Mrs.: Smith. She put her arm on her shoulder,
chatted briefly with her, and then as the kids came
over--as she knew different children--she would talk
with them about the summer or the year or whatnot.
I paid a short visit to her, mainly because I really
hadn't had "a chance to say hi , how are,yoO doing, and
She's "kind of a special person,. She was
all that.
administering a Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test at-the
And she was
time to_ a student from the second grade.
excited because her room's been painted and it's fixed
up and she -said that it's more like her now. She
indicated that she had some new freedom to do things
in ,some way that she hadn't been able to in the past.
She's starting with first-graders, and she's not doing
Implicitly her
the fifth and sixth as she had .been.
notion was that by the time 4ey are in fifth and sixth
grade, you can't do much witirthein. They've got to
ttart earlier. She had been starting in the second'
grade last year. Wales [the principal] supports her
i n that new way of 'doing, it; and she's generally excited about the new approach.,
,

.

She acts :very much like an adminiStrator in some wayS.
-
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I'm struck with both her mobility in the school and
-how she fills in on different kinds of chores and
(SO, 8/79)
responsibilities.
Later, we obserVe her interacting with Mrs. Brown, the Special.

Education Services teacher in the building.
I went up to the teachers' lounge and caught the
end of what looked like an informal meeting, but
definitely .a meeting, between the reading teacher'
I had been
and the special education teacher.
curious anyway about how their roles might overlap or how they would work out their territories,
Mrs. Stratton being a teacher hired by the school
district and Miss Brown a person who is paid by
Special ,Education Services and in the building working with,a specific case load. They were filling
each other in on specific students' backgrounds in
instances where they knew any relevant information.
One'of the cases they were discussing was of a child
enrolled in the school this year. The parent had
become displeased and already had taken the kid out
of the school and enrolled him in a Catholic school.
The child evidently was sullen and very quiet and
withdrawn at Kensington. At.the Catholic school,
he became so overtly obnoxious that on the second
day the mother and child were met at the door by the
headmaster, mistrgss or whatever, and told no way--we
And so the kid has
are not accepting that student.
now been reenrolled at Kensington.

The special education teacher said that hercase
load this year has increased to the point where
she'll no longer be able to work with kids individually-at,the teacher's choice of times, that she's
jgding-tp have to group kids so that she won't be as
flexible any more. And Mrs. Stratton indicated
that her load already was 52 kids and that's only
I was
out of the first three or, four grades.
amazed by the number of kids that required, proportionally in the building, these kinds of special
services. It seems to be a telling tale.

The other thing is that the U.S. Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare is doing some sort of research
project with the Special Education Services: According to the teacher, all of the districts in the
area allowed thoSe peddle pitatheir special educaMilford
tion files except the Milford School District.
wouldn't let them in .the building. And so they will
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They are coming in to look at the
be in this year.
The staff is
files and interview one of the teachers.
nervous as a cat about it. Anyway, the special education teacher indicated that they would be going
through her files and that sort of thing, and there
was some nervousness about that, too.. (SO, 9/79)
This view of the Kensington ship paints a complicated and overloaded
scene made worse by outside pressures.

Mrs. Stratton and Miss Brown

form the nucleus of a student service group at KeRsington that, on a
part-time basis, includes a counselor, a speech therapist, and a
school psychologist.

The five link forces in the first =days of the

school year to complete a rigorous testing program for a)1 new or speNt

cially referred students.

Their testing headquarters is set up at one end of Kensington's
p--

resource and library center.

Another corner temporarily stations the

school nurse who measures the height and weight of all new students.
The remainder of the library is supervised by Miss Bessie Church.
Bessie spends the first day of school cataloging new additions to
the library collection and generally completing preparations for the
library's opening.

If there were a single but unofficial keeper of the

ship's log, it would certainly be Bessie.

She is forever ready to reveal

Kensington's past to anyone willing to listen.

Her personality, central

location, and the open space, combined with the freedom to float among
the staff during the day, explain.her role in the school.
Finally, we meet Dr. Jonas Wales, the principal who is assuming
command of Kensington for the first time.

On this day, a teacher

recounts with laughter the astonished face of .a small kindergarten child

who slowly surveyed the new principal from toe tohead.

Eyes wide,

mouth agape, the child's only comment was, "He's big!"

Standing

straight, with closely clipped hair, Wales talks comfortably through a
rural drawl.

He epitomizes the authority image of an elementary, school

After blinking the teachers' lounge lights--the order to

principal.

cast off--he spends the first day surveying his ship and admiring the
job of his capable crew.

4

Crosscurrents in Kensington's Course

This first view of the Kensington School today offers a severe
contrast with the promise of the "lighthouse" school we captured in our
first study.

The setting was the Kensington School, a unique
architectural structure with open-space laboratory
suites, an instructional materials center, and a
theatre. . . . The program exemplified the new elementary education of team teaching, individuallzed
instruction, and multi-aged groups. A broad strategy of innovation--the alternative of grandeur . .
was devised and implemented. The intended outcome
was pupil development toward maturity--self-directed,
internally motivated, and productive competence.
(Smith and Keith, 1971, p.v)

Our current look at the school reveals that the building and grounds
have deteriorated from structures that aroused visions of classical
Greece.

Today, the image stirs sadness in many who saw KehSington's

original physical structure; its visage inspires descriptions of "dirty"
and "tired," or "tacky Holiday Inn."
In addition to the'chan4es in the building, our vignettes reveal
other differences between the. present Kensington and the ord.

A group of

experienced teachers begin the year with an obvious emphasis On imposed
rules.

Buses deliver many of the children who live more than a mile

ti
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from what was once a neighborhood school.

Sixty percent, of the children

The original student body was almost entirelY.white.

are black.

The

day begins with a patriotic gesture familiar to nearly anyone who has
attended a traditional American school.

No special or imaginayve

opening day activity is witnessed--as might have been expected from

the 1964-65 program.- Instead, students begin orontinue any of several
commercial textbook series in math, social studies,, reading, and spelling.

Moreover, a new and conservative princJpal stands ready to back
his discipline-oriented teachers.
is financed

A 'special service teacher, whose work

y a separate government agency, coordinates with'Kensingfl

ton's own

medial reading teacher in an apparently futilet attempt to
Those

serve large numbers of students' with learning difficulties.
t

ers

ret over .an impending inspection of their records by a federal

/ agency. They ponder what to do with an unruly student rejected by a
local parochial schaol.

A team of staffers help by a school psycholo-

jgtscapplies standardized tests to the very youngest of students to
assess the children's readiness and special needs.

Thus, retrospectively, change carried by,multiple crosscurrents
in Kensington's_ environment has seeped into every aspect
program.

of the school's

The crew, for the most part old hands, displays abundant humor

and tenacious energy for the students, but today's activities are guided
by different mandates, opinions:perspectives, and conditions than we
found at the school 15 years ago.

The following chaplet's recount

Kensington's course through those currents in more detail.
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CHAPTER 2

KENSINGTON'S TURBULENT,ENVIRONMENT
'Storm Warnings

The first chapter demonstrates many of the changes that occurred at
the Kensington School during our 15-year absence.
almost immediately as we began our follow-up study.

Most were noticeable

Those changes sub-

stantiated the prediction of Smith and Keith that Kensingtonwou.ld revert to'the "old Milford type."

But the school continues to pursue the

education of the children charged to it.' The actual complexity of that
task, however;ris difficult to appreciate without an examination of
1

Kensington s stormy context.
Months of-recent newspaper headlines about schools in and around
the Milford district--Kensington's district--reveal the turbulence
there.

January; 1980

Milford Again' Faces Shrinkage Problems

February,'1980

Parents Want Back to Basics
Handicapped Denied Rights, Parents Say

March, 1980'

Patrons Pressure Milford,Board, Inject
Racial Issues'
.

Federal Project for Disadvantaged Students
EXplained
2 Seeking School Posts in Milford Charge
[Racial] Bias, -.

April, 1980

Two Black Board Candidates Ask U.S. Justice
Department to Investigate Allegations'of Racial
Discrimination
.
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Racial Mix, Enrollment Drop Vie for Milford
District Priorities
School Closing, Boundaries Change
May, 1980

Midwest City Students Protest on Desegregation
School Plan
Reverend Wants to Start private School in Mid-'
west City
'School Security Workshop A Success at Milford.
Milford Still Reeling from Test' Scores [report
on drastic drop]
Milford ttudents Stage Day of Concern [over ."
tax hike defeats]

June, 1980

Parents Protest at Milford [over staff changes]
District Enrollment Drops, Deficit Spending,
Fewer Jobs for Teachers

Milford Board Tries to Preserve "Neighborhood
_School" Concept

School Desegregation Becomes Topic in [Natidnal
Senate] Political Races.
State's Role in School Desegregation Disputed

July, 198p

New Milford Budget Will Tap Reserve*
Board Will Resubmit Tax Levy

Mil
)ford

August, 1980

Strike Threat Hangs Over Milford

.

Milford Asked to Ban "White-Flight" Pupils
County Gets Deadline on Integration Plans
School Closes, District Enrollment Drops 358
Students

October, 1980

School Tax Increase Defeated
Poll Shows Midwest State's Citizens Oppose
Metropolitan Desegregation Plan
18
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This list illbstrates that integration, declining enrollments, education
for the handicapped, limited resources, school closings; union disputes,
unpassed tax levies, declining test scores, the back-to-basics movement,
and disagreements, over the legitimacy of state and federal agendas for

local schools are-all part of the contemporary world of the Kensington

In skirt, it seems a microcosm oithe troubles that plague

school.

today's public schools.

This constellation of problems is composed of multiple levels of
interdependent national , state, and local activities.

leiel has a historical dimension as well.

Further, each

We call this multi-leveled

conception of Kensington's cont&t "Longitudinal Nested Systems" (Smith,
,Prunty, & Dwyer, 1981).

°In this chapter we begin at the national and

state level and consider some of the historical events and attitudes
that helped shape government policies regarding education and that
,

.

resulted in major points of contention within schools today.

Similarly,

we examine changes within the Milford community and in district personnel
that have confounded Kensingtonsg task over the years:
We believe that the contemporary Kensington.exemplifies both the -.
e

product and the. process of the multiple policy forces at work in schools
today.

Its story emphasizes that the context of schooling is. subject to

continuous shifts in" opinion and policy, and that sailing a course through
that environment is most 'Nicely, to remain a difficult task.
er

Federal Involvement in 'Public Education
Perhaps the most distant level- of *context from the daily routines

of Kensington best demonstrates the uncertain waters on which the school
sails.

In recent years the ever. increasing role of the federal government
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in education has become a commonly accepted fact, despite continued
debate-about the legitimacy of that intervention (Bailey and Mosher,
1968).

The-debate has been heightened by the arrival of the Reagan

administration, Which is trying to extricate the -federal government
from the ,business of public education.

At this point, a 20-year tide

A brief

of rising influence in public schools seems to be turned.

review of the relevant history of those two decades provides an ex-

cellent example of how judicial, legislative, professional,-and private
interest groups contend to affect the drift of edu.cational policy in
this country.

Prior to 1960 the federal govermment'srole in local
primarily one of encouragement of.Tocal and state programs.

cIation was
In general,

all. attempts to develop legislation, to.permit extensive aid to elementary

and secondary education failed.

There were few exceptions.

One such

exception was the Lanham Aft of 1940 which was passed only in the context
of'great need brought about by World War II.

Thomas (1975) describes,

that.bill.

The Lanham Act of 1940 authorized federal funds for
the construction, maintenance, and operaton of
schools in communities confronted with increased
populations as .a result of the defense effort. (p. 20)
The act provided precedence for future federal legislation to aid affected
areas.

A second example of limited encroachment of federal aid to educa-

tion was also developed in the; wake of the-war.

For the first time, the

government provided aid to returning individual servicemen to'educate
or retrain them.

The aid was seen as, a way to reintegrate soldiers into

a peacetime society.
institutions.

It wasnot interpreted as federal aid to educational o

This type of aid )has been extended to veterans ever since,
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although the Reagan administration has discussed placing more stringent
regulations on such awards.

Legislation to provide general aid to education consistently ran into
three barriers:

a) fear that federal aid would mean federal control of

schools; b) desire to separate church and state; and c) fear of forced
integration.

Two converging forces allowed the federal govenment to get

its proverbial foot in the door.

The first force was economic.

The

postwar baby boom necessitated rapid expansion of public school facilities
in a period of postwar inflation.
build schools.

Simply put, districts needed money to

The second force was communism, Rr a'fear of communism.:.

The cold war coupled with the U.S. .R.'s successful Sputnik launching*!:
suddenly placed education in a new Va ght:

education could

erve the

nation's defense interests.
,

The first responses to those forces were: -a) the,National Science
Foundation Act, which provided aid in higher education to encourage
activities related to the promotion of research, scientific exchange
between-countries, and improVed teaching of science, mathematics and
foreign languages; and b) the passage of two public laws which authorized
payments to school districts for school construction and operating expenses.
But by far the most significant_ piece of legislation was the National,

Defense Education Act of 1958, enacted under the shadow of the orbiting
Sputnik.

Thomas, again, describes the situation.
The implication drawn from the spectacular Soviet feat
was that American education, especially in the areas of
The
science and technology, was inadequate.
of
emergency was sufficiently strong that: Congress passed
the act.with minimal controversy after"President Eisenhower
sent a special message to Congress requesting a $1.6 billion
program.

.

In 's,ignihg the bill, President Eisenhower

emphasized that its purpose was to strengthen the American
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education system so that it could 'meet the, broad and
increasing demands imposed on it by consideration of basic
(p. 23)
national security."

In -the early 1960s, Kennedy's administration was intent on domestic

reform and education was part of the overall plan.

His administration

was joined by the intellectual and moral leaders of the country to produce
an aura of American invincibility in providing technical and economic
aid both at home and abroad to enhance the quality of life of those who

were left out of the American mainstream.

Skolnick and Currie (1979)

write of that era:
7 Americans were becoming aware of an "underdeveloped"
world abroad and a "disadvantaged" world at home,
both unhappily excluded' from the- benefits of an age
New agencies
of general Paffluence" and well-being.
of social improvement were created at-home and abroad.
A critique of old-style welfare efforts began to develop,
along with the notion of "helping people help themselves."'
The idea of inclusion, of participation, in the
.
.
American way of life became a, political metaphor for
. The social problems of the 1960s would
.
the age.
be solved by extending the technological and intellectual resources,of established American institutions
into excluded, deprived, or-underdeveloped places and
groups.

(pp 6-7)'

Iannaccone (1981) comments on the country's economic, outlook that
coincided With Kennedy's "New Frontier.'t
The years 'after World War 'II were ones of sustained
economic growth for the United States. American
industrial productivity, high at the end. 'of 'the:
war, coptinued to grow.. LOW` cost: energy. fiieled it.
Japanese anci, Western European economjes' devastated
by the war offered no:significant competition. (p: 55.

`,Short, the country was poised for social reform and education was a
element of the process.

Although the Kennedy administration did not realize-a comprehensive
federal aid bill for education, several pieces of legislation helped set new
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precedents.

Those bills included the Higher Education Facilities Act,

the Vocational Education Act and the Library Construction Act.

Collec-

tivqy, they represented a de-emphasis of the national security concern,
of the fifties and originated two new thrusts.

One, the bills provided'

aid to the disadvantaged, the poverty stricken, the minoritles. ;Two,
°

the bills were able to shunt funds. -to, private'and religious institutions

as long' as funds were not directly used to construct religious facilities.

The bills indicated that the old barriers could be hurdled and paved the
11

road to-President Johnson's "Great Society."
A change of strategy, a shift in emphasis, and the enactment of the
Civil Rights Act of 1964 led to the fait accompli of extens,ye federal
aid to education. 2The new strategy came from President Johnson's'adv,isors

who decided that federal aid should be aimed at solving specific problems
0

rather than be given for general use
poverty," and Title VI of the

The new emphasis on "the war on
Rtghts Act of 1964 prohibited -racial

discrimination in all federally-assitstedlfrograms.

These elementscbp-

,

bined to provide a new guise .for ;fe# to education.
.

of.

federal' control

of lb

First,9the

:

was 'lessened by the goal-directed

rhetoric of the developing 'legislation.

Second, the state versus religion

controversy was sidestepped- by the fact,thatOederal funds would, be air*,
-at ,the impoverished, whatever their religion, forcing opponents into
,

the'uncomfortable position Of-representing those who wished to keep the
.

poor loreyer dependent.

Firially,Jttle VI guaranted eqUal disbursement

of aid regardless of race.

The successful legislation that dmerged was

entitled the Elementary andSecondaiy EdScation Act of 1965 (ESEA).

Dershimer (1976) describe0tS unusual progress from bill to law:

With almost unprecedented haste, the Congress pasSeq,...
the 'Elementary and Secondary Education Act, in the

House by amargin of 263 to 153 and in the Senate by
78 to 18. President Johnson signed the bill into 1
law (P.L. 89-10) on April 11, 1965, in his own,one-:room schoolhouse in Texas., The nextrday, the White
House was filled with invited supporters of education
*"I think Congress has passed tt?e .

who heard him say:

most significant education bill in the .history of
(p. 67)

Congress."
.

,

The first ESEA bill ,contained five titles. Their intents are 'Sum-

-'

.

marized4below:

-.,!

Title I

providAd for a Wee-year program to .support
the education of diSadviNtaged children .

Title II authorized five years of support to public
and private schools for the purchase of library reources, texts, and instructional materials,

"

Title

and IV provided for general "improvements'

in the quality of.American education by,of,fering
grants to localeaYAregional organizations, for
establishment of.ieducationil centers and\ 4boratortes
and to universities for -edircation related research.'

Title V provided for the strengthening of state
departments of education.

In the fiscal year 1966, the fi\ st year of ESEA's

,

.

mentation, Congress

.

,approved a budget of 1.225 billion dollars to fuhd ES A's programs.

The

stature that
Johnson attached Ur. he act was clearly appropriate. .-E.SEA
.
,

/

'.

remains the most significant expa lion of federal i hvol vement

to date.

.

.,

Wier the next ten years ,C

rice in the federal government's ability
C.

.end;the underprivileged-waivered.

to care for the impoveri
seem to be several signi
r,c111"

(17

,

There

/1
t.,political
and economic realities which might

.

account for the diss- fection.

A Time staff editorial speaks of the jaded

view of the youth of the period arid, aentions seve

devastating events.

a

:F

The young of the '60s were raiked. tO.'believe that
America was a Splendidly Virtuous 'country: When
-they found--through the. Bay Of Tigs'; Selma, the

assassinations',. Viet Nam-..that::..it wa's something
moresambiguouls,!theg roSe up in.,,a.;hbrror that now
,.Seemi. touChing in its '-'SPOntaneity: They joined in
1-imiense nuiti;ers.the baby boon demographic bulge-r
anewithcat philbs'ophy or program. That was the
strength,.and ultimate weakness of the movement:

it arose out of moral outrage and indignation,'

and grew larger' precisely:tbe.44,use it was so
formless. When the prodd6fion. ran out of moral

energy, it collapsed like a dying star. (August 15, 1977,
pp. 67-68)

.

,.

Less emotionally, Iannaccone (1981) contrasts- the. negattive. -economic .
.

tondit'ion:that dawned in the .1970s to the very favorable sitUiaton.

that;c0incided with the Kennedy era.

He findS.in the economy reason

enough fOr the public's growing distress.,oye'r federal initiatives.

to,

.FrOM_ the, late 1960's. on thesefavorable] socioeconomic
,..:ccriditions reversed. The ideological interpretations
Whicirshad,focused on the.:central governmental splutions

of 'tlie:':),roblems had played :themsel,ves out. Ehergy became
expen§ive as America became dependent on foreign oil.

The international': trade balance ,became consistently
unfavorable. American productivity .fel 1 significantly
below many' other industrial' nations;',
ngs 'from a
previous' era were depleted. Stagfla:tiOnViinflation

in costswith continued lowering prodUCtiiity;
characterized the, economic systeMs:.

Skolnick and Currie (1979) further describe..::CohteMPOary issues as

count for the public's loss of .faith in,he venerable American,

institutions.

-')

,.Unemployment. Energy crises.' Decline of
the dollar., Tax revolt. .Bankrupt cities. Political

corruption and\ business bribery as routine news items.
.
. It'is no longer a secret that the °American system
has not wiarked the way we were taught it should. (p. 1)

.

A

DUring this pericd of waning public trus.4, the federal government.
.

continued its campaign .'to support and intervene in public education.
The government's agenda and its determination that their policies be
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BEA, including special provisions,for they 'handicapped, bilingual, educa-

tion, and other ethnic heritage prOgrams.

In 1978, Public Law 95-561,

Education Amendments, reorganized,' revamped and Once again added to the
ESEA. purview.

In 1980, a total of 15 .ESEA' Titles spelled out the govern-1
.

ment's programs.

The continued passage of other federal legislation

D°

(for example, Public Law 94-142, Federal. Education for All Handicapped

Children Act of 1975) continued to strengthen' the wave of federalism: in
education.

All of this legislation follOws the same basic Johnson formula

and, until very recently, spelled out the federal government's educational
In brief that policyAa,n be written:

_policy.

aid shall, be directed' to

specific groups ,of children with specific piolirems;--i-.e., the-poor4 _the_
handicapped, the bilingual ,' etc.; aid'shill-,be used to encourage and

and, tate programs; .aid will not supplant or deter local

"''`assist

and state initiaticirrs.
The surety with which authors believed that this rede'ralltolicy was
entrenched in American society despite other change0S-eXeilf lifi ed by a
,'

?!1.1.%.

lengthy quote from Sava6e (1978).

education at least, the Congress of the late 1970s.
is conservative/liberal. That is, it follows the basic
liberal assumptions of the Great Society era, but is.
quite conservative in refusing to tamper, with those,
assurtiptiots. Perhaps this conservatism, or stability
if ybi, prefer, shouldn't be a surprise. Unlike the
In

commissioners of education, who come and go as often,as
managers of last-place baseball teams, the. Congressional
,,--1-eadersbip doesn't fluctuate. The key members of the
'House have been associated-with-education policy since the
Elementary, and Secondary Education Act (ESEATTi-rst-passe
°
Congress in 1965. . . .

The stability of Congress--and of its -education policy--

.

first`pro-.

..',

can be seen in anotherway. When President Kennedy
posed a massive program of federal. 'aid to oducation,the idea.
.

J
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After a bitter flOor fight, the bill was voted.` down.
Only after the Johnson landslide of 1964 did
pass Congress, and only \then cloaked as an anti-poverty measure. Recently, "reformers" have
talked much of "sunset legislation," meaning a
l'ai4:,would be passed, fof a certain period of
tim:;.perhips five. yeat:s-..-and would go out of
1
existence .afterviard'unleis CongresS 'debated it
and reaffirmdd' the program.
A fine idea, except
this is already done, in theory.- ESEA has been
extended in 1968, 1974 and now in 1978.

But the reauthorization of 1978 had little to do'
with the 1965 battle. This time.the're was no realdebate.
No one 'seriously questionedwhether the
federal government shoul d pump, bi 1 lions of dollars

.

into local schools, whether. the billions spent made
any differdrice in how much children learned, or
whether the money shoul:dle distributed in a significantly different way. 'Pre' assumptions of 1965 emerged
again unchanged, and almost unchallenged. One witness'-:::,
ESEA had been an "unquestioned-Su6cessil,Hewas:,
pp. -5-6)____
literal ly, correct.

This perception of stability seems radically altered by the sweeping
national electione.Ot 1,80.

The political visions of President Reagan

which contrast so markedly with those of'his predecessors, the return of
,the 'Senate to a. Republican majority, an apparent transition to more

traditional and provinciak values by a large segment of society, and,

most importantly, the serjous:declineof the American economy have set
the stage for a -revOlution in federal level educational policy.

Most,'

simply, the Reagall administration sees-education as a responsibility of

state and local governments and'interiention by the federal government
as undue meddling.

ThiS altered federal picture is summed up by

Iannaccone (1981):

'

The problems of education will not be central to the
major political issues the Reagan administration and
GOP leadership face.,. The stamp of irrelevance will
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The basic political issue ahead is whether the 1980
realignment election will be converted into a lasting
mandate by Reagan and the GOP. . . . In the process
the politics of education ahead will be shaped. My
prediction is, that the most significant aspect of
these will be in the management of conflicts between
states and loeal districts. (p. 59)
Thus, the once advancing wave of federalism in education very possibly
has been turned back.

The consequences of thedrastic change in policy,

however, are yet to be seen.

Before dismissing federal influence on

local schools as.history, we must wait to see the legislative and judicial
responses to the Reagan point of view.

Pendin

court cases regarding

issues such as school busing and desegregation, special education for

the handicapped, and aid to private education may be the battlefields
federal role in education-.

the

-As-the list-of-headlines that begin thiswchapter demonstraies, each of
these issues is part of the .vortex that characterizes the Milford district
today.

The State Role,

The ebb and flow of federal authority in public education contrasts
with the steady stream of state influence.

Again, important events are

so recent that it will be many years before.a trend is clear, but the-Reagan initiatives seem to indicate an increased and more traditional
role for the state.

Thomas1975) illustrates the age -old roots of

that traditional ponception, citing a pre-revolution mandate.
Historically, public education as a local responsibility and a state function can be traced to two
statutes of -the Massachusetts Bay Colony. . . . These
laws required that local communities establish schools
(in which Bible readirig would naturally be a major
activity), in order to, prevent Old Deluder, Satan,
(p. 19)
from corrupting the youth of the colony.
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Although responsibility for children's souls has slipped the purview of
F

the public school, the impetus for state and local control of schools
remains a strong and contentious force'in the shaping of educational
policy.

The localists were not immediately dissuaded even by the drafting

and ratification of the United States Constitution since that document
did not address the topic of education.

Only the passage of the Tenth

Abendment in 1791 significantly altered the picture.

That amendment per-

mitted the states prerogatives not mandated by the ConStitution or expressly
forbidden by it.

Thus, public schOoling fell under the aegis of the

individual states.
1

Since that time,'many court cases have established

public education as,d state function.

Edwards (1933) explicates the

logic of state sponsored schooling:
-----In-legal--theory-the-public_school is _a state institution.

Public education is not merely a 'NM-a-fon-of-

government; it.is government.
Power to maintain a
system of public schools is an attribute of government
in much the same sense as is the police power.to administer justice, or to maintain military forces, or
to tax. The state finds its right to tax for the maintenance of a system of public schools in its duty to
promote the public welfare, the good order and peace of
society. The function of the public school, in legal
theory-at least, is not' to confer .benefits upon the
individual as such; the school exists as a statg insti
tution because-the very existence -of-ctvil-soctety_de-,
mands it. The education of youth is a matter of such
vital importance to the democratic state and to the
public weal that the state may do much, may go very far
indeed, by way of limiting the control of the parent
over the education of his child.
The state cannot, to
be sure, prohibit private schools altogether but it can
prohibit the teachings of doctrines which challenge
the existen,ce of the state and the well-being of
society.
It may, moreover, require that children be
educated in schools which meet substantiatly the same
standards as the state requires of its own schools.
(pp. 1-2)
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control prevented the formation-of tightly controlled state systems of
The state system of education that evolved is visible evidence

schooling.

of compromise between the two prevailing perspectives.

In general,

state legislatures create state departments of education to which are
delegated each state's responsibility for creation, operation, management,
,and maintenance of schools ()rury, 1967).

School districts are established'

within states according to state guidelines.

_Within those districts,

however, local boards are elected and given the authority to administer
the district's schools.

Although the boards, are deemed-to be state

agencies, they are permitted "a'- large measure of autonomy in their duties;

Even though

boards are comprised of local community members, their :'e
.

offices exist entirelY.separately from local or municipa

-_

bodies.

.>

'-.i

executives (mayors

Loc4t

i

,

for thStance) have no legal nreroga lye to interlien
r:

school affairs.

Despite their legal authority to run schools, the states
beyond the creation of districts was reluctant.

involvement- --

The fierce preservation

of education as a community concern countermanded much of the potency of
the legislation.

Furthermore, states:resisted assuming financial responsi.-

bility for a tightly controlled system of state schools, increased
taxation would discourage the growth of business and industry.

This. was

a particularly powerful argument for the new states of eighteenth and
nineteenth century America.

Despite resistance, compelling' forces moved

the states inevitably,towards greater involvement in education.
One such force was the ideal Of universal education.

This notion

became entrenched in the minds of_ the public during the colonial period
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doctrine of universal education held that in order for schools to be
truly universal, they must be secular, free, and compulsory.

These

givens compounded with the rapid urbanization of the late 1800s provided

the impetus for more state control of education.

Martin. (1962) summarizes

the shift:

.Notwithstanding a general reluctance to do so, the
states, have ,assumed more and more active roles in

public education since about850, and there has
been an acceleration in this movement during the
last four decades.
In general, state-local educational relations have been affected by three major
developments. The first witnessed the.setting by
the state of minimum standards in the domain, first,
of teacher certification. Next the state undertook
to influence the selection of textbooks in the interest of standgrdization, sometimes supplying the books
outright but more often establishing eligible lists
from which textbooks were to be chosen.
Finally, increasing control came to be exercised over the subjects
taught. Having established. standaFds,over the years,
the states then created a system of supervision to
ensure that, the standards were met.
(pp. 6-7)
.

A great deal has happened since states first began to legislat
standards for public schools.

Since theiF-da-rlyreolation-of-toacher--

certification, text selection, and requisite course work, states have
gone on to control many other aspects of schooling.

Figure 2.1 taken

from the table of contents of a National Institute.of Education document
entitled State Legal Standards for the Provision of Public Education
(1978), lists areas of education'presently legislated by state governments.

insert.Figure 2.1 about here.
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c..

Admission Requirements
Adult Education
Attendance Enforcement Agent
Attendance Requirements
Curriculum
Extracurricular Activities
Grade Organization
Guidance and Counseltng Program
High School Graduation Requirements
Individual Pupil iReco,rds

In-service Training
Libraries'

Promotion Requirements
Pupil Load-Class Size
Pupil-Teacher R4tio
Pupil Transportation
Safety and Health Requireme
t

School Calendar.

Teacher Personnel Policies
,";
Textbooks
General Teacher Certificatipn
Administrative Officers,' Cirt
Existi,r1 Certification 40tilre
.

Figure 2.1:
r

Areas of Sta.0dguiition'
Standards fot

,

cation
A'S by Job Title
1

blft-Schools_l_CfrAm State Legal
Aflic Education," 1978y.

The trend towards increased state control of education is clear.
Bailey, Frost, Marsh and Wood (1962) similarly conclude:
In a highly interdependent, technological world, the
myth of local control of educational policy- is increasingly unrealistic. -(p.

Even though the drive for greater federal control of education
appears lessened under the Reagan administration, the assumption that
states will move quickly or easily to fill the void may be premature.
As ..F4.1p (1981) writes:
lr

-

The "block grant" proposals that finally emerged from
the White House crammed education. into the same organizational mold as health and social services, _revealing
'either childish insistence on symmetry or stunning' ignorance of the fact that, alone among the major human
resources programs, most important decisions abobt
schooling are made at the local level, that statelocal relationships are varied and intricate, and that,
turning the federal money over to the states invites
as much red tape, regulation, and bureaucracy as
continuing to run the programs from Washington.
(p. 20)

Thus,;the course of education depends not only on the emergence of a
clear and ,continuous federal policy, but also on the .resolution by
sti,t0,4;ind their constituent school districts of funding problems and

estate verus.çcoimunity conflicts.
-1:4;?4.t,

.
.

.

,

Prevailing Local Conditions

4L

haebee working through an admittedly long digression, exploring
the

111.0".

.041, levels of the Kensington School's nested organizational

and social system.

Our purpose has been to .paint the tenuous and shifting

context of education in this country as a' backdrop for the Kensington

.

drama, the story of the school's striking changes.
Now we can move one step closer to the school.

We cad' flesh out the

story with actors who committed themselves singly or in numbers to implement
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a creditable school system for the Milford, youngsters. and to consider the
changes in the community whose growth spawned the heed for those schools-all within the broader national and state context.

This story will

reveal that the pilots of the Milford School District Were traditionalists
at heart who pursued the best of what conservative-ideas about education
always represent.

The one exception was the "outsider," Dr. Steven.

Spanman--the designer of the Kensington dream--who arrived at Milford in

a brief period of national euphoria and whoyas able to. infect the community
with that spirit despite the local conflict in which it was embroiled.
In the ultimate flow of Milford's history, however, his Contribution

made only a small ripple as the district's conservative bent was swelled
by an apparent return nationally to more provincial values.
In the early years of the century, Milford operated a single two-room
rural school governed by a three-member Board of Educatfon.

In the

1920's, the district grew in size and numbers, changed its status to a
six-director board, began a high school, and built an elementary
the Attucks, for BlaCk children.

:Awl,

In 1928, Milford appointed its first,

superintendent of schools, Mrs. Claire Briggs., That event, though far
removed in time from the Kensington School, began the lineage of superintendents who acted to shape the district and its schoOls.

Mrs: Briggs

is important in that story becatise she contrasted with the completely

male dominated admipiStrations which followed her up to the present
time.

Prior to her brief tenure as Superintendent, 1928 -1930, she started

the new Milford High School and served as a teacher/principal.

Her

termination resulted from alleged conflicts with children, teachers, and
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the board of education.

One member of the first high school graduating

class (1931) in an interview described her personality as "forCeful". and

Another member of the class, with good humor, phrased his

"abrasive."

perceptions more metaphorically:

"When she said 'frog,' you jumped."

When the moment came for Brigg'sprinination, the board spoke of
rapid expansion as cause fOr dismissal.

Our district is growing so rapidly and we are in the
midst of a building program this year and we feel
keenly the need of a man at. the head' of our school
(Doc., 1930)
system.
Thus, the responsibilities of the superintendent were. changing in complexity

and gravity; the job was considered too demanding for a woman by the early
'board.

Only two superintendents filled thelposition between Mrs. Briggs and
Dr. Spanman who set the stage for Kensington's construction in 1964.
first, Mr. Fred Grey, served between 1930 and 1935.
a young man.
27 years.

The

He died unexpectedly,

Mr. Walter McBride followed him a d held the office for
he Great Depression and

McBride assumed the office during

remained at the post beyond the cold war per od and Sputni,k's far-reaching

launch. The end of McBride's tenure and its circumstances bear critically
on Kensington's origin and its eventual reversion to the old Milford

type.

The board attempted to replace McBride amid considerable strife

and controversy.. The conflict crystalized in the spring of 1961 after
'three new members were elected -to the Milford Board of Education.

was without previous school board experience.

Three months later, by

unanimous request, the board called for the resignation of McBride,
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citing that he "had failed to carry out board policies and procedures."
o specific examples were listed., McBride refused to comply.
.

The 'Impasse was

significahtly affected by an unprecedented move of
:

-

young social, studies teacher, Ron George.

As presidentr of the local,.

teachers' organization, he appekled to his organitation to request that
the National Educational Association (NEA) enter into the dittrict's

dilemma as an impartial fact-finding commission. His motion' read:
.

Be it moved by the Milford Community Teachers Association
that the Suburban CountY Teachers Assoctation, the Midwest
State Teachers Association andthe:-National Educational

Asiociation be asked to set Wai:lact finding group which
would study the current controverital,situation existing

v

between the Board of Education and the Superintendent of

Milford School District.

V?:

Such group to act as impartial fact-finder and to submit a

report of its findings and recorntnendations,, to the Board. of
Education, the Superintendent, the Staff and the Community.
(Doc., 1961)

A copy of the motion and' :an accompanying letter dated September 11, 1961,

was sent to the president of the board.

The letter indicated that George's

motion had passed by an "overwhelming majority."

It concluded with the

sentence:

We trust that you will hear from each of these organizations
soon and will accept this resolution in the spirit in which

it ls'offered.

(Doc., 1961)

Responding to George's request, the NEA Commission on Rights and.

Responsibilities interceded on McBride's behalf.

A lettery4lirected

to the President of the Milford Board of Education by the Commission read:
As emphasized in the statement, we hope you will reoa,gnize

the need for deliberite action by both sides in the'

The undignified.treatment 'to which Mr.
McBride has. been submitted does not affect him as an
proposals made.

indi vidual al one,--it is considered an. affront 'to all the

personnel in,the school system. Under the
circumstances the Board of Education has nothing to lose an
professional
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51.

--

considerable to':gain in finding a solution to the situation
that will remove, a good deal of the bitterness. from the
present conditions and make poSsible an immediate. step
toward a .more. Wholesome administrative situation.
(Doc., 11761,):

Later, the commission Wrote:
It was not the purpose of this inquiry to determine
whether or not the SuperiAtendent was capable of
performing his total responsibilities. It appears to many
members of the professional staff and to many citizens.,,
however, that it -IS nothing short of tragic for a man:.,
who has., devoted twenty-six years of service to the.tchoo)
system to end his career.Onder extremely embarassing and:,
unhappy,conditions.,;,NolifOrmation was presented from any

bad:been 'any 'dramatic change
in thb .personality, mental or physical 'ability that would
warrant such contemltuouS' treatment of theChief administrative officer of the.school system. (Doc., 11/61)
source .'.to- indicate that there

Near the end of the fracas, the commission developed several lines

of argument which sketched the breadth and depth of the problem and the
serious nature of the.conflict.

They indicated Multiple necessary aspects

-of an immediate solution which could at the same time prevent futur'ec:-

conflicts of ,a simikr nature, 'Eventually, agreement was reached between
.Stiperintendent,McBride and the .board which reflected the
the NEA Commission's recommendatitins.

substance

of

The superintendency was vacated

and McBride-Vas hired for the remainder of his original contract as a
consultant to the district.

One who worked with McBride commented, that

he was,Teassigned office space which amounted to not much more than a
"broom closet."

The, resolution of this incident led to the search for

the next superintendent.

To pause for a moment, we might review for emphasis several aspects
of this controversy and its solution.

First, there was the tremendous

turmoil that 'existed over the replacement of the superintendent.

Second,

lai.between the Milford community, the board of education, and
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the district professional staff--Thdto the-election Of new board members.
The -new:board initiated charige in 'polity, personnel and admtnistration.

Their actions further precipitated reactions by McBride, and the _commuktty
,teachers' organtzation under the_ledershiP of Ronald. George.

Third,

the teachers' organization became an impprtant element in district
'affairs for the first time.

Fourth, an *dutside professional, committee,

again for. he first time, was influential

in

district affairs.

Fifth,

one of the Cmmission's reComMendations was to search outside the .district
"

.

for the next -superintendent.

conflict,

By seeking ,someone unconnected'' -with the',

the possibility of hiring an "inside candidate",

Sikth; by Wo'rking'with a selettion'-tommittee

waspreclud.

Outside consultants,

contemporary: verSion, of the national, "olds bbys.network," Milford was

connected to the men who trained, selected, and control led_.ca reers and
job placements:of most of the major superintendencies inthe' country.
And seventh, thefinal-- contenders who emerged from the selection prOcess

were bright, young; .ambitiods and cosmopolitan men with outstanding
qualifications.

From our theoretical persPective these key events in

the transition from McBride to hts successor set the occasion for
ripple in the traditional stream of Milford's history which included the

designing, building, and staffing of the Kensington.School.
To resume our chronology, the McBride era had included the closing
of the district's school for Black children,_Attucks.

The board mandate

that closed the school responded to a ruling of the state'S attorney`
general. -The state level edict 'followed closely-the 1954 Brown vs.

Topeka Supreme Court,ruling that ended_segregatedpublic sChools:
McBride' had

also

.seen' the district classified as a Federally ImpaCted
...
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'Area

%%filch-enabled the schools to apply for funds t 'build sthools.

As

A

'

the community's population swelled, the district had constructed eight
new schools.

His era closed i ri a time: of community growth and optimiSm.

The nation, too, swelled' with' pride from,
early space-fl rght successes
.
and a .successful standoffi with Russia over missiles' in Cuba

and eagerly

anticipated Kennedy's "New Frontier.

A majority of Milford's Board of Education--but not all sought

a

new, young, dynamic superintendent' to lead the district in this hopeful
,,time.

Steven P. Spanman, Ed. D., burst-upon the scene ready and willing

for a challenge a'youn Min qlearly'on the. move; a .rising star.
-personallyd he was impreSsive and charismatic.

e

Inter-

Dr. Spanman was described

as "a man, who could talk the birds out of the'treei.."',(TP, 1980)

He

0

promised to bring a quality, future-oriented education to the boYs and.'
gi rl s of

1 ford.

Mi 1 fof,d' s..community ;news letters give a fasci nating vfiew. of The

Spanman erea.','Spanman's editions provide a striking contrast with the
A

routine reporting of ,bus schedilles,, high school sport's calendar's, home
..,.

,.,,

.

coming events, etc. -of previous issues.

Instead, his sweeping 'headlines

portray .an educational utopia, down the road and around. the very next
_corner,.

In an early editio'n he urged his staff to prepare for the futr:
New ideas, new ways Of

vi ng a hd 'new technology' requi re

new and equally Challenging ideas in education. Teachers
must be aware of their- added' responsibilities because of
these changeS.

(Doc.

,,

-,

The impaAt,

of Dr. .Spannian on the small -Mi lford, ;community was nothing.

less than', spectacular.

';n two silart years he ',arrived, found fertile soil

for his li.deas and proceeded at a' blinding pace to commit the district to
a mil lion dol lar. construction agenda, entertained national educational

di strict in the national media 1i meti ght, i nvolved

figures, placed
his teachers in a

ambitious and exhausting inService program, altered

the traditional district tuyriculum, and rallied parents to

causes.
1.4

As 'We iDdicated in the earlier account, Anatomy of Educational Innovation,
his pade -was too fast -,fo'r many. and,his "parade" Was.left behind. ,An
a

essential part of that parade was the old Milford administrators.' As
an outsider, he was never able tt. o

rAly them

to his cause.

It remains,tpeculation whet4her Dr. Spanman read 'the handwriting on
the wall- -the. shifting political and economic cliiiiate in the district-=

or whether opportunity knocked fortuitously, but, still only 35 years,
,

old, he was provided a face-saving exit; he received an opportunity to

spend-a year with National Foundationa prestigious, innovative educational organization.

In the spring of 1966, the annual school board

elections occurred with their seasonal regularity.

A disgruntled board

member, who had been faced down by Dr. Spanman.earlier, was joined by
two new membees.

The new men were.. supporters of the earlier, more

traditional McBride perspective of the di stria:
shifted.

One of Dr. 5panman'sremainiag supporters, "who had the Superin-

tendent's resignation in hand, subOtted it.

Milford.

Once again, the power

Spanman never returried to

'Eventually 'he' moved on to a major city, superintendency.

Kensington, of "course, .had been cpstructed;, it was Spaniiiin's legacy to
1.

the district.

Dr. Ronald. George quietly becam6superintendent of Milford on
May 27. ,

1966.

06eof four candidates from inside the district, Or....

George was voted.in on a 4 to .2 split decision. of °the board.
:,offered a ohe-year contract.

He was

The new superintendent had taught
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.

elementary and ijunioe high.school. in the district for a dozen years,
,

and recently ntd compl,eted a doctorate in0.education at City 'University.,

.

'.`

4.

George!s4 uneventful rtse to superintendent

M-

:

dtstrictPactiVities.

0

11

r
(4'

in contrast to his earlier

was

.-..

.

at

p

.

0

Dur.int the turmoil of 1961-62, when the board
.0

a

and district had attemptedlto oust
oust.Superintendent McBride, the teachers'

.

on 0h4d,,b`ecome a,majatirorce..in -determining district policy.
organization
,

Ronald George was the .orgAn

.a

ion ' s cwtspoken president.

Dr. George's activities in Oat conflict had earned him an infamous;
place in the record of the board,rs-,proceedings.

Their minutes clearly
.

.

indicated that they had not entirely approved of, his interventions.
Mr.' Henderson .moved that junior high school. teacher, Ronald
George, not be' re-emp,oyed for the school Year 1962-63, because of hls.contemptuouS attitude. toward board Members,his

irrational behavior in public, .and his totally unprofessional
.

behavior. ',Mr. Obermei seconded the motion. : .
failed. cDoc., .4/62)

,

The motion

Ronald George was able to hold on, retain his position and gain stature

over the net few -years throughhe telcher organization.

The same

boardpower shift that indicated the endOf theine for Spanan created
the opening for George.

It is ironic that he was both instrumental in

the process that led to the hiring of Spanman,with the resultan.,fliberal.
chabge in district agendas, and, as Spirimaer'repracementc became the

4,

0

leader of the 'district's conservative re-consolidation. Today, Dr.
,,:V

George remains Milford's superintendent.
..

,

.
r
In effect 3 Milford's "back to basics" period began earlier than did
r
,,,,

1

,

...

,

4.

.

.

.

.

the national trend. e.,,The,cluter of tighter control ancrdisc.ipl.ine,

,

self - contained "classrooms", useof tent books as curriculum, and-assign_

sititly-recitation- teach-Tit ethods whicch characterized Genge's agenda tor
the schools was:also. pa

f the" mandate the-board presented to George
Al

In an important sense, this reemergence

at the time of his appointment.

of traditional teaching methods presented no problem because the majority
'of Spanmanfs appoin nients' had:departed.-

George's entral

This meant, in effect, that Dr.

office staff were individuals, as was he,,from the

earlier McBride era..-They were localists and traditionalists in the
best sense of those ,Words.

The pace of events in the Milford district slowed in the first part
of Dr. George's continuing tenure.
in the Milford district.

tax levies took on a les

Kensington was the last school built

Ftir a while, conflicts over bond issues and

g and emotionally charged qUality.

re

The

size of the district student body continued to grow but at a slower
cate.' The teaching staff was still

riding on the salary increase of

previou.S. years, inflation was under reasonable.control, and the faCt

that purchaSing power was gradually eroding mes little noticed.
In our view, some :0 the most important variablesthat: altered thiS
V
KerrsOlgton's stormy environment and which greatly
relative
:

influenced the school 's Aprogram were demographic changes, especial 1y.
°population shifts.

.

They were important items even as, they set problems

Mrs. Briggs "could not handle early in the district's history, and they
consumed the energies of everyone:ivthe 19527;64 period of "population
explosion:"

Now, in the second half of George's tenure, they again':

influence all aspects' of' the district's business.

Again, these changes

---

seem born of cu:rrents :generated

the nested systems of Milford's and

Kensington's context, and over which the school has' no control.
OW our first -return' to Milford as this study began we*mmented on
.

ois..,
...

.

.

.

the tremendous change th the.appearance of flie community;
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Larder Road is totally changed and it's now a high ay.
I've just passed the school which is on my 1 ft.
.
.
.
The flag is flying and the kids are out on the play round.
I can't get over;
.
.
.
Everything else is totally built up.
all of the apartments, the new subdivisions of-small houses
(EN, 3/77)
just everywhere.
.
.
.
In our fifteen year absence, Milford underwent a transformation through
_extensive land development.

Perhaps with nostalgia, one can still view

atone corner of the Kensington's play yard a stable and small farm.
But few other reminders of Milford's rural roots remain.

Numerous apart-

ment complexes, subdivisions of small, inexpqnsive'homes,

malls

and greatly expanded roads and highways characterize most of the community.

Most of this-Wave of construction occurred during the late 1950s and
/early in the 1960s.

It coincided with a county-wide boom in Ousiness and

industry and the white middle class migration from Metropolitan City to the
suburbs.

But the bulk of the construction of the large apartment complexes

came later, beginning around 1964 and continuing to the present.

In the

middle years of the.1970s,theMilford community qualified for federal
housing support which made the apartments affordable for minorityfamilies
who sought better living conditions than thoseprovided by the.deteriorating areas in the inner-city.

The resultant population

Kensingt6n.School 60% Blackj--when-j0f-afew years before only a few
isolated Black students had attended the school.

The community a 'a

whole became segregated with a major highway separating the predominantly

White neighborhoods from the few integrated or the predominantly Bqok
areas..

During this flux, there were many instances of school boundary*hanges
in the district, but one set of schools ih the district' remained mostly

co

Despite the number of Black

White while others became 60-95% Black.

students which now comprise the schools,-there has never been a Black
person elected to the Milford Board of Education.

Two Black women re-

,

cently 1unn ing for election were overwhelmingly defeated.

wide, there

District

s one Black adminiStrator, an assistant printipal.

The
In

district remains dedicated to a neighborhood concept of schooling.

short, despite federal and state efforts towards integration, in this
area Milford steers a steady course.

That steadfastness,. ironically,

is a major factor that may add to Milford's future turbuldnce.
Beyond 'the racial issues confronting Milford, the community is
suffering a declining population and the same' gloomy economic outloOk at

which the rest ofthe country presently'stares.

Schools close and busi-

nesses and industries die out or move, seeking greener pastures.

The

result is a decline in Milford's tax base, and attempts to levy higher
rates on the property owners who remain are overwhelmingly defeated.

As

the student population drops and schools are closed, teachers are dismissed.
This issue joined by frustration over the districts inabi,li =ty ..to

teacher

raise

a ni es-,whi-chare al ready suffering from inflation, fuels

.

militancy in the teachers' organization and spawns the threat of teacher
strikes.

These are the local environmental factors which form Kensington's
most immediate context today.

Joined by the seemingly more conservative

mood of the nation and its leadership, and Milford's own, conservative. re-

consolidation led by.Dr. George, an almost irresistible cross currp
sweeps across Kensington's prow.
Kensington today.

These conditions, in part, explain

They explain the origin of the issues alluded to by'.

And they foreshadow the course the

the headlines which opened this chapter.
school may sail -in the future.

,Summary

I

In summary, we see the contemporary context of the Kensington School
evolving through 70 years of conflict argued at national, state and local
levels in judicial chambers, legislative halls and board rooms.

Against

this background the Milfbrd community opened its first school and later
r

A

appointed its first superintendent., Mi4,1r0,s school board resolved to
have its schools led by a man beca4se.of the inereosing demands of the
job.

The district opened and 30 years latef.'clpsed,asepa*eschool

for Black children.

Milford received ever increasing levels of financial

assistance from the federal government beginning with aid to fund ..a

massive school construction enterprisedesignel to cope with the student
pressures of the post World War II baby boom.

--

Later, theMilford-Boarcr,.Fresh from a controversy over 'the firing

of a superintendent, sought an "outsider."

This young, dynamic person

proceeded to, implement a series of innovative steps, including the Kensing-

ton "dream," at a time when the national agenda included eliminating
hunger and poverty from the nation and the world.

The community, finding

itself in increasingly difficult financial straights, first balked on
the passage of tax levies'set to fund the new superintendent's ambitious
plans and later rejected levies needed to continue routine operations of
the schools.

The district economic retrenchment was co- terminus with increasing

rates ofinflation apd unemplbyment vtionally and with spiraling federal
taxes to fund expanding aid programs.

AR

It followed a decline of public

support for federal initiVes due to. SusPiCioris: spawned by an unpopular
war, political scandals and alarm over,,the. governMent's,,perceived penetraese aspects of the

tion intp areas once deemed local prerogatives.:
national mood, forerunners of an apparent.return:

titm, coincided with the administration
Superi ntendent of. Schools.

ocalism and conserva-.

..-GeOrgei i Mi 1 ford's current

Representative of:a..long line of .conservative

educators in the Milford system, Dr. ,Gebrgetv tbday,"'must contend with

,

.

dwindling financial reserves, schobl,,:i n'te,gration a 'restless teaching

staff, school closings, and shifting:PdPillatiOns.af Tstwients.,

These

issues are detailed in Volume II.,.Milfcird'IS.-W&cent History.
Thus, we see. Kensington's

disti4las relfreSentati;eof

the much
.

=

more general. context of tohtemporarY'e 'pib11CecAca_tiPn-whi-ch---;L-reberman,
.,..

.

ties
Rather, than.the,` i anoVatiye. curricular thrusts of, the
and a seeking, for alternati*e:'means of educating the YoUng,
schccol,people are nOwbeing,asked, to go "back to basics,?,,
"trim the fat ," antr:get rid, of the '4" frills.", Such terms
Costs
'as efficiency and acCOuntability-.are rampant.
effectiveness Is a key :concept. as 'schools are closing
the-.

s'

c i =s demanding that . SchbolS be held. accounfab

for'what boards will SupPOrt

Few people will disadrie that

again the Schbols :are;:Playing',out: the chaos and confusion `,in.'
the society... There:are higher, prices, fewer jobs, general;ps,
dissatisfaction with :futureS.;,. and the school represents the

one-place' where the:public still has a chance to voiceits_
frustration ,with-the'many,thingS gone wrong. (p. 259)
.

,

Through' all thi s, Kensington must steer a course.

The next chapter

examinees ,the merk'who have gUlded,Kensington along its 'way through

theyears.

CHAPTER 3
THE VIEW FROM THE PRINCIPAL'S OFFICE

Thus far we have taken a brief look at the Kensington school 15 years

after our initial report and found the building, the program, the staff
and the students very different from what we had left more than a decade
before.

Then we backed away to gain a ,broad .perspective of the school 's

context, which we described as turbulent and likely to remain that way.
In this chapter, we return to Kensington amt_exami-ne-the-sotrobl-from the
== pe=rspective

of

its principal.

man who:

In the process we learn something of the

is.schoot and thelliffiCult nature of the principalship.

A Succession of Leaders
The morning of the birthday party the bakery sheet cake was carried;.,
in by two teachers.

A large blue-green whale was sculpted in icing and ap-.

peared to be leaping from one sticky whitecap of frosting to tife next, as

Dr. Wales later saidinAlmost like a super- whale, leaping-into the air!"
Dr. Wales, himself,' arrived early thfs day.

gained animation when he saw his whale cake.

He was very excited and
He resisted cutting his cake

until all the faculty had arrived and a picture could be taken.
camera was needed.

First a

Then as flash cube after flash cube foiled, the staff

scurried around until bright flood lights were .found as a substitute.

Wales endured the long delay in good spirit, wearing his red paper birthdayboy crown, holding up his cake, and grinning broadly.

A gift was presented.

It was a picture of Charlene Tuna, Charlie Tuna's supposed spouse.
fish was pictured wearing a long blonde wig and "coming on"

The

as a real sex

An inscription read, "To my favorite principal, Dr. Wales.

siren.

I

love you."

The man in the red paper, crown was the new4spincipal of the Kensihgton

school,Dr. Jonas Wales, beginning the second day of classes of'his fOst
..

year at

school'.

.

The party reflected the genuine love affair that
?-, ,.

,-,;

:

__

.

,

.

was blooming at thilearly pint between the faculty and their new leader.
The staff was pleased, after a long interim of weak leadership, to begin
:.,

.

a school year with a man who promised to restore,t4.der':to,the building
and to support his staff.

The extent of their pleasure and:hope',is best

understopd in light of a brief review of the succession of principals at
Kensington.
..
.

.

The Shelby Era
,

.

..

,,..

The fieptt man at Kensington's helm was Eugene Shelby.

Alilf

He came to ..'.,:
;
,.,-,,,.._
''

as, principal of the new school but remained for just'unde00:years,

leaving midway through the spring semester.' This'fact.,is indicative of

the growing

proble/mfaced

as leader of the Kensington innovation.

for by
In part, some of his problems while at the school areTkcounted
.",
the fact that he was viewed as a "deviant newcomer" to the district by
other Milford principals and, like Superintendent Spanman, was never
able to, obtain the support a peer reference group car provide.

Within his own building, conflict with his staff developed during the
first year over Shelby's professed preference for a "bottom to top" or
democratic leadership style.and the increasingly directive stance 'he
developed.

In our earlier study we characterized him as "Antensely

analytical" and !'passionate in the pursuit of rationality."

His ego was,

involved in his work to the extent that his own ideas were seen as "more

vital and more real and more ideal than

arrived at."

thing

els e

that might be

Other views of Shelby included hisAuncanny ability to

"sell" his program and building.

A staff member reflected that Shelby

virtually "brainwashed parents" with the positive aspects of the program.
.

The larger Milford district, however, remained unconv-incecr. The image
we are left _with is of AeiTiii filled witha:,true .belief in the new elementary

education, who came to Milford an outsider and left relatively unchanged.
In his own words,'I-he "continued to pursue the.holy grail" in education.

elsewhere.
Shelby' sl intellect, vi sion

and, personal ity dominated the first .two

,years of the Sthool, as was recounted in "detail in our original account.
Yeti ;'. the overwhelming reaction

one liner

"Eugene who?"

telling comment.

The ver

The man w

was Michael, Edwards.

4, years

later wascontained.in the joking

absence of comment about him was a

name arosinually and unsolicited

The history of Kensington's leadership had become a

history of Michael Edwards.
Edwards's Revisionary Decade

Michael Edwards was:born and raised in Milford's neighboring Metropolitan
City.

He took his first teaching job with Milford in 1949 at an elementary

school.

In 1956, at age 31, Edwards was promoted to principal- at Field

School where he served just under 10'years.

Those who worked with him

described the last couple of years at Field as a time when staleness and
boredom began to set in.

providd e respite.

Shelby's untimely resignation from 'Kensington

From a field of six applicants, Edwards emerged the

new Kensington princjp,a1

We are told that Edwards

O

yfully accepted the_new position but

immediately faced problems. -During the lastfew months of, the school

,

year, the Kensington teaching'staff had rallied around the memory of

their departdd leader, refusing to impart any allegiance to the new
man.

At the end of the school year, Edwards received 17 rest§neions,

from the Kensington staff.

Much of that summer was spent interviewing

applicants for those positions and, when school again began in the fall,

a revitalized staff greeted the

and, veteran teachers

.

Edwards had chosen both beginning

but most tame from

the Milford distr4ct.

In 1980, 14 years later, we ,found that one fourth,' of the teachers working

at Kensington had begun with Edwards,in'1966:

In all

one half of the

faculty were hired' by Kensington's-econd.principal.
When the 600 students entered, Kensington at the beginning of the

school's third year, they found that the new principal had Akre some
changes.

One of the staff members recalled that first encounter and

talked of the changes.'

The kids were not allowed to make as°many choices.
[In Shelby's era] they'Were allowed to make choices
portant things such as.
all day long, and choices in
"Do I want to go to math class oday, or do I want to
go out and-Olay."

And I can remember talking to [Edwards] about it, and he
said, "Oh no, the kid; will have class. ". . . We said
to do it now,
to the, kids, "This is the way we"re
we're all new and this is what we' e decil- to do."
The amazing part of tb,is [isj the ids never saidor
very seldom said, 'Tilt last year we . . . .81 I always
found that very amazing.
And another thing I remember is Alen I passed out textbooks
the kids were terribly excited; "This is my ook?" . .
ked that textbook
"I get to keep it all year?" They really
2413
(TI, 1980)
that they could keep in their desk:
..

The curricular modifications 'appeared to have been carried gout swiftly and
smoothly.

Those 'modifications endured throughout Edwards's first six years.

gistrict curricql.um duidelines',were adhered to moreAosely; teachers used
- more dirtAf 14turese, and students' learning activities were more scheduled
and leis; indeOen4nt.
With' these changes came a modification -of the original "perception

core" to a more familiar "resource center" and the "covered play shelter"
was sealed with brick to become the lunchroom and gymnasium.
interior wall was built in the s'chool's basic skills area.

total openness of Kensingtom's Original design.
aquarium

It ended the

And the school 's interior

drained because,carpet lint continually clogged the'system's

ppmp and filters.

Overall, hoWever, the school" retained its open feel,

and visitors interested
stream.

The first

in,

its innovative design continued in a steady

Edwards spent much less time and effort with these guests than

had his predecessor.
Over *and above the instructional and physical changes, at

sington,

there were major differences,in the personalities and leadership .styles of
Shelby and Edwards.

Both were "child- centered" principals

but .Edwards

Ar.

was able to integrate that philosophy successfully with the school's program,
putting him more in synChrony with the community.
much of the community's earlier disapproval.

He was able to defuse

A parent club member told us:

Mr.!Edwards was--how do I put it--just a very special
person.
Everyohe respected him over there, and there were
no personality conflicts or anything of the sort.
He worked
hard with the children, and the thildren respected Mr. Edwards.
He had a way of talking to:kids, and he could just say ,what
he had to without using physical punishment or anything of
the sort. We worked with him quite closely with the Mother's
Club.

(TI, 1980)

Not by edict, but rather by example, Edwards's love of children
became a model for his teachers.

As one teacher reminisced, "I think

all in all that his -philosophy rubbed off on a majority of the teachers.

, 4:

that you' can love a child= and teach-him.

Edwards

punished."

They dorrt have to be

non-punitive approach to discipline, the strength

of his personal. rapport, and a cooperative, lower-Middle-class group of
'Students who were referred to the

students made for few problems.

principal for misbehavior found a soft-Spoken many ho had spanked only

The :diVisiv'eness and 'conflict that marked Shel by 's era were gone.
Edwards 01,c:ivied the teachers .considerable autonOmy:in Instructional
matters...;. The frequent-factilty meetings. and

session$.
,

al l but-disappeared.

the

night-and weekend planning

In contrast to Shelby, :.who maintained

an admi.nistrative.aloofriess from his staffiEdwards placed little
Parties, banquets,

social distance between hiMself and his.teachers.
.

celebratiOns, and general good huMor were -part of his formula for a

cohetfve and har4wOrking teacher-principal team.
'Despite Edwards's prOpensity for more structure in Kensington's
program; he was an /innovator in his own right.

Though ,not in the..

"alternative of, grandeur" style of 'Shel by, Edwards-.encouraged

try new ideas 4nsr-tO experiment' with curriculum.

not

He

,

'staff to

,

only was

.

supportive of teachers' ideas but also took the initiative in bringing
"opportunities fOr change and renewal into the building.

';One teacher

reported, "He was al ways searching for riew things and %ettet> ways to

do things."

He brOught guest speakers into the school; arranged for

workshops for his staff," and provided opportunities for his teachers

to visit other innovative schools and programs.

The situations and attitudes described above represented the "golden
years" of the Xensington Sdhool.

Unfortunately

that golden era came slow°17y

to an end over the last four years of EdWards `s tenure.

Edwards's failing

health, combined with Milford!'g drastically changing racial composition,
brought new problemi to Kensington.

,These two fattors, it- leagt in the

eyes of Kensingtonrs.teachers, contributed greatly to chapges that oc-

,

cur-red both during Edwards's.last years and during the terms of succeedin
.4,
'pri nci pal s.

s;

The proportion of White to Black students attending Kensington ichoal
dramatically reversed. ,- At one point there were 24 White studentg fqr
.

every 1 Black student.

Only four years-later the ratio was 1'White student,

to 2 Bladk student. :One teacher remembering this transition described the
mutual adaptation reAutred of the new students and the all4rite faculty:
4.7

Jugt the noise.
Alright 4ix3years ago, ne4tp, would you
have found this
If she Ca team teacher] and I'Were sitting
in the classroorn where we were visible, .wiliereawe'could be
seen, our kids-would not say, a,word. The worst.thing I ever
had happen' in all the years that-I taught before that year
when things 'started changing was one of my boys - -a very
bright boy--got mad at,anotherape, and put his books in'the
sink.and' ran water over them. That was the worst thing.
I never picked up a .paddle until four years-ago.
That was, not
my way and 'I've taught tindergarten, -first grade, you know;
all the way through.
p

The different language.
Al right, the kids used to
talk about--I remember-the first time we heard someone
was "mei 1 i n " with somebody.
"Mel 1 i n ' , " .1 thought,
"Oh dear,: how do I face this ,ope?" I come- to find .out it
wat'"messing rijth,"%you Icnow, Thothering,". you know:,
"up Setting; ". Maybe' I build this up too,m6th, okay, but I
was confused.
I didn't, Understand, I wanted somebody to
me.

I wapted to know how 3' could keep teaching.fifth
grad ? reading whervmy kids were' at a ftrst,,grade reading
leve .
What do I do?'

And then the fi§hts. We were -not used to that at all.
And you'd be slitting in the classroom teaching, when
of .0
a sudden two, of them would, jump 'up and start going at it
:One time I got between. two of them and I real ly' got :hit and
it was the last ,time.
I backed off and I said I. would,
never do that again.
,. It would be'interegting.to look
up °same of the. FQ scores.' It used to be nothing for us to
have an avgrdge IQ of 110 and now We're lucky if aur.average
IQ fn a classroom is 95 or 100.
I don't: like to go- W--4

IQ's, don't "get me wrong, but it just used to fas,cinate

me that there were so many bright. kids.

.

. .

The other

thing was not listening.. I could talks It'll' I WaS,blue
and they would talk to each other-Mr they would just simp;ly
--they cannot look you in the eye at all. -,,,And this looking
arounthwould ypset me so much' because I, you know: Do I
grab their faces. and turn them around? Do I forget 'it and

3r;

not care whether helook at met? +low do I dandle that?
I could. not accept the fact that every other word thalf4ame

out of. their mouth was,,,yoU Vnow, di rty. And I. coul dn't
accept the fact thatothey were so% verbal and talked, al 1 the,
time. Not that I couldn't accept it,' just that I was having .

a very hard time handling it. . . . I'm speaking morsg of
the inner city rather than just Black. (TI, 1980)

Whether this teacher's perceptions of the shift in students at,.
Kensington, were accuraie, were.marred by frustration:tnd apprehension,
or. were simply e4gpced by the passage of years is not really the Point

here. oThe fact is that such perceptions by the teachers had con-siique'nces
on the school's instructional program as well as tilt physical .01-ant.
. Another teacher, commented:

In those first years don't ever remember having a- child"
who read below fifth grade level, and haying them:at fifth
grade -level was rare. So now, ail of a sudden, you hae this
-whole bunch that - -you had to revamp-your thinking, 'you know,
you couldn't teach them as a whole group. You had to reVamp
completely.

(TI,1980)

9

Another teacher joining the conversation said
Yeah, that's_ sort of when the "divisions" and that all

fell by the mayside, I think.

(TI', 19804

"Divisions" referred to the continuous
progress grouping
.,
e

,

'

arrangements-

hat

substituted "for more, traditional grade levels in glee original Kensington
St

desi gn.

The fi rst teacher added:

reguestedialls. That was
the first `thing they thought - -I sa/ they thought, "If

And,,more and more teach

I have two walls, one on each

sid6', it will be better."

(TI, 1980)

Thus, the-radical shifts in pedagogy and plant that we found on our
-41

Ail

54

69

ret.urn to Rens-mg-con oegan with LThe rears or tne starr wno suaaeniy

t

.:443cej a large matey oflistudents they
4,

..,

'freed' to find mecfranighls thit7y could useto copeowith

new student
student
,,

A,,1.11,

.

t'C

Their urgent-

dn't understand.

group dr6ve them back to whatilittas most familiar and' what seemed to offer

hope, for the most control':

self -:e

ained classrooms,'drigid curriculpm,

..

,

._

and tight - -even coercive--disciPli'he%
414

During this,tirie of t acher adjustment and changing conditions,
Ediyatds's health declt d.

Despite his -ti thes's, he insisted that he would

see the school throifgh'sits teSfing times.
.

He still believed

philosophy

..

and program but as a ' supportive pH n'ci pal he madecession. after
,,

.

concession tothis clamoring 'ttaff.

The walls continued to got up.

Grade.
.

e

levels reappeared. ,Transition reims were, created SQ (hat needy students
,:.,
4
0.
e
qe,_
could receive extra; ass4. istance "withou being stigmatized by failure or NY
8

1

1

.

,

,

being held back.

.

,

v

A

, CO -.

i

..

One teacher rec#1 led the way i n whichc:IdWards 's faithful staff

closed ranks About thei% ailing leadeV.

ily (rid.
:

t

k

g4

-.,

-Weliatche& him di es..i s what we retel
We watched the,
man that used to run Rip thlo, steps -and' run:461/4n the steps

barely able to get upt, and have a v &ry di fficult time
getting-down, But never did he Use hiso,finestile, his class,

his abirVty to make a deciosion, dr uphold "someone, or to
tell them they Were wrong. . . . Mid even when he was-in

the hospital ,.. . ..his only desye was to get back t6 this
school, because this was his*ScholIthis wa6his responsiand :all this:lime we 'ad problems--we had
classroom problems, 'Tights, knives,. you know, we had, ,,,
bi 1 i ty . . .

So we learned, .in essence, to fend for oursel ves,
to go to different people 'to get the assistance 'We* needed..
I spent- hours on ,the phone at night vetting parental assis-problems.

,,

4

.

We just protected--I don't think centr*l office
ever realized for years how sick the man was. (TI,n980)

tance.

i,

,

l

. . .

4

Edwards, then, held fast to his child-ceniered beliefs,, hoping thsey
.

'

Sr''

i#
4
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would bear for Kensington's new students the same fruits as they had for.

students of earlier years.

Shortly after his deathoin appreciation of

70

sts

his dedication, the community and district renamed,t e'"School the Michael

4

Edwards Elementary School.'
Marking Time: .The Havikihs Years
Kensington's next principal wasNil li am Hawkins.

He was preceded

et

briefly by one of Kensington's teachers, a woman, who many of the staff
felt should have been.appointed to the principalship.

As Hawkins, however,

commented later:
4'

Milford, as I'm sure
There
was
one
a
longtime
ago . . . and
you're, aware.
..There's
not been a
.
.
she was relieyed of her poSition.
(TI,
woman principal in this district since that time.
There are no woman principals.

1980)

Hawkins grew up in .a small rural community.

He taught and served es
He recalled the

a principal ,before coming to Milford in the late 1950's.

urgency around his appointment as Kensington principal.

0

.

On,e day Dr. George walked in and, said, "I've come after
you to go to Kensington School as Mr. Edwards' assistant.

.He's ill and I want you to go overthere this morning."
Mr. Edwards had-gone to /the hospital that morning and he
died`four days9later. 7 never did even get to see him.
So I took over cold here.
ti

I come in cold .with_the -idea of trying to improve the
great deal of cal 1 s
as 'they were having
barept at' the central office. They were having
-4a AO; of 'di scipline problems with children fighting and
So the first, morning I come into the
things ,like this.
sbut
in
front
on the circle out here and up on
,
school
the hill, there must have been 150 kids playing right
out in the streets where the cars were corning in. So
ca1,1ed the
I
I dec4ded something hag to be done quick.
director of elementary education to come over and 'fie come
over that morning and we walked around the building and
broke .up three fights-the, first time around.

disci -pl

0

.

,..

,
.
1 For purposes of clarity Ave will continue
a
4
Kensington.
4

6

call the school
.
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A

suspended three children, I think4 that first week.
And things began to cool a little bit. Every time I would
call a parent, practically, their theory was "You've got
to use a paddle up there at that school," and I hadn't been,
used to doing that.
So I tried to break up the situation
and 1 began discipline and to control without it.
But
after a while, I finally decided that that was the way
you had to do it, and I--so the discipline problem was
the: thing that really bothered me when I come into this
school. We don't have that much discipline problem-we do have some yet, we alwayikell have, I think. "But
anyhow, that was what I saw the day that I come over here.

.1

(TI, 1979)

Hawkins's administration of, the Kensjngton School was complicated

by the transience of the school's newer families and the high turnover
rate of the pupils.

This problem reached a peak during the 1978-79 school

year when 49 students enrolled in the school and 102 left, a fluctuation
of fully one third of that year's student body.
_

Furthermore, the

.

enrollMent for the firSt time of Vietnamese chi ldren added the problem
of non-English-speaking stude"nts to Kensington's burden.
- -

In his candid manner, Hawkins spoke of a' further complication that he

felt was related to the changing student population.
We have already, I believe within this year, referred
I would say 25 kids to Special District. 'And, all the
children that we refer juSt about after they've tested
them, come up with learning disabilities. There are
more learning disabilities than you can imagine in a
school of this size.

We have to take them, we have to accept them.if they.
live in the.diStrict, Wnd we have to let thethgo if
they decide to leave the district. Sool don't know,
the only thing that I. mild see, and.I.have sdj ested
this many times, is to lower the'ratio,lof ste is
to teachers].
Asked why this strategy had not been employed, Hawkins replied:
The same-thing with making other changps.
Most changes cost money. This district is a very
poor district, operating on the same tax level they
operated on in 1969.
Here it is-1979., (TI, 1979)
Money.
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The

New state and federal regulations further affected Kensington.

state mandated that a standardized test of bask skills be given in all
districts yearly.
prerogatives.

Hawkins feared this would limit Kensington's instructional

In addition, state laws governing coftporal punishment were

nged, confusing- the students' and the community.

And finally, an order

from the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission forced the hiring of
Kensington's first Black teacher.

Hawkins commented:

The EEOC caused us to start hiring Black-teacbers, I guess.
I started asking for' Black-teachers when I first came over
here, but it didn't take the EEOC long until someone had
repdrted us, and now we have to hire one Black teacher for
(TI, 1979.),
each two White we hire.

Although Hawkins' approved of the new hiring practice, he did not
believe tha

practice alone necessarily solved any problems.

His fi

Black teac, r expressed, the same helpless dismay with the students as
did most of the other teachers.

Hawkins described his attempt to utilize

the new teacher as a consultant in dealing with difficult

children.

So I called her and asked her about this Problem, and she
aRsver your question, because I
said, "Well, how could
(TI, 1979)
was not raised like [these students] were."
Despite Hawki ns''s frustration with and concern' for the school and
A

its students, he did not believe he could turn the.,schorbl around.

He was

near the end of his career in education when we 'returned to Kensington
n

and likeEdwards, his predecessor, Hawkins suffered from debilitating
health problems.

His perception, of his capacity was infludnced by. that

fact.

-

Two yearsago next week,. I had:0 .heart attack 'sand have been
ill with this ever since -- missed' probably 40 days this year-witt;(being ill._ So I have not been able to really put too
muc pressure:On in changing the situation around here and
knowing that I would only be here for two years. . . . It
takes vim and vtgor to/really make changes., You've got to

58

really, be able to Prove to them-that you-bell:eve in what
you are doing. '(TI, 1979)'

4,

Thus the Hawkins years can best be 'described as marking time .

T.

hi' s,

.

third principal was a gentle, friendly man,-,beset with health probleiills.
at the end of his- career.

e*'

His roots were- smal 1 town, PUral,, SOuthern.
.

.

He followed a principal who had stamped the sehool indelibly. ..Kensirtgton
and

its immediate neighborhood continued to change at a rapid pace during

his brief tenure.
The Current Head:

Jonas Wales

We return now to Dr. Wales, the new and current principal of the
Kensington School, the man on whom the .present faculty bases its hopeS;

He is a physically large man. ;

for a smoother running ship.

a.

- ie ,,deServes

every gaping inch of the open7mouthed expression of the y:Oung child:5;

He is married, a very prqud father of three

described in Chapter 1.

and an active leader ih his church.

,gre.,Puiyin'' the South ,:.where

developed both his drawl and'his interest, in education.

He graduat

a state university in 1955 with a liberal, aits de4re'e, majoring in b

i

WilijS 'Obtaiiled his
.
\, mathematics and Spanish. Following graduation;

teaching position in a small rural schoOl,'where.'fie taught i Yenthand ei
He therim6Yed to that Astrict ' s high sch '` 11 to' tea

grade mathematics.

.

,,

OP

nd: earned a, Masteit's degree inSeCoridary education.

at the university

, .,,,.....
He returned to tO ''e,T,Illentary 'schoo
,

,

-i :.

-,.

.

-.,,

,i-i.
-,
.,
'av ,pri no. al ' In

-,;-

..

4.

in that position rf Or,, :fOur.yedrs. Si
or

high_ sc '66 1

,A .

One year,, he dropptieout
.....

7.4 ,.

.

4.

,,

...

,

av

lfil fo,rd;SchoOl District.

of
-.

hi red:to

After

teaching :tci TCOnsi.der other possible careers
-,44i.4.

:

,,,

e midoest41h-19654: and'? was

Wales folloieit..a.: !col league to

teach math' in a:3u

1961,,apd remained '

/h1.

}..

:

,

During this S'PariOd. he continued taki ngacoUrses

al gebra and tri gonom try.

.

,-.,

but returned to the classrodm after only six months of soul- searching
No position,waS open in Milford at. that time but he was able to

saiieighboring district and tau

junior high school math ,position

He returned to Milford after, that, renewing

there for six.years.
0

Undoubtedly the most important

fisiendshiPs and 'starting new ones.

t

liaison formed during: this early period of Wales's career waswi

socia

studies '.teacherFracrOSS__the_hal 1 , Ronal d George, future' superintOde
,
district.
the ,Milfol%d

the next several years, Wales accept

_

Interim, one-year principalship at a Milford elementary school I',retu
.

o the junior higk.stchool for two more years Of:it'e4hfng .math

'.

,

at Kenstngton,, to steer that lounderind ship,.back on coUrse.:,
This most recent 'perziod ,.of)
his ',career and Kensi ngton's history 41,:s.' b
1-,
,
.:,vik
., .
..,
.
40

...

' described ' lbY Wal es':rniiiSel f.
....

.

11]

-;

...

rzN,T,.;..-

A

,.

CiInVersrat'i,on witn the Principal.

The relative cliffe
.,.

,

office 'most Oft0 .provitted the setting for e xtended convey

re

,

1,

.

As

,

q.,4.

.,de 'In Kensington
e mOntiblied :in Citiipter 1; no VIOL space had been set 'asi-,

amg flexible space
originaf deSitn. There had :been instetiii an ,amOphatirsel:p4.
,',;../

:

ca lied

the

.

Ani,Strative Siri-tell,that had served as b
est'sate'behind his mahogandesk,

pg. our
4

,

oC,,0

,1'

frablic is,

years o

,,
§neadquarters.
veteran
4v

ols, its .top cluttered wi

'papers,

,
..,

t eXtboOks

space.

)

(a

-1

Two wooden chairs cramped the remaining

nitkknatks.

The door stood Opeit, cleAing the main entry tcr''the. school-and the

secretary's desk;fre'iiew14,,: 5etweeil interruptions, and prompted by our
questions,

ales reqetted.Orf19)nsirigton his position, expectations; and

,

1:

sing. the ..adcantages of being a

,

_
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teacher, Wales spoke of his restlessness as a teacher and suggested at least
one motivation for moving up the organizational ladder.
Well, in the classroom you have two basic problems.
One
is to teach the subject matter, and 'the other, disciplinewise, is keeping your classroom under control. . . . Here
[as 'a principal] I have much more .[to do]: . . . There [in
the classroom] I'm confined to this box all day, one room.
In between classes .I could stand in the hall but then I'm
always right back in there. -Here, [in the principalship]
I have 'much more freedom to move around, just individual
freedom to move around. . . . I have a variety of problems
to deal with rather than just curriculum.
It gives you a
wider range of things to do which I like.
I get to deal
with more adults this way rather than always just having 25
youngsters in there. . . . Sometimes [the principalship].
gives you some harder decisions but that's what they
pay you extra for.
(TI, 12/79)

:

Wales described the year he spent as an interim principal in the Milford
district simply.

"I got the job done in the way [the district administratiOn]

wanted it done," he said.

He assumed that that, experience had helped
'47

him in his biA,for the Kensington position.

He related the manner in which

4
he had obtained the interim principalship.
ow the central office staff and they, knew I wanted to
tre a prilitipal and so they asked me to take the principal 's
-job fon one year.
I had been supportive of the administration

so that some of the people who wanted the job had not been
quite., so supportive. . . . That means that I don't go
around knocking the superintendent and writing his name
with funny cartoons. Basically, my philosophy is much the
same as the central office staff where, some of the others
do not have the same philosophy.
(TI, 12/79)
Wales emerges here as a man with a rural background who had the ini
tiative to work at outside jobs as an undergraduate and then" to proceed

almost immediately to post graduate work while beginning classroom teachin
Experience as an elementary, principal

,

serendipity, an of

Ooy's network,

and towing the administration's line brought Wales to the Kensington
principalship.

His motivation, at least in part, stemmed from his personal

-need to escape the isolation from adults that characterizes the traditional
classroom.
61
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.

Wales talked further of his. assumption .of command and of his view of
.

,Kensington's primary probl-em.

They Offered the school to me and I talked to some of the
people and after that I recognized that discipline was not
as strict, as tight, as regulated, whAtever . . . that I
,Would like it to be. So that was one of the first things I
wanted to get established was that we were going to have
discipline and the.kids were not going"to be hor'sing around
in the classrooms. Teachers were to teach and discipline
So I have taken
would be my responsibility henceforth.
bit
of
time
with
the
discipline
issue
for that
quite
reason because teachers should be teaching and they can't
: do that if they're having a problem in the classroom. . . .
Basically I wanted [the school] to get settled down, to get
(TI, 5/80)
into a certain mode that I wanted. it in.
When asked to describe that mode, Wales spoke of his traditional
educational philosophy and the way he perceived his role.
Well., the mode that I would like to have is a philosophy I
have about teachers. 'Teachers are to teach and my job as
principal it to coordinate that and to alleviate any problem
that interferes with that and to support them in any way
with materials, with myself, or whatever it takes to support
They're supposed tobe teaching
them in their teaching
And. I'm supposed to be 'a helping person who makes teaching
easier and-more effective, whatever theword is, more effective
or whatever- it takes for them to get the job dope that
I view myself not as a boss, exactly,
they're,,supposed to do.
but as a% person who's here to help and that's what I try to
do as far as discipline and getting [teachers] supplies,
whatever things like that that will help them, I try to do.
(Tf, 5/80)

job

Wales made it clear, moreover, that tie saw the "scho61 system as a
hierarchy in which he and others had very specific roles.
,

I' ve al ways been in the mind that a superintendent sets

the tone for
7
Ar; a school and

a district and the principal sets the tone for
the teacher sets the tone in the way he's

going to run the. classroom.

Let's start with the youngsters. It makes no differencev'''.
to me whether they're Black or White, they're studehts and
we educate them. . . . We have a very good staff,a very
We work hard at the business of teaching.,
dedicated staff.
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and we have what I think As a_reasonably good curriculum.
.
.
.
We could do a few more things if.,there were more money
available,
you haVe' to work with whatever parameters
that you have. . . . One of nature's rules that I think any
principal has is for his` schdol to run smoothly and pray
that the kids learn and that's the primary thing, to work'
toward this end.
(TI, 12/79)
Wales's straightforward views of schooling, that students were in schdol
,

.

.

to learn, that "teachers are to teach," and:that prinitpals

tone,_

was consistent with the viewl of the 'front, office leaderSiii0Ohese- views
also translated into several directstrategiet for running his school.First, he was very aware of the importance, of his faculty.

He

,

simply said., "I cannot do their job." Aceeping'hiS crew working smoothly,

then, was one goal to which he devoted muChfenergy.

He .revealed several

means to.that end.
In the area of ,hiring, Wales relied on instinct, making sure .that
6

prospective staff members would fit into both his world view and the

social system already in place at KenOngton.

HfS.comments regarding

the hiring of a new music teacher, and the way in which he narrowed the
field of candidates, revealed his approach.
I don't know exactly what I should say.
Just two out of
the five 'seemed to me the type of people that I wanted.
.
They were all young. . . . so age was not the deciding
factor.
One person came here and sat there and talked to'
me' with ,a low cut dress, high cut skirt. This does not
impress me.
I'm impressed with young ladies who are good
looking and that, but for a job .I don't need that
I don't
go just ,for the visual s.
Flat interested in misic--not the
person just for the person. Another was pushy.
They just
started telling me how good they were and how well they
liked kids and how big a job they could do if even given an
opportunity and I thought they oversold themselves..
(TI, 12/79)
Thus through this. process of elimination, the field, narrowed.

There

seemed to be no question in Wales's `Mind when one candidate struck a
pa rt icul a plY TespOns ive note.

Now the, lady we hired came in and said, "You know

I've been out of teaching since I had children ecause
I wanted to get my children in, school before I went
I hope that doesn't hurt me." And I
bacic to work.
said, "That!s what my philOsophy is and that's what
negative.
my wife Oid, so that's a plus rather than
SO 'everything that she said like that kit within the
kinds of things that I want to dt, with kids,.

.

.

.-She

was very pleasant and kind of struck me as haxOng the
(TI, 12/79)
kind of philosophy of music that I want.

Once vain the importance of "fitting in" philosophically with the
district prove an important opoint in understanding Kensington and the
Milford District.. Wales reiterated that point and described how the
existing teachtng staff must be considered in any decision to hire a new
culty member.
You .,got to kind of get a feel for the person, . . . What'
I do is try to hire a person who fits my. concept of MUsic

or P.E. or 7th grade or 5th grade or whateyerand also
who will fit into the building with as little turmoil-as
possible. _Turmoil is not the word but the disruption,
In, my
.just little things, that fit, in with people.
opinion it is necessary for.a facillty,to be,, to get
along basically in order to have a good teaching situaIf you have a lot of bicicering and
ti on in the building.
fighting, I think it hurts your educational program so
I always try to pick someone who will fit into the building.

{TI, 12%79')'This concern for the i9tegration of anew: teacher into the faculty
system leads to Wales' second strategy- for keeping his staff working
-

happily, maintaining esprit de corps.

This, too

required his-attention

and energy.
.: What .I try to do, well
,
keep a giVe and take with
i.'s hard to explain.
,.
dually, myself, and always
each one of the teachers ''
I hate, I dob't like
em.
try to be on good terms with
like
me, but I want. them
the term especially to make th
lk
to
me at any time. . .
to feel that they' can come and
well,
this is not that
rI don't want them] to feel; .like
al]
is
not
interested
in me.
important, he [the prin
omradery
that
lets
the
It is .better to Wave this eas

Itdoesn't take care of

.,.

..,Ori
-':":-

Aeachers and me know exactly where I stands far as
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.

discipline and those kind of things and yet try to
a friendly principal rather, than a boss principal
so that any time they want to discuss anything the

can.
they- come ,and tell me that they're havi ng
this difficulty.' Then :.I try to talk to them and see
what I can do to sol ve, any difficulties., Most of [the
faculty],has been here quite a while and get al ong' very
well.
However, there are some hot spots here and ;there
for which I try to find-some happy [middle] ground that -79.,
everybody will be at least mediumly pleased 'with.
(TI, 12/79)
Wales s sense of humor stood him in good stead ,in this regard;

Events

like the birthday party described at the opening of this chapter displayed
te''mesh between his wit and the faculty's love for practical jokes.

After that party, one teacher had commented on how nice it-was to have a
principal with a sense of humor again and cbmpared the birthday party
with the happier days of Edwards's years at the.school.
Wales, however, displayed limits.

His leadership was not entirely'

orchestrated by his teacher's needs, views and habits.
,party comment revealed this aspect of his character.
flected that he had .thought, the party was in part, at

nosing" the new principal.

Another postOne teacher re-

least,

"brown

His cynici.sm was explained by his "losing

in an exchange- of wit with.. Wales th

day before.

-Summary observations

elate that episode:
Wales had been in the teacher's room and had s4,id, "Where's
your kids?" The'teacher said something,.back like, "tee, I
thought a-.good principal, would know where his classes were."
In, front, of Wales,' the teacher' told the story 'and said that

he was now one up on the principal and in a teasing one
conti nued, "I'm glad we're. still friends-After I zi nged
Ayou yesterday.,"- Dr. Wales retorted, "Oh' you are one up
.1.
right now, but I 11 catch up.
If you've seen the alligator
on my desk which has the little sign on it,
don't hold
a grudge, I just get even.'" (SO, 8/79)
,

The importance of give and take between principal and teacher was
recognized 'by Wales, but in the end he was Willing to bear-up under

criticism if his decisions went against the grain of the staff in matters
that he considered important.

This point was clearly made in our interview

with him..
Wh,en

I came here, we had two first grades, two second

grades and 'a firtt'arld second grade split: Well, I
I'don't like first grade/second grade splits 'because I
like my first grades to be smaller, and sp after three
or four weeks, ,I talked to them [the teachers involved].
They said they weren't opposed [to a-.change] but they
weren't for it, either. So finally, I just made .the'
decision to do away with the . . . split and made.three
small .first grade classes and two larger second gradei.'

A few people have had to work a little harder and I
try next year to even it out &little bit: If, 'on oceaSfon;
it is necessary for yoU to do these things .to continue the
program that you're interested in . ...you just; have
take wh4teVer flack.that is involved... . . I can stand it
(TI, 12/79)
Thus, Wales was aware of the potential criticism, he Would receive from
the faculty if he violated their-wishes.

He was willing to do '.this
t_

occasionallif for the good of, his program, but he maintained the view of.,

the importance of "evening:it out a little b

He appeared in many wa=ys; to apply an intuitil

ln,the future.
igenefit -analysis or

pragmatic problem salving approach to issues at the school.
of this follows.

An example

His Style is apparent in a discussion of his:unhap-

piness, with -a traditional and school-wide Halldoween party, part of the

student and teacher culture of the school.

.

You see,' I'm, maybe. these things..serye a purpose; that
I .don `t .recognize, but.basically, I'm opposed to very

many of these kindsiof things that go on &Ping the
You .think abOUt Vie, number of hours, pupil
school day.
hours that are devoted to these things. Now, maybe that
can be made into [an instructional.eXPerience] I' under.vtand, but most of these things P ve been involved in
And fun and games are
haVe ;just been fun and games.
all right as long.as they add to the instructional program,
Nit if they don't, then I'm opposed to its going on during
If I had a way to do so, I'd do away
instructional time
But
I
don't
know that you could do.that without
with that.
.
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causing more "upheaval, than it would'be worth in the
Tong run.
I think, it, might', cost me more instructional
t
.than
time and incompatibility with theeachers...-.
it 'would help me. (T1, 12/79),

Despite this disagreementwikh his faculty over the ,event, the party wets
on:

In this .instance4thereWas' simply not enough tebe gained 'from 'ter0

minating the custoni.,<:,

There was a third obvtous strategy whithWal-es employed for maintain.

ing,his teacher group.

He '\ consistently'

appTief

..s

ruie in the

.,
lfficUlt:iituations of teacher-student-or parks -teacher conflict.,
.

An-'

example follows,:

It the teacher has come.into competition with a student-in my personal opinion', the.teacher is never wrong as
1 ong as we' re in ghat.. situation.
We htd a student trans';
ferred to us from*E of the other elementary schools
he's transferred because he's al ready been%
today . .
suspended twice' over there and according to the report
'that `i'got ,, it's the school .'s fault that he's having
these troubles, °So, the .superintendent transferred him
here.
So, I just told; the student't,,moher this morning
that she didn't have to transfer him thinking it's gding
to be an easier school, the principal wasn't easier and
I-knew-the teacher,wouldn't be easier because I gave'her
I' said, "You got alyaditional teacher and
the letter.
ve get a traditional prjneipal. Ind it isn't going to
asier.and he's doing:to have to toe the line and do
I ried.to make ture that she understood
ork."
tha he did not cane to a' pladewhere he's- going to get
away .with just'whatever he. wants.- So, she's well warned.,
.

a.

.

(TI

12/79)

°

this transaction, Wales did set out clea-r expectations for the incom ing

family, but it was also clear trom his comm,ents that it vias,di-ificult.fbr,,,-

him to conceive that the prior teacher or school could have'been at

'

fault for the

chit(' 's

di\fficul ties.

hich Wales promoted,his ainiance with the

There were other w
faculty. ,,One was,wilat

.

a

;room supervision:

aw as a very unusual .activity .for a principal

4.

;!",

*4
8/ "1.

le'

AA

Now, I don't know that any other principal 44n the
district does this. . . .. It's the other thing that
I do to.make the building run smoother.. My presence
in the lunch room makes it run smoother and it takes,
any responsibility from the teacher of having to ;heck
all the time. They can just walk off and forget about
it and eat their lunch because they need some time to
(TI, 12/79)
relax in there'when they'eat.

f,

.

ales's "presence" was very visible 'during the lunch periods as he
aced among -the tables, frequently with a paddle protruding conspicuously
from.his back pocket.
rule.

His posture left no doubt that order was the

And order generally did prevail dUring the three, hectic lunch

,shifts in which batches of 150 or so restldts elementary schgpl students
we'e fed in 30- minute periods.

6

Wales' preoccupation with discipline perhaps was best explained
under the same rubric of promoting harpony wit1i,n his school

this faculty.

and among

It was the other significant aspect of "keeping the system
o

running."

Spanking students was not uncommon.

Suspending offenders,

although distasteful to,,Wales' in several ways, became more routine than
he liked.

Detention, holding students aftei''regdlar school hours,

instituted over the objection of et. least one oytspoken,teacher.

'was

We

noted athe time that the objectionwasignore0y Wales, in, an apparent
violation of his tendency to move with his teachers:
..,

It was noted,

.

,

'howeVer, that this particular teacher was a social isolate in the faeulty
.

.

system- Wales's meting out of punishments did support his teachers, Vut
as'the followiqg comments disclose, he was not insensitive to the studints
or their parents.

AY

I suspended .a kid once and that's a decision' that I don't
like., That's tough in fhe sense that we can't teach him'
unless lie's here. And,that!s a tougHrdecision to put him
out for a number of days and he misses thpse days of
We_had-a fire drill. And going out
instr'uction. .

'

I.

on, the fire drill, he was pushing and shoving and after
a teacher said, "Stand in line and dan't push and shove,"
he gave her this smirk and she says; you know, she talks
to him aboutitalking back to her and he quieted damn
She turned to walk away and another. teacher standin
boithin 20 feet [sees him] shake his ;fist at her and as
on as I found that out, I suspended him for three days.
at we do is send a letter home with him that he is sus.pended and we send one home in the United States Mail. 0 4The mother diclit know he was suspended until the letter
came in the maj and then she asked me[on the phone]
I
what's his problem and I told her what he had done.
told her I was not tolerating this kind of behavior from
I had put in the letter
him and she said that's fine.
that she had to come back'witti him. She said, "I've got
a new job and it's almost impossible for me to get off."

...

She said, "I wee with you 100 per cent." Well, you
write .me a letten to that effect, that you agree 100
percent and that he -shouldn't act Pike this and send it
And so I
back'with him at the end of the three days.
put the:letter-from her im his personal file and he's'
(TI, 12/79)
been a good student since.
y

One further example also exemplifies Wales's humanity. ..'
co

We had a youngster yesterday who got suspended for not
coming to detention and he came walking in here at'3:35
and sat down there and he, was so upset he couldn't talk.
He said his mother_ was going to beat him and send him
So I gave.him another
back to his father in Mississippi.
Sa I'm wishy-washy. *Welly you can call it anychance.
thing you like.' I did it and whatever flack comes out
of it, I have to suffer, but .I don't want to see him back
in Mi\ssissippi with his Daddy because he doesn't want to go
and I don't want to see htm beat. '(TI, 12/79)
Despite Wales' distaste for suspension, he used it frequently to
maintain order at Kensington.

At the end.ofhis first year he recalled

seventeen suspbnsions which tad beep carried out.

at lea

that'many had involved the same students.

o

He reflected

Some students had been sent
\

home three or four times during the year.

Yet,.the community supported

his tough'stand,,even parerits of the offenders.
4

.

\
\

You know, they don't want them suspended but, if \I have'a
legitimate reason, they give me some flack but not bad.
Now, I sent one other student, I did not suspend him, butI sent a leiter that he should bring his parents back the

,

ne'xt:daY to get him baCk into school. . . . They:both
came:*. And the father talked to him very quietly and
told hiffthat he was not to do what he had been doing,

thathe.was here to learn and whether he liked us-as
teachertand principal was' immaterial.
He was to get
his learning from this.:, (TI, 12/79)
Wales was somewhat :surprised byril.0e willingness of parents to accept his

tough position on disciplindp)Ut happy to have them as allies.

Like the quiet spoKenOvierin the episode above, Wales believed
that children were ig khool-.to learn.

He linked this belief to his

premise that "teachers were to teach."

He saw both of these tenets of

his self-termed "traditionalism" hinging on,tight discipline within the.
school and

faculty with high morale.- All of this'fit well within- the

bounds of the Superintendent's, the Board's and the community's_expecta-

dons.
There were, of course, some problems.

Many.. of them were generated

in the turbulent environment already described, and some were viewedby
Wales as beyond his control.

In our interviews he described these prob-,

lems as belonging to-a different set than he thought he would encounter
at the school.

A
We've had a lot fewer problems than I anticipated,
We have had a lot . . . of fights.
major problems.
and.things along the way. . . . We were expecting a
1pt Of that but, still, it's not -as much a problem
as I thought it would be.
From talking,to people
e

1,, had anticipated a different set of prob-.
T .than I have encountered .

" al balance, you know.
First

.
.
the situation of
(TI, 12/79)

his list was his discomfort with a county program, Special

Education Services, which' provided classes for children with diagnosable..-

learning or b"vior dffliculties. ,Wales perceived tntAprogram to con.4

flict witn other routine classroom activities and yet, according to his
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perception of the law, he could not interfere with the program's
agenda.

One of the concerns I had this yearNas the Special,
Education, Services Resource Room., I had a discussion
with the Special Ed. person and was given to understand that it was impossible for me to take anyone out
of this Grogram once they were in it. Maybe thats.
true. This person is emOloyed by Special Education
Services and I- have to .tupervise that room and this
upset, me some because I.think that the person in charge'
should be able to do what's the lest detriment to
the whole. (TI, 12/79)
He explained the specific problem as he saw it.
The special education teachei- has to offer the service's

to the children in her room to tatisfy the'law, whateveo

it is.

This was a concer=n to jn,e as I watched itogo 4long.
I watched the kids come out of their rooms and go to tile

Resdurce Room, to the Reading Ro8m, you know, whorever

they go so many times a dayand I, beiRg a tradirion&list, I wonder it this is good because you hive kids
coming and going out of their room al 1rday for tilis and
that. And I have') put 4a number of hourseundet my belt
study about making some sort of schedule.

it have made an

attempt at it but- it seems like if is going to be an impossible task. . . p. But thataseems to be tne o* my Concerns,
that Special Educatio4 Services6Room. (H, 12/79)
.

Aoh

6

.

Another problem stemmed from Wales's inexperience as an elementary

"

teadher, and his lack of trairoing Nand 'fimiliprity with eleifientary
curriculum.

a

That inexperience was worsened by seemingly overwhelming
A

3

odds, particularly in the area'of reading.

,

Being a new principal , I'm still. in the middle of the

iwhirl of trying to get myself back to thinking about

\elementary curriculum and working with-teachers and 7
resource people which I do not do when I teach in the
classrooms at junior high school.

[One concern is reading.] My phifosoPhy is to start
with the youngest ones and work from there., how, in this
building we have 141 youngsters [one third of the school]
p. The reading teacher
readi ng
who qualify for speci
is required by.law to only take'-'50, so my philo.sophy has
been to take them as young as, we ca9, 1st, 2nd, 3rd grade,
and work with them .

. .

because of age and thenumber of
,`-t

8d

years in schdol and they a:re-receptive to help at a
I also asked the reaciing teacher
.
.
younger age.
tot to take any students that are invoWed in the
Special Services Room ft which the limit is, 30.
So it's possible. of those 141 students to set some
sort of remedial help frorri either our special read-,
ing teacher or the SpeCial Services person for 80
(TI, 12:79')
of them.
.

Despite his best Intentions, 61 Students who qualified fors
reading help 'would not receive remedial training.

This pro

partially front the law which limited class size for both the Mil

ing specialist and the Special Servico person.

Partially, it r 1

The folic:44g conversation illustrates

to district inequalities.
latter, point:

Can you make a pitch to central office for
OBS:
reading" help?
Yes, I can make a pitch but I would lot anticipat
Dr. W:
receiving another reading teacher.
AP1'

Are their other schools in the distri4ct
OBS:
nificantly fewer readirl',Oroblems?
Dr. W:
Oh, yes.
eastern school s.

I'm sure that's true in 'some 9
itCh .44'6,1on-t I
(Theseare. schoo

other side of what Milford teacher-,W
Astin
way.", This major avenue serve a
economic boundary between Milfordik

x,

'racial

°rho*. DCD)-

out that?
Is there any equity.argumen
make an argument that somebody wild listen to?
OBS:

Dr. W:
(TI,

Can

I've never 'chow of anything to happen likel'that.

12/79)

It is interesting to note that in both- these'instances of problems .

that frustrated Wales, the actual authority. to solve the issues far"
beyond the principal 's grasp`:

-State and federal laws, and district-

level decisions hampered problem-solving steps that Wales
J

could take.
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wished

he

:,

The potency of the',Priricipal as school leader, then, is a relative
..

,

commodity.. The complexity of the formula from WhiCh that plitency may4te
.

:

r).;.

derived in today's ,schools is revealed
in another portion ofitur inter.
,

*4`

,

...

,..,,,vieWs with Di. Wales.

In this excerpt, the principal distusses, a change'
Sf

o1icy regarding after. school activities.

'Title IX, of cOurse, affects us

.

.

. there haye.been

IPFOUple of things at the elementary le/e1;,in extrasurr4Cular:.,,
f .activities: The district has required P.E. teachers' tp

an extracutT:icular,proram and they would pay th,,enLa,certaiSi
fors thatv
t;'.'Rtght now,fataordihg:to Title IX, I.don't know that ,,,this?,
j'''
"true,teallY;; 'but according to Title IX: the' had some problems'
'%amount of money ; tor '0':dertain number of hours put

j:

in' re,stritting certain, activities PeCadse of the' type dirf thei.
"RA

'ch Odreri, to miX; Coys and:,:gi (1 s
',;
Q=,

-0

enough progranis 'for
; betause girl% ilortit..,A.

They

;'.p

rt.";

:YOU don't have ,anything compataiit
4°
trike fhi% sort
tor them',to
you've got them doing this because' u'
.afraid: they' get;nurt .Or something else; but You
91.-'1.
them',anything'01%e-.;this kind ,of
.

.

.

.

.

Now,:the .di strict:has gone to auction-7a. teacher can jauctjon,...
his. the exipaformOney:' He can or Cannot do it .
part. :(If the teacher takOS money the -activity; must
be offered for both boys and 'girls:: bCD) Now he Can, ifThei.
wishes; run any 'Program he Wants and not take any Vney for
it. Our P.E. teachdr opted not to take.mohey and he's going at'
to offer something in the spring. (TI, 12/79)
cr.
4;

asked,Wales abbut his role in this kind of negotiation.

e`

71:11

He 're%pondil:
=

.

If they-. [the 'teachers] have signed up with central= offices
they are' paid. I'm in charge of overseeing the program.,
.....-wouldn't think:the central office would approve 'anything once
`''Vzhad decided. against it, and I wouldn't overrule'central offi4ft
if they had decided on something. I would be given .directions
to have the program run and work and they would not direct the"...
prograM'at all. It would be up to me.

51;#

2

Ai'

In iy; c.opinion, my authority extends to where I can completely

do away:With it or rearrange it to suit Me.

Now personally

would do away with a program on16kif I thought it was harmful
to some child. . . . I might rearrange it if I thought a signi
ficant number of children were not allowed to participate.
simply because they were too small and it should be set to 'fit

the child, the children in this building rather than to suit

the P.E. teacher.

(TI, 12/79)
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a

Q

the:4401'-'t'deliveirY"of an afterschool program at Kensington results
from negottaiforilstiefitreen Interested teachers and central office personnel.
Those, dikukSlons ark'constrained by federal regulations that are designed

to he,lp guarantee 0114'ren the right to participate in school experiences
"'

3''

no matter what th0,g....°.ace or, gender.

The principal 's control over the

developoiestit,,of Ifterschool programs° appears limited by his or her informal ,

i nfl

ie tot di strict office. But once the program i s approved at
1 e4iel, he assumes a great deal of control over the operation

,Ot:the.:'progami: The building principal , then, works within numerous external

04trair4$Piit exercises power at, the building level.

We asked Wales to

eritif.aid2e, about tike limits of his authority in his school.
-We have a general program and I have to administer that

:,;"whether I like it or not. ,. . . Now, when you come to
;extra things or assigning staff or duties or thing's
like that, I have quite a bit of authority to change it
or rearrange it or to veto part of it. [With scheduling]
I prefer for [the teachers] to arrange their own time, as
long'as it fits in the time span and satisfies the requirements that we're here for. Then, if there is no decision, I
will, step in and make the decision and it will have to be
done. I prefer 'to,,-do that in the.leneral running of the
something that could be decided' as a

school.

If we

orders.

(II, 12/79)

have

group of teachers, I prefer the teachers to decide. However,
if it comes to a tie or-they ddn't want, to decide, if I can
make the' decision, I wil T and we go with that. . . . I would
always prefer working together rather than just distributing
,

This response and 'other portions of the interview with Wales demonstrate

several ways in which the authority of a school principal is limited.
First, he recounted Several instances where his wfshes were constrained by
state and federal maildates.

Second,, healluded to an unwritten

district

code; once made, he would not disagree with the decisions ,of his superioes;

in return, he expected autonomy at'the building level'.

subject to the written rule of the board of education.
ti
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1,6

he was

Wales *1:$eferred

;;'"

to, involve his teachers in school decisions, adding a fourth factor
those that 'limited hiS decision making cApacity.

However, here, he.

specified that he reserved the right to make final decisions if teaches
failed to act.

Fifth, Wales's limited knowledge about school law and

elementary curriculp haMpered his ability to make decisions in the
system.

Sixth, scarce financial resources, -in his qpinion, prevented

the kinds of programs he wanted to develop, again limiting the scope of
his capacity to act in _the system.

A Day in the Life of ,

.

.

We had the opportunity to observe

Dr. Wales at his-job over a period of two years.

Most interactions with,

him or opportunities to see him in action Occurred as he would enter
other situations we were observing.

On one occasion in Febr ary of

.

his first yea? at Kensington, we, arranged with Wales to "shadow" him.for
)

-

y

a full school day., F$r the most part, his behaviors that day paralleled
the,activities we had watched him perform throughout the year.

In this

.

.

-0,

sense, we observed the-continuity of- a typical school day from the vantve
point of the school principal.
At the same time, however, it was :apparent that Wales was very

ir

.-

tr

For instance, he offeredeseating to the observer

aware of our presence.

each time they changed settings, as a host would do for a respected

gut.

Also, his secretary remarked in a good natured waS, about how

.'.11usY Wales had been the day of the observation and how he had found no
6

,

need to leave the building or visit the central officefi Lastly, the
,i

class visitations we report were definitely not roui" e events in his
daily schedule, as demOnstrated by one teacher's'entl,
of

is atypical presence.

4

mastic praise

We begin, then, one day with tille-Knsington

e,

principal.
0
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.

Y

*

Dr. Waleg arrived -at 'Sens-ington at 8:05 a.m.

Aware of the observer's

presence* Wales chose to make no comment as he entered his' Office.

At.

this point he appeared committed' to' treat the "shadow" as a'shadow. -AlmoSt

immediately the phone rang, a call from a parent concerned that her ch'ild
had not yet received,a magazine that the daughter had ordered _and paid
for in clasd.

After yet another telephone'conversation, Wales proceeded

to the teachers' lounge, the early-morning gathering place formuch o
the staff.

we noted fewer teachers in the

On this February morning

lounge than usual.

The conyersation revolved around a third grade

,child who dealt with classroom frustrations by "giving the finger" to

Several instances of the child's habitual

her perceived tormentors

response were shared by various teachers.

Lauihter- filled the room.

At 8:45 Wales left the teachers' lounge and walked to the gymnasium.

Students were gathering there before the start of the school day.

Usually

they remained on the playground, but in thip instance the below zero
weather advised an indoor wait.

progress to inform him that

'a

Dr. Wales's secretary interrupted his

parent had called' about a discipline issue.
I

This prompted Wares to remark numorously with'an old school adage,
knciw about my philosophy, teach the best and shoot the rest."

at the gym and stood

in

the doorway above the students.

/

"You

He arrived

He yelled at

various youngsterS.'-!Who were running about the gymnasium.floor.

HoWever,

most of the control he demonstrated Was achieved by his mere presence.
.

As he continued this supervik_ipn,
buil di ng ' s, emergency 1 ighting system.

twit

repairmen arrived to fi),c the

He)icomplained to 'them that it had

been two years since the first work requisition had been submitted for this
problem.

He issued his complaint in a jokingmanner.
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At this point,

a young student entered and was singled out to the observer.

Within the

previous twg weeks, the boy's father and'uncle had been murdered.
"executions" were ostensibly drug related.
with this supervision.

Their

No teacher assisted Wales

He preferred to free teachers from extra duty

-when-possible.

Dr. Wales tignalecrthe beginning of school by loudly directing the
children to praceed to their classrooms.
touched many in different ways..

Girl's were patted on the head.'' -Boys

were greeted with playful sparring.
palm up, to. Wales:

As they filed past him, he

A black youth extended hi
11

The customary "give-me-five" was exchanged and

terminated wi4b a "soul handshakee

As the gymnasium emptied* the Pledge

of Allegiance began. blaring frbm a hallway loudspeaker.

A Vietnamese

youth stoppedistill'in his tracks, placed his hand oyer his heart and
solemnly recited the words, all alone, not loudly, but clearly.

The Vietnamese child evidently reminded Wiles of an incident fram
the previous day which had angered him greatly.
'\at-9.:00 AM

several of

As we sat in his office

he recounted how it was necessary for him personally to drive
$(le

school's Vietn mese pupils to another elementaryschool

for daily English lessons.

Th

previous day he had delivered the.children
°

k

.

to the school at the appropriate time, but he had'found no one present
or prepared to work with his students.
.

He had confronted the principal 9f that school with the irresponsiz
.

bilitiaf the situation and a fracas had ensued.

The other principal

had apparently resorted to harsh words in reponse to Wales's accusations.
..

Wales said the princ'pal had used "God damn" in his retort.
.,

..

Then, in
.

the presence of the observer, Wales called the central office to complain
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about the other principal's lac* of decorum.

A'S he made the call he

maneuvered his ceramic alligator around his'aesk.
At 9:05 AM the first discipline.case of the day intruded on Wales.

KensingtcWs music teacher had(sent a boy and a,giri to speak to him,
alledging that the boy had kicked the,girl in the stomach.
asked the girl for her story first.
kicked the girl.

Dr. Wales

He then asked the bby why he had

The boy claimed that the girl hpd provoked him first

and offered an explanation about how his "kick": had been accidental.

He

told how the children had been filing out of the music room, and had .been

He said that the giEl had been below

'ion steps at the time of the incident.

and immediately behind him and that he had unintentionally caught her with
his heel as he had proceeded, up the stair.

Wales dismissed the girl after asking her if she wanted to see the
nurse.

He

The girl decliKed the offer and returned to her classroom.

then turned tio the ydung boy but was interrupted by his secretary before
.his_reprimand could

PerMiSsion was required, to send another student

hdme to. fetch a frgotten' lunch.

Granting that permissio'n, Wales again

turned to the distraught yOuth'and said, "You're no. dummy. You've got a
brain."

He ended saying that he didn't want to see the same sort ofthirg

,occur again.

was taken.

The student was sent back to his class.

No further action:

Wales spoke to the observer and said, "Bruce is a: good kid.

He's the one that gave me the handshake in the gym this morning."
By 9:30 Wales had dealt with another discipline problem.

,

This time

a single third grader had been sent to him carrying a crumWled piece.of
paper.

The wad was a note the student had written and dropped on a

"classroom floor.. The note had been found and read by the tlassroOM
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teacher.

Because the message had, included such invectives as "asshole"

to the office for discipline.

and "pussy" the student had been se
Dr. Wales

read, the note and then spoke to-the boy saying,
"Why did ybu write this note?" The boy mumbled something
and Wales said, "Speak up." The boy said; -"Is don't know."
Wales said, "You don't know why you wrote this bad note?
. . 1 You wrote this note and you'wasdumb enbugb_ to 'let it
get out of your possessionr (FN,. 2/26/80);
,

Thenext,hour of the day, 9:40 to 10:40 AM, Wales spent in a primary,
reading class.

He spent .the period quietly obserVing the teacher as she

,rotated among several reading groups that were separated according to the
4.)1-ildi'en's reading ilevels.

At one point the school' counSelor entered

'and talked to,one of ,the students.

Wales quietly pointed out that the

counselor had been a pawn in a recent game of rivalry between Kensington!
and

one of-the other elementary schools.

With one roun&of that ,game

.

'''
at an end ,'''the
e womv, was spending ,more tille at Kensington than at th

'rival' school.

At 10:40, the classroom teacher.,disrnissedherfinal
4

reading group' with an enthusiastic "See you later, tootsiesq and Dr.
Wales left the classroom.

:.

.Back-behind his desk, Wales signed a "prog ss repo?" for one '

Student so that it could be mailed to the childis parentt. He noted;
hovi it was nOthing more-than a re-nameti tap frog, 'notice.

.15.r.' 44a1 es'

7.

then spoke to a:secretary at the central 4office about e,an insurance

rochure that the district had c1rd4 atedt.

vOidder for the school.

Next hg ordered .:A new step

At ,10:50 the teacher 'whos-reading clasS he

7`had,just obsented entered and ,etatitalily, praised Walegss, visitth her
classroOm.

According 'to' her, the children had been verk it ressed by

his. visit, and she told how his -pr6sence motivated their

that period.

-,4

At 11:05 the teacher who`had sent tpe
°

ities

/

P mote,; to Wales earl i er.

child's behavior.
esteem,

the'morning dropped bly to di scuss the

She was particulary alarmed by the child's low,,self-

She told how the student. had frequently written hOw he hated

himself and how h;Jelt so "dumb."
teachers' lounge.

As the lunch hoUr neared, Wales walked to

ly' with other
where he spent, half an -hour eating .and talking informally`

-staff who were free at that time

He shared Tome of his personal past

with his faculty andthey responded warmly to his-stories.
Between 12:00 and 1::130.Wales superviied-the%tudent lunOrarom.

began this duty by =helping to pass out lunches..tothe children as they
(°'

filed by

s.

As he stooped over the bins from which the:lunches were drawn

his suit coat would hike up in the:ba'ck, ,giving;the impression' according

to the observer of a "rooster

tail."

The cause was revealed later as

Walesmarched between tables and dreW from his back pocket a wooden,
1

His behavior was mdsttiy

paddle branded with the words "Whale Power."

teasing as he cajoled children to be quiet or to eat thei
That paddle, however; remained in full sight.

lunches.

Sometimes it was

lap

ped loudly on a table top to get a studenes attention,, but sometimes
there Was no apparent reason for its tsf.andishment.

'Once Wales moved to a

:table-and -playfully paddled one of the boys,'

An aide assisted the supervision.-

group of students blowing-a whistle

to

She moved through the restless-,
,

get attention and 'to gain quiet.

The-,>first -lunch group was dismissed after lining up by grades and the

'same scene was repeated during the next half' hour.
Dr.. -.Wales spent the next hour in his office.

observer aboudistrict's salary Schedule.

He talked to the,

Wales wasealkning $28,500

that year. ,HiS wife also ,t4uitt jr? the district and hd:distliised.that
she was at Ape_ 117,000 3 evel on the teachers' schedule.

He mentioned

that their cOmbined sal a ties'` Orovied a comfortable ljfe for their' family ,
but had not al 1 owed ;them to purchase:a new, home' that they . desi ned.
Wales

,

al so di scUese'd the district Ps. Title I summer school program.

He commented about the ainotiht of work the progiam generated:
7

thaVSAT scores w

He explained

-

9

used

w

o detei-ml nee, student el i gibil i ty for the program.l.

He further told b t,how a- rersited .federal gu'ideline was circumvented.
Federal law requ' ted'that -a pa'rent' committee,- drawn from ,parents 'whose

dreh woul d ,attrd. 5umMer seisionsi be formed ta insure parent, hvol ve-

ment An,: the local' *hool: Wal es 'Indicated that -al 1 he really 'eeded for
coMplance with the
.

a forni

gulatitY were the signatures of eight pareiits on

tari0 whether or not the parents were actually in-

It was

volved in, any ,of the planning for sutmer schoohe impression he 'created

was that ;he' did littl
A textbook, sal esm

minutes showing-4

about the extensive

to encourage. active participation by the parents.
arrived aty the school at,,,1:30 and speht ,fifteen
e of text sf t.p 'Wal es:.

Wales remi rided the salesman.-

ooks. "He

s school made of that company

.

made the point that'rheexPected excellent 'erfice fr'7oM the company.
After the sal esman rad l eft , Dr: Wal es busi

hiMsel f for fifteen

minutes .Wi th _a hoStssif di fferent matters. ., First, he checked on the:mag-

azine order the parent had complained about' earller in the day and secured.
a

.the, knowledge that

.

a

c assroom teacher had -the -Matter well in hand.

Second, h& Was' reminded by a' faCifitylmember that a teacher had to leave

early thai ,,day for a dent,ists..,,,epointments and he spoke to that teacher

about a new insurance program the district was negotiating for its teachers.

Third; Dr. Wales checked on the condition of a storage area that a
faculty member had complained about and found no problem with it.'
-

While walking to that storage area, Wales talked about two faculty
members and their dependability, their "loyalty."

The observer noted

.the beginnings of a pro-principal coalition forming among the staff.
.

At 2:00 PM, Wales visited a special Englisfl class that was in progress with the school's Vietnamese children.

As-a result of his complaint

to the central office about/the delay in instruction that hadoccurred
at the rival elementary school, the special class was being held at
Kensington for the first time.
participated.

Six children, five boys and one girl,

Two teachers saw to their instruction.

On-the return-trip:to Dr. Wales's offjce, two yOuths standing outside
a classroom attracted Dr. Wales's attention and he inquired about their
;,presence in the hall.

Wales mimicke

One mumbled a response with his head hanging.

t e student's muffled response and insisted that heSpeak

up and speak cle

ly.

The students reported, then, that they had not

worked diligently during their math class.

you finish your math?"

Wales inquired, "Why didn't

One of the boys said that it was hard to under-

stand. The was interrupted as Wales said, "Blah, blah, blahs blah; blah.
Speak up, I can't understand you."

Turning the corner to the principal's office, Wales found another
child waiting his arrival.

He had been sent to the principal for writing

"fuck" on an exterior school wall during recess.

To make matters worse,

the student had done so while being disciplined for other inappropriate
playground behavior.

Dr. Wales pulled out his paddle and confronted
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the third grader, slapping the paddle in the palm of his hand as, he
talked.

The boy began crying.

Wiles terminated the confrontation abrupparents of this

tly,.tel ling the boy that he would not tell the

behavior this time but that he must bring a scouring pad and clean the
school wall on which the child had written.

Wales's promise of "next

time" seemed to forMulate a repetitive pattern in his disciplinary dealings
with students.

V

At 2:05 Wales headed for the teachers,' lounge and remained there for

ten minutes while eating a piece 'of fruit and then return
spending thd next half hour' in small talk with the observer.

the superintendent of schools entered Wales's office.
George held a card with money attached in his, hand.

returning a loan to one of Kensington's staff.

to his office,
At. 2:4o,

Superintendent
He was persorrally

The two administrators

gossiped a bit about the youth whose father and uncle had been slain.
They speculated about whether the incidents had been drug related. and
he

natUres14--the alledged drugs.

Dt. George then shared an incident

involving an irate social worker who was distraught over George's refusal
to enroll a student in the school system:

The argument hinged on whether

or not the student actually lived within the attendance boundaries' of
-the Milford School District.

After deli vering..his card to the teacher

he' sought, Superintendent George left the building.

His exit was followed closely by Mrs. Susan Emory's entrance.

Mrs.

Emor'y, the school's counselor, was one of the two black women who worked
at Kensington.

Wales left his office and begantO kid her, eventually

rubbing the back' of her hand, saying in c*fect, ."I just-wondered
.

of the black would rub off."

if

some"

Emory ignored the joke and continued talking,.
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as
*

.

She left the administrative

albeit more tersely, about her values class.
:

area after inviting Wales to join the session.

After a brief interlude, Wales decided to accept Mrs. Emory's
irritation to observe her class and headed for her room.

On the way he

,

explained how, at a prior school, he teased a Jewish woman about being
the school's "TO, token-Jew, and how she had taken it 'in stride.

He

indicated that Mrs.' Emory could participate in that sort of humor also.
During Wales's obserliation'of the glass, Mrs. Emory used him as an
46

examOTe.of the "fairest" adult she knew.

wring the period, Dr. Wales

commented to the observer that he appreci

ed-Mrs.,Emory's'hard work and

that her industry made up for some of her shortcomings.

Several boys

began to get rest4ss during the class and O\. Wales interrupted and
asked if Mrs. rmory wanted him to take the boys out of ;the room.

She

indicated through non-verbals that she Mould rather deal with them
7

herself.

At 3:30 the values class ended with an abrupt dismissal by

Mrs. Emorx.. At 3:40 after returning to his office, Dr. Wales

ended his

day and leftKensington for home.
This one-day view of Wales's professidiial life demonstrates the easj,
going style with which Atypically handled mot situations at Kensington.
.

True to his word, We saw him disciplining students, buffering teachers
from parents, checking on,building maintenance, book orders, and insurance
./

programs. - Further, in his jovial way, he moved about -the building talking
-

-

with teachers and, sometimes less jovially, copversin6 with students.
short, Wales freed,his teachers to teach.
orderly school environment -at Kensington.
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In

He did. his best to maintain an

Summary- and Implications
lmpresslont,of Dr. Wales provides, a stark:contrast to
74'N
-

steered the Kensington dream, Dr. Shel by.t Wales hailed

the man Whe)

.

from the rural

.

Auth, and was strong on family, church,_ and di'scipline.,

1

,,,,.
His professitital and acddemic

xperiPiences, were stronger preparationik

for secOndaty4han elementary school lea'de;rship.

Hits rise/through the

ranks seems to 'have resulted from his close relationship with Milford
administrators and from his ability to get "the °job done in the way t
wanted it done."

Dr. Wales defined theirayn as traditionalismmaintain.

ing tight discipline and freeing teachers to teach.

t.

The first principal , Shelpy, on the other hand, was viewed during his

short stay at Kensington as a "deyiant outsider'^by his administrative
.

colleagues.

He was never able to obtalh the kind of support a "good of
.

boy" network can provide.
'suit of- his educational

He wasanalytical and passionate in the pur-.

vision.

The.imige left ,behind at Kensington. was

of a man.filled with true belief.

When he left the Milford School' Dis-

trict, he left eeking another opportunity to create his utopian school.
Zfonas Wal

held more modest

on-the other hand proffered a traditional Pedagogy and

his

pes for

future.

In his ,words:

After this year I'll be 50 years old and I can
retire in 10 years. At this point I 'have felt c.
lightly about 'being a, superintendent,somewhere,
but jf an elementary principal 's job is.
available in this district, I would probab,ly
stay as an elementary principal until I retire.
I enjoy working with the teachers and the.kids ,and
if you go to be a-superintendent, lou're.moved off
away from both teachers and youngsters. (TI, 12/79)
At the end of Wales's first year as principal of the Kensington school,
0

one of the other elementary

schools in the district was closed.
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Wales

andhis staff went briefly mortied that he would be replaced by the more
seriio-r,.displaced Principal.-- But, ,ioday, Wales remains at Kensington.

Hs

teachers breathe a continuing and collective sigh of ,relief. ,Apparently,

',Vas

s'has found a home.

1

' In

.
V_

onclusion; we must note an apparent irony about t he Kenstington

pri nci pa .

The "sigh4 of 'rel i ef" that welcom'ed Wales to "Kensington -was.,

d to a large 'extent on his' reputation within; the di strict, the .'.given".

ba

he was aMilford staffer who represented the traditional philosophy

tha

of t

front office, the' school board, and the community. Mtic11\of Wales,'s

success in his first two year's as principal of Kensington-, wasilsed

on

then school.
his ability' to establish a familiar order at the
0

If he chooses, next*, to move the school beyond this stage, to develop

the institutiOn:as a more effective 'vehiEle for student _learning, he- may.

find it necessary .
port.
a

,

mire-beyond his tenets for discipline and staff sup-

He may find the ,need to import -a different instructional technology,

ma.e-effective organizational Mode, or a more interventionist profile with

his teacher's.

In this case, his "fit" with the ,system may erode.

'Thus, Wales may face' a dilenima:

Do:principals; best meet their respon-

sibility to a constituency by Leering their school al ong.,the quietest;
smoothest course, sailing with currents popular at,the time? Oroshould
they ,risk disturbing that steady. fl ow, seeking excel lence0and innovation
to provide an education more suitable to all of their students? This

issue laps at the foundation of merican publi-c education, and raises the
question of whether the purpose

f schooling is-to replicate society

or-to aid its reform and evoluti n.

Clarifying this dilemma remains

a complex, difficult task, for observers and analysts of schooling.

,
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CHAPTER 4

INSIDE CLASSROOMS

The multiple, strands

's classrooms.

We return, pow; to lens
-

of infl

of t

In the interactions'

nce'we hive described thus far end here.

eClers and students, programs and visions are lost or realized.
.

x

interpret mandajes from their leders, synthesize that

Her

,

1

rmaticin with their own experiences and beliefs, and proceed about

the4Citiness Of teaching:
\\

In most inttances we find them Striving

to adhere to the general orders 'mid' wishes of Wales and the di strict.

Within these parameters, howeer, latitude exists.

Individual: members

of the staff combine different procedures, styles,"and personalities,in
the act of instruction.
6We begin' this discussion with a brief overview of the Staff as a
whole.. ,Next, we compare th

school 's current and historical goals and

object ives ratcr then describe tp

chool 't instructional technology.;

Taken together; these pags vividly paint Kensingto's drift to the
4

-"old Milford type."

Kensington's Amiable Staff
Kensington't classrooms are led by 22 teachers:
young and old, mostly White but one Black.

male and female,

They represent very similar

views about scho is and schooling even though they go about the act of

/

ouS ways.

teaching

As We_ met this ''group for the first time,

one commona+ity among them was immediately apparent--many had rural
roots.

24.
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Each morning Kensington's parking lot contained pick-up trucks that
sported decalS of deer,. pheasant or ieaping bass.

We also heard frequent

references to county fairs or saw staff :tradtng photographs- of prize

They nodded,knowingly over pictures of Herefords, Rhode
4,
Island Reds, or Hampshire Hogs. Finally, their background was expressed

livestock.

in their appealing down-home twang and use

colorful idiom.

One could not partitipate long in the life J:of the ,school without

confronting this rural heritage of the staff as,ii came to'bear on'
school situations.

An example echoed through the school on our very
1

second 'day of observatiOn;

Summary observations captured the event:

A kid walked into Shaw's. room uninvited at one point and
You knew she meant, "How could
Shaw whistled loudly.
"you be so far. out of line as to just walk. into my class:
,room?." . . . It was teasing and really funny, but you wouldn't
-(SO, 8/81)
have taken another step.

The whistle reminds us of very basic aspects of life oh the farm,
cal ling.,in the.pigs; or driving horses or ,cattle from pasture to barn.

In many instances during the year, we watched as rural America came to
.

,

the subUrbs and saw how some of the best of its mores caught urban
students---Black and White--in their captivating way.1

Another obvious characteritic of the staff was the genuine warmth'
a

they extended to one'another, to students, and even to us.

the Rost

part-, they were an open-faced people, trusting and willing td

traits, too, fit well with the group's-rural or.small-town ambierici.

These
Their

manner emerges in a, description of an initial Meeting between researcher

and staff person, Mrs. Bernice.Parks:

)1,in a draft read by-the faculty, some of the teachers criticized
our portrayal of the rural quality of life at the school; some 'felt
we overemphasized it or used this aspect of the school pejoratively.
If anything, we may have responded too personally and warmly to thispart of the school.
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Bernice was an interesting person to run, into first.
She was just a down-kome gal. I would guess that
tier classroom would run that way--a house full of kids (,
with the kids maintaining a r,espeptful relationship to
her.
She went to great lengths'to describe each of here
own .children. . . . As we left, Bernice, a white' woman,
watched a Black child come 'up to her with ,a big smile
and got a big hug from her. The student initiated it.
. It looked like as very sincere gesture. (SO, 6/79)
.

A further'example was observed in KenOngton's resource center that

',

featured two teachers, a parent volunteer and her infant daughter,
and an obstreperous student:
The librarian's aide today is a young*Black woman who
has brought her 18-month-old daughter with her. The
mother is working shelving books. The child is following her about, "helping" to carry. booki. She's a
very cute ISid and gets .a lot of attention.
The librarian
picks her up lovingly just as,a teacher walks through the
area. The teacher takes the child and says, "I see this
little cutie, shoppihg sometimes."
She plays with,the
youngster briefly, then leaves.
A student comes running through the area. The librarian
stops him and admonishes him, saying "Walk or I'll warm
your fanny."
(Her tone is completely. non- threatening -more motherly than anything.) She then turns back to the
infant, but the student virtually lights up with the
attention he got from her.
(FN, 9/79)

We can extend our small town image to include another aspect of the
Kensington staff's collective-nature, humor.

Perhaps, more than. any-other

ingredient, humor typifies the interctjori most common among the staff.
Dr. Wales's birthday' party, described at the

outsetN4

Chapter 3, imparts

one view of the practical jokes and ,jesting trquent in the school.. But
this comic play did not begin with Wales's arrival.
\_

on how that party had reminded her of earlier times.

One teacher commented

We reported the

conversation in summary observations.
I got, a post reaction from one of the staff.
Immediately
after the party as I was walking toward the first grade
room, a teacher asked me what I had thought of the party.
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I kind of laughed and joked, and she said,. "Isn't it so
nice?" referring to. the humor and how Wales had taken
Then she began to talk about an earlier principal
it.
at the School. They had done something similar for his
party, only he had been bald headed and the staff had given
him a mop toupee 'kith a part in the middle which he ware
She alluded to the quality of the humor and the
all day.
good feelings it created apthhow today's party was so
similar. She was so ',pleased that it had develbped so
(SO, 8/79)I'
early in the year.

'

Humor, either for fun or with a bite,is omnipresent with this staff.
'It'frowsf.through the staff lounge, runs through the classrooms and bubbles

at staff parties.

It functions to tie the staff into the' school's history,

socializes new members,, and, as Dr. Wales commented, builds and maintains
the
staff cohesion. Ile-tbmmented-on the saga 'aspect of the joking at
'school:

We kept hearing pieces of stories. It was lfke that old
joke where inmates in a ,prison heard the same jokes so
many times that pretty, 'soon, they just gave each joke
4i,a number, *Somebody would call out a number and
everybody would laugh.
I think it was at the dinner, party last year where the
staff set each ,other off -with just a catch phrase or word.
But it speaks to us, at least, of the solidity of the
social system and the fact that,there are all these
traces and pieces of humor around thatare-part of the
(SO, 8/79)
lore of the group.
,

the jsocial- The importance of a well developed sense of humor to

reported.
ization of new staff members was appaxent,in another instance we

music
This episode was associated frith Wales' birthday party and the new

teacher who made the red paper crown that Wales were so happily.
Ope teacher immediately complimented [the new music
teacher] by saying, "Boy, our new music teacher's just
(SO, 8/79)*
right in there with us."
these jokes was
The importance, even necessity, of participation in

further indicated by Wales, who in a previously cited interview, discussed
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lob-

that-"fittfn tin[to]" the faculty social system was, in htS view, a
prerequisite for being hired at Kensington.
The ,function of humor in the maintienanceiof staff cohesion was

revealed as we .became privy to the fact that the faculty had evolved a '<-\

language of codg phrases and.practices.

On6 example of this. in-group

humor follows:
4

The .expression, "that's ftne" and a special meaning for
the phrase comes from a story of interaction of the staff
and an irate parent.' .Everytime the parent would make a
statement, they.would say "that's fine," but what they
actually meant was "bullshit." So now, when the staff
wants to say "bullshit," they just say, "that'§ fine."
It is a real 'inside joke., (SO, 8/79)

t

Another instance occurred when Wales' first arrived at Kensingt6n:

Last year, before Wales arrived for his first staff meeting,
one teacher came up and asked if the prihcipal had arrived
yet, and, thgn, as he entered said, "Thar she blows!" (SO, 8/79)
Such phrases, some more subtle, are passed among the faculty. to alert
1

one ,another to the arrival, of administrators from central office.

Thus, in one form of another, humor pervades the Kensington school.
We were some hat Surprised at the extent of iti particularly when it
was so preval nt so early in the school year.

We wonderd if a warm-up

period might be more usual and commented at the time:
There was a humorous quality and congeniality at the
end of the first week of school that we have rarely
(SO, 8/79)
seen [in other elementary school faculties].

We speculate that the faculty joviality and solidarity stems from
116

two sources.
long time.
:

1966.

First, many of these teacher's have taught together for a
a

More than' one-third of the faculty tics taught together since

Four others have worked at the school for ten years.

the current staff is a very stable group.
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In Short,

Second, in what we believe to

I.
be a somewhat unusual- situation', the staff is bound togefher by extensive.' w

extra;school relationships. 'Cc:insider the'follovring:
One new teacher attended the Milford schools from
Kindergarten through high school. During all thote
years, she was a classmate of Kensington's current
PE teacher.

Another new staff member had' prieviously taught at
Kensington.
r:.3

The PE teacher is
daughter.

to the first-grade trcher

The secretary's son is one oi the custodians.
o

.

Two of the women teachers haVe been roommates for years.

More broadly in the system, one teacher' is married to
another Mil ford; principal's dacighter.

Finally, one teacher described the nature and extent of the faculty's out

of-school fraternization.
There's a lot more gain. on than I .see at other sChools.
I mean at KensingtOn a lot- of my best friends and other
[teacher's] best friends are members of the facultY.

Whereas -at. tome schoolt% at 4:00 when they go, home, they
never see those people. We usually TGIForice a month::

We still get together for, .breakfast ,occasionally....; We
go to the theatre together dUringthe Year and- get together sometimes in the summer.
warm group.

[The staff] is a:really

(TI, 5/79)

These extensive opportunities for i-school and out-of-school
interaction breed a cohesive and familiar staff group at the Keniington

school, a condition entirely in keeping
with Homans.'s (1950) notions
,
about human groups.

In brief, Homans poses relationships between group

interaction, sdctiment, activities and norms; the more interaction
and shared-aciivities, the more likely a drobp's norms will coalesce and
its members' sentiments about one another will' be spositiVe.,

Further, we

might expect a great deal pf similarity in instructional goals and objective:
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and teaching 'styles among the Kensington faculty.

As the following

sections will demonstrate, tile faculty's beliefs about schooling and

children and the teacher's role in the instructional process:did, indeed,'
coalesce about a few basic tenets, and their instructional-, mOdes were
In these aspects of the school, howeVer, we' find a signif-

very iimilar.

4

icapt shift ,in purpose from the original-Kensingtori mission.

Pedagogy in Kensington's Classrooms
.

Goals and Objectives of Instruction
.

,

In 1971, we listed Kensingtan's original objective's:
1. TO.assist puuil,s to'become fully functioning
human beings.-

matur.;e,

.

e

.

2. To meet the needs of individual differences
by pro.
viding a differentiated program.
,

a.

3.

.

To provide the skills, the structures, and the'
understandings which will enable pupils to identify
worthwhile goals for themselves, and to work indepen(Smith & Keith, 1971,
dePtly"toward their attainment.
p:.

32)

At that time, the faculty somewhat whimsically, typified Kensington's
thrust as developirii "fully functioning Freddies" for society's future.
hhe school's original goals .were skill oriented apd specified no content.

They emphasized individuals and independent means of reaching unique

and selfdetermined aspirations.
During the "golden years" of Edwards's administration at the school,

a different set of 4oa1s were spelled ouand listed in the)Kensington
Faculty Handbook.

Those revised educational objectives were far more
,

specific.

AithoUgh they continued to emphasize skills, they contained
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As the following

and teaching styles among the Kensington faculty.

sections will demanstate, Wle faculty's beliefs about schooling and
dren and the teacher's role in the instructional process:di.4, indeed,"
coalesce about a -few basic tenets, and their instructional-,modes were
.

very similar.

In these aspects of the school, howeVer, we'find a signifI

icant shift ,in purpose from the original-Kensington mission.

Pedagogy in Kensington's Classrooms

-

,..-.

5

GQals and Objectives

of

Instruction

In 1971, we listed Kensingtan's original objectives:
1.

TO assist

pdpil,s to-become fully functioning mature.

human beings.

2. To meet the needs of individual differences by providing a differentiated program.
,

a
3.

To provide the skills, the structures, and the
understandings which will enable pupils to identify
° worthwhile goals for them'selves, and to work indepen(Smith & Keith, 1971,,
dently-toward their attainment.
p. 32)

At that time, the faculty somewhat whimsically, typified Kensington's
thrust, as developirid "fully functioning Freddies" for society'-s future.

The school's original goals .were skill oriented and specified no content.
They- emphasized individuals and independent means of reaching unique
and self - determined aspirations.

During the "golden years" of Edwards's administration at the school,_

a different set of doals were spelled out and listed in the Kensington
Faculty Handbook.
specific.

Those revised educational objectives were far more

AlthoUgh they continued to emphasize skills, they contained
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many more

references to in st

content.

(
The reader w11 note
(J

that in this more recent statement of.purpose, the individualism of
Kensington's founding goals was lost.
l',, To ,provide a ,general curriculum to meet the needs for

living i n a free society:

2-. TO, provide fO:talented children through enrichMen
acceleration of the regular program.
3.

TO

and

provide for those children with limitations through \the

*

media of diagnostic and remedial measures.

4. To help all children acquire fundamental knowledge, habits,

concepts, skill, values, attitudes, ideals,: and appreciation
appropriate to their level of maturity.

5. To lead children to think reflectively.
6. To train children in the acquisition of good study and work
habits.

7. To help children to learn, to practice, and to.appreciate
personal, civic, and social responsibilities.
8. To develop within all children the understanding of the formes
and ideals of American greatness.

9. To develop within children a love for the beautiful in its
varied aspects.

10. To interest children in worthwhile activities in order to
enable them to make profitable use of leisure time.

11. To clever-0 a strong sense of ethical, moral, and spiritual
values by providing a favorable climate for developing such
values as courage, justice, right, reverence, obedience, and
obligation.

12. To develop on the part of children an understanding that our

democcmtic heritage is based upon a fundamental belief in God."
(Doc., n.d..)

Most recently at Kensing

and "teachers are to teach

n, beyond the vague "students are to learn"

rhetoric of Dr. Wales, these same goals, devel-

oped byMr. Edwards, still preface the faculty handbook.

Teachers, the

individuals who interact with students most directly, described their
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,

educational goals,An far less visionary terms.
more aligned with the back-to-basics rage.

Their statements are

Examples follow:

I guess what I'd like to see it more manners
If
you try to stop an argument or say, "I said stop now,"
you have to get very dogmatic about it.
I'feel. . . you
got to put [discipline] in front of anything else.
(TI, 10/79)
The emphasis' is getting through the books: math, Englishand spelling.
I don't think we are doing a,lot-of eltra
curricular kfnds of things.
It seems like the kids are
just having trouble getting through the basics... (TI, 10/79)

We're veering toward getting into the content areas-espegially social studies. The emphasis has been in
1st and 2nd grades on math and reading. Although we
spend a great deal of time on them, we want\to develop
the [groundwork for the classes the s,tudents,\will face
for the rest of their elementary schatff experience].
(TI, 10/79)
Children are at school to learn.
I think they have an
obligation to obey the teacher and do what they are supposed
I think school needs to be structured and \fery much
to do,.
routi e so that they can get the most out of their education.
The 1 ea is to get them so that they have some self-disscipline.
(TI,

i 0/79)

°

To get along with each other. . . . To try to.give them an
introduction to junior high school because it,is a completely
different world [thin elementary school]. . . . To try to
pull everything they've had previously together and get the
foundations all knitted-together with the idea that if

Ow don't know it themselves, were to go to find out.
(TI, 10/79)
.

The love of learning and reading. . . . You've got to get
[The most important thing] is reading,
them excited.
just to be able to read and to capture the words pn
(TI; 10/79)
their own.

Across these individual statements, several themes--reading, math,
and discipline--emerge again and again.

What seems_ most important to

Onsington's teachers is the preparation of the student for further
schooling.

This very, practica] and immediate goal contrastsAramati-

caily with Dr. Spanman's'global

isions and with Edwards's belief in
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the importance of preparing students4to take theirplace in .a future
erica.

/

/

urriculum and Instruction

,

r

/

The Content of Kensington's Cur).iculum.

Predictably, the curriculum

of today'S Kensington is more akin to traditional mores about the content
.

Of schooling experiences

those offered in 1964 to its first students:

Those students entered?a school guided by a bold manifestp:
The curriculum is all pupil' experiences while under the
direction and supervision of the school: It depends on
the goals and the kinds of adults we want. For example,
we don't necessarily want adults who can name all 50 states,
We want edults who have developed
or 36 presidents. .
effective language:techniques, life-long habits of conilivo.1s
learning, and values which -guide them as individuals ,and
There is no instructional curriculum.
members of society.
We don't need to te ch American history at the fifth grade or
individual states at fourth grade. The curriculum is determined
by the needs'of the 'upils. We don't need a crutch such as a
(Doc., n.d.) ( mphasis ours)
text.
,

Today, students work from texts

d move methodically through levels of

reading, arithmetic, social stud{ s, English, and spelfing.

Physical

education, music and occasional sc ence and art activities provide some

varietyto this basic diet.
The' actual content of each cour e offering is extensively determined

for use at
by the textbook that is selected by a district wide committee
the school.

Sometimes textbook companies intercede directly to affect

the choice of books.

For example, one teacher explained how Kensington

began to utilize a new spelling program, oni'not used by -the rest of the
district.

We use a different series of spelling books than any other
school in the district. . . . The text company came into
the district and offered to set up a pilot program in one
or two schools. . . . Our school took it. They furnished
all the books the first year because they had just published
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this [series]. . . . And then we had a big lacheon and
we talked about how wecliked the book .-.'. what needed
to be changed . . . sb that the next time they print the
books . . . they are going to make these corrections.
(TI, 11/79)

either case, once a text is selected, teachers decide how to progress
through those texts or which parts of them to delete'entirely. -Freqbently,
text material is augmented,by exercises preferred by individual instructors..

Dissatisfactions with various texts stem mostly from fears that student
skills are generally too low to cope with.some.of the work or that necesssary

support materials, such as science equipment, are not available. °The simjTarfty of the curricular experiences for all'of Kensington's current'students
cam be seen in the school's master schedule (see Figure 4:1f:

As one progres-

ses from first grade to sixth, there is simply little variation.

Insert figure 4.1 about here.

There are several reasons for the repetitious nature of this program.
First, Kensington's principal and teachers believe in the- importance of
emphasizing basic education.

This attitude coincides with both the

broader national vision re>di-lag educationiand the view of the school's
t.

own' community.

Second, although Kensington's original program was more

varied, it was also more costly.

The early emphasis on drama and art,

for example, necessitated expensive, consumable materials.

Milford's

,economic difficulities required cutbacks.

Another factor,affecting the school's curricular limitations was
explained by one of the teachers:
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Well, you cant keep your AAA rating without having an art
teacher at every school, but you have to have a music
teacher.
It's .a matter of practicality.
(TI, 5/79)

Thus, music remains and art is eliminated as state credentialing requirements add another determinant tg those already_affecting Kensing-

ton'scurricular offerings.
Teachers at Kensington,are dissatisfied with such liMitations in
program.

Many of.them supplement the meager arts

the district with supplies they buy tfiemselvei.

.Thi

plies provided by
out-of-pocket

art program permits some drawing and even ceramic activities in some
classes.

Frequently, these art activities serve as a reward for

students who perform exceptionally or are very cooperative:
will be, said about this token economy in a later section.

more

Other efforts

to vary the Program include field trips, the parties mentioned in the
interview with Dr. Wales, and extensive musical programs which owe
th i r existence to the hard work of a particularly dedicated teacher.

Ano%,11'
er teacher still runs a. stamp collecting club, again supplying
the necessary materials at his own expense.

Some teachers, however,can only vent thelr frustratiqn,,feeling
forced to turn otherwise interesting activities into routine paper and
pencil exercises.

One such instare_occurred in science.

A fourth-gr4de

teacher spoke to that issue:
I can t.do much in science. . . . Usually we try to
get a concept across to the dais as a whole. And I
do this by drawing pictures.
I'do a lot of true and
false exercises and show films.'" Vie, also take the science
vocabulary and play a sort of bingo' game. . . . We have
a text, and I stick very close to it as far- Las the concepts
that I try to develop. We have some laboratory equipment
but [there is] no time to plan to use it and I've had some
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[The text] says all you have to do
bad experiences.
is pull it out and set 'it up-and ;ead'the little
chart, but it didn't turn-out,that way. . . .
'I've had a few experiences where my class was just
left blank. . . . I. can't think that fast on my -feet:
[The equipment] is hot put together so that it is
(TI, 10/79)
.usable.
/-

We obserVed this same teacher's attempt to provide alaboratory experlisC

ience for his students later it' the year,- -The effort was aborted when
.

.

he. found that.thethermometers that were essential forthe eXercise

were no-Jonger in the'science'ltit.:
In summary, the curriculum of KensingtOd, today, is a 'far-cry
froth the ambitious, open-ended curriculum of the school's planners.

The current content of instruction, however, does align with the

.

more narrowly stated goals of the school staff, the -district, and
the,community.

It is consistent with the institution's ability to

support the program financially.
Organization for Instruction.

Just as Figure 4.1 demonstrates the

similarity of'Curriculum content across grades atKensington,At also sh
that the, organization of the school day is very similar for most Classes

The staff's preeminent concern for reading instruction is responsible
for much of this similarity.

At all levels except the sixth grade and.

Kindergarten; reading begins.the instructional day.

'Math seems to be

the subject most oommonly slotted after,reading, then'social studies.or
spelling.

Kensington's staff follows the notion that difficult. tasks

should\be scheduled earli'r in the day, taking advantage of the student'
.

"fresh energy and attention for areas that teachers consider most importi
Less demanding activities are scheduled in the afternoon inmost instant
Beyond attention to, the importance of_reading, the rotation of studenti
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through physical education and music specialists constrains some choice
in the timing of classes.

In addition to the similarities in class schedules, we found two
consistent arrangements for the delivery of instruction common across
classrooms at Kensington--grouping and teaming.

Both of these structural

.aspects of instruction were responses to the diverse needs of the. school 's
students and..both affected the' form of instruction ,as well.

Groupi ng describes the practice of dividing classes into smaller units

basedt on some criterion of achievement or competency.
.
ing

is

The purpose of group-

to allow teachers to focus on smaller numbers of students who have'

similar' needs. -RepetittoUs experiences for students, who have mastered

'various skill are partially avoided; students work'with the skill's they
possess towards the attainment, of skills they have ydt to master.

The

number of groups formed in a classroom depends not only on the number

of ability clusters of students buton the teacher's ability to manage
simultaneous activities.

Further, teachers are aware, that as the number

of groups increases, supervision, of the work ofroups decreases.
e

The number of groups in classrooms, then .also-',de*

s, on teachers'
0.Q

perceptions of- their students' needs for supervision and' gOdance.
The Kensington faculty commonly worked with four 'or rnore groups at a
time, a capacity Dr. Wales, held i rr the highest regard.

"Soinetimes .the

necessary number of grodps outstripped the teacher's abiltiy to work with
each group every day.

One stafferjdescribed the solution:

I've got six groups.
I've got the low [ability reaThrs].
You don't get to all six of
within that low group. . .
them everyday. No way, you can. So while I'm working on
one group, the other groups are either working, on
(TI, 10/79)
workbooks or reading by themselves.
,
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, Students working independently fin workbooks or dittos pages

constitutes "seat work" in the minds 'of Kensington's teachers.

Seat

work pages are commonly printed in pimple ink, and commercial varieties r-N\c
frequently, ,bear catchy titles or are adorned with cartoons.

teacher continued the explanation of seat work:

Asecond-grade
6

Well, during the home room period, that's just. the period we
prepare for the day, we get the lunch count, the roll and have
the pledge. The children sharpen their pencils, get their
drinks and real ly prepare so that they can sit down -and get
The first few minutes is
to work without running up and down.
onsists of some
spent giving out the seat'work. The seat work (\
kills in
spelling, some language, writing, and different
reading. . . . From there, after the children are settled and
into their seats and understand what they're Supposed- to do,
° we go into our individual reading classes which are divided by
(TI, 11/79)
theability of each child.
'From first grade through sixth at Kensington, purple dittos were a pervails-ive.,phenomenon.
r

'Other teachers' comments revealedlthat dittos enter

into the.instrucefon of every subject.
And I give them'.an activity Sheet that I make up that goes

with each unit in the spelling book. And then there are
(TI., 10/79)
also ditto sheets that go with the spelling text.
Last week I started estimating decimals with the students.
And some of the .children really ran into problems. . .
So what I 'aid, I got ditto material to reinforce [their
(TI, 10/79)
skills].
I'm using-the old social studies series . . . because I don't
have the official textbook in the school district. They
don't have the money to buy it for me. So I use [the old
have, through the years,
one] as supplementary material.
constructed my own teaching units--20 or 25 of them--something
like that.:-which covers everything in the text and mOre., I
have ditto masters, depending on the unit, anywhere from three
(TI, 10/79)
to eight or ten to go with every particular unit.
I found that some of the kids were finishing stories very
So this wasn't working.
quickly and that others were behind.
I went to another teacher. for help and she gave me some reading
It
ditto materials that she had accumulated over the years.
The
children
was really nice, yoti know, it worked.
packets, tha's
t what I call them, each week. One packet.
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goes with each storyt And they'll have to go through-it'
and maybe look up dictionary words or things pertaining
to a story.
(TI, 10/79)
everal teachers kept dittoed, pictures in their rooms that children

could color when they completed other assignments.
Wo k sheeis, purple dittos, were produced at Kensington by the
hundred

They occupied students when teachers were not directly available

to them, provided means of remedial work, even'Oermitted a vehicle for faster
students to move ahead.

Kensington's teacher-afde was often found churning

dittos from a Machine in a corner of the front office.

Once again, teachers

personally supplied this (ea of materials.
You buy them out of your own pocket.
bought $125.00 worth of ditto bOoks.

I just
(TI, 11/79)

Grouping, the practice supported by the omnipresent dittos, is an
organizational device most teachers at Kensingtcin feel locked into.

The

size of classes and the nature of the student body.were theommonly
spoken reasons::
,

I have six reading groups.
How do you keep

That strikes me as a lot o 'groups.
them busy?
OBS:

large group, we
stations. We
were really enthused aboutthis and kind of got the wind
r have 29
knocked out of our sails.. Very disappointing.
children this year and my paftner has 28. There was just
not enough room to set up the stations. We had a spelling
station? listening Station,.a math station and a language
We even noped to have an art station.
arts station.
(TI, 10/79)

Now, if we had not hasisuch
Seat work.
had worked on games for them to play .

'

.

This teacher explained hoW her children would have moved from station to
station, mostly on, an individual) basis, completing the dax's assignments.

She continued:
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We hoped maybe we could do thit if we ever got [the students]
under calltrol where we feel like they can take the responIt worked really well once, you see.
sibility for moving.
yWhen I came here ten years ago,. iivworked really well that
I think you are finding children are more,outgoing,
way.
squirming, uh, many are not taught manners oe how to deal
4' with the outside world. . . . 'Their attention spans were
longer.. They had self-diseipline. . . . You read qL lot of
articles, and I find they are true, in my opinion. Too much
Too
. Too much televition. .
.
.
sugar in their diets. .
much freedom. . . . They are left alone too much of the time.
(TI,
It's hard to compete with all that in the classroom.
/-

10/79J
.

Me. Hawkins, Kensingto6's interim principal

had drawn the,same con-

clusion about the shifting Kensington student' body and the importance

of grouping within classrooms.

N

We learned a great deal [about] what we had to do. .
Teachers were still trying to teach large groups . . .
trying to teach like they had before and they expected
the kids to know quite a bit. . . . I think they learned
that they were going to have to put up with what we
were getting, which Were more or less pretty much lower,
achieving children than we had 1:4en wOrking with. They
.
had to drop the idea that they could group them in
I think' if you go around now, you'll find
big groups.
teachers will have about four reading groups.. .
.
.
.
And that's what they have to do--take them where they
(TI, 5/79)
are and go from there.
The other organization'af device we found So common among the teachers

at Kensington was teaming.
as "departmentalizing."

Several teachers referred to the same practice

We might cal 1 it ,speci al izi.ng.

By whatever label ,

the practice involved sharing students across classrooms within the same
grade level.

Commonly, students would meet with a "homeroom" teacher in

the morning'and then rotate among other teachers for reading, math,
spelling, social studies and science.
In part, teaming was .another form of response to the diverse needs

of the student group at Kensington.

Where one teacher might be forced

to "miss" certain groups on any certain day teaming allows one t2acher
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to focU5 on multiple levels of poorly skilled children. while another

works with middle-level, or higher-level groups.

Thus, pie practice

reduces the diversity in a single classroom at a given time.

With less

diversity, there is a need for fewer groupt and teachers can spend more
direct instructional' time with each-youngster.

In addition, teaming provides elementary teachers an, alternative
to the burdensome load of multi-discipline preparations, a' load that
self-contained teachers must bear.

This benefit accrues as teachers

split their classes by subject as well as by achievement level.

One

team member assumes responsibility for math while another focuses on
social studies, or'science, or English., Frequently, teachers make this
determination among themselves and capitalize on their own individual
interests; skills and experiences...

Currently, teaming arises spontaneously, and informally among teachers
at Kensington.

Successful teams evolve when staff members see ways of

reducing their individUal work' loads and When they feel they will be able

to interact successfully with the intended'paftner or partners:

Many of

KensingtOn's new classroom walls resulted from difficulties that occurred'
between individual teachers who ,had been formally assigned to work together
in teams.

Today, however, many of the faculty report positive attitudes

towards the practice.
As long as yoU keevdepartmentalizing .:where the kids
can move around a little bit, I'think it's for the better.
.
.
.
It makes a better learning atmosphere for the kids
and it's certainly easier for Me.
If .the teacher secludes
.herselfi where she teaches all the subjeCts where she

might be weak in a couple of subjectt;it's
a drawback for the: kids.
Teachers are stronger in 'some
subjects and if. they teach them, that's good.: I think

-kids having different treachers get to know their views
and their personalities. . . . It's . . . like life-in general;.
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they have to meet and talk and respect different people
for what they are. (TI, 10/79),
There was, however,.another view of teaming at Kensington.

A third-grade

,

teacher commented:

ecome much more traditional since 'I've
about ways
.
think IAcnow a lot .
been here.
that PA;rais kids and things that I think work
I think I've

think. won 't 'work.

and. thi ngs that

.

I ' ve been a

oetf7contained teacher bere.for three or four years
I really 'prefer,
and I've really enjoyed that.
that. The noise :gets to me after .a while and I
really enjoy having the same kids all. day.: They're
your kids,and I think you develop much more'of aYou think of them as your
.
.
.
rapport with
kids becaOse you know what's going on and I think a
lot of problems get .handled. because you do have'
the same children' all day 'whereas teachers who switch-I think sbme of them, when yOu only have students. for
I
a half an hour a :day just, put upwith [problems].
think -a lot of serious problems are overlooked because
(TI.. 11/79)
of that.

Despite such arguments for the self-contained classroom, the perva,

4

siveness of the organizational .devices -- grouping and teaming- at Kensin4ton

would seem to indicate that some of Spanman's visions

for

the reform of

education took hold in his model school and perservered throughout the
trials and tribulations of the past fifteen years.

In fact, this would

be an erroneous assumption, for there are distinct qualitative differenck
between what teaming begets at Kensington today, and what Spanman hoped
;,

for' when the school was opened.
,

1

For Spanman, teaming 'onnoted other closely. associated concepts:

The prograM was to capture team teaching with all of itS
varying organizational possibilities--ungradedness, total
democratic, pupil -teacher _deci s i on making;. absence of°

curriculum guides,.and a learner-centered environment.
The idea to prevail was primarily that of freedoM from
staid educational means which, ,in turn, would unleash'
both,,faculty and students, frorkthe difficulties of
the traditional 'and move toward an "individualized
learning program.".0 (Smith & Keith, 1971, p.11)
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Teachers today reject this tie -with the, pat:

They see the iMportance

of meeting the' needs of 'individual students as the basic rationale
,

for today's program.

They,reject the earlier means to that end:

One

---

faculty member expressed the point.

/

One of the funding 'principles in this school evidently,
'though I wasn't there at the time, was that it was supposed
to provide the child with their particular needs.
And
' basically, that's what our program is doing now.
.
.
Although. they were talking, you know, more about an open s\
Classroom type philosophy there. . . . They just didn't
have any walls. Didn't have any textbooks either. (TI, 10/79)
,

Today, the mean

of "meeting individuAl needs" is limited mostly

to those needs measureable by pre- and post-testing.

Those tests,

deteftinera.child s place on some performance, achievement or learning,,
continuum and, to a large extent, dictateithe .nature 'of thesstudenVs
learning experiences.

In Kensington's case, the process offers children

"

.

a consistency from year tb year that provides a sense of security and. control.

But we believe that Spanman would argue._ that the process forces

a stifling sameness on children,- a condition antithetical to his
We find. no malice in either approach.

v'isio\tts..

The discrepancy* reveali, instead,

a dilemma ,which educators have argued through centuries that sparkRous'seau
and Skinner.

It is'c'a conflict of values that underlie basic images-of
..

man and of man's destiny.
.

Styles and Methods of Instruction
Despite the simikarities in goals and 'Zurriculum within the 'current
Kensington' faculty, tife act of instruction varies among the teacti6rs.

Differences seem linked to individual 's personalities' and eXperiences as-

well as to how each teacher perceives the needs and abilities of-his °tiller
students.

For example; two teachers reflected in our interviews about

.1

Teachers today reject this tie with the,

They see the iMportance

of meeting the. needs orindividual students as the basic rationale
for today `s program.

Theyreject the earlier means to that end;

One

faculty member expressed the point.
-

One of the funding principles in this school evidently,
'though I wasn't there at.the time, was that it was supposed
to provide the child with their particular needs. And.
basically, that's what our program is doing now.
.
.
Although. they were talking, you know, more about an openN,
classroom type philosophy there. .
. They just didn't
have any walls. Didn't have 'any textbooks either. .(TI, 10/79)
°

.

.

Today, the mea4h,g of "meeting individuAl needs" is limited mostly
to those needs measureable by pre- and post-testing.

Those tests.

deter'mine,.a.child's place on some performance, achievement or learning,.

:Continuum and, to a large extent, dictateethe 'nature 'of thesstudenVs
learning experiences.
"

.

In Kensington's case, the process offers children

a consistency' from year tO yea'r that provides a sense Of security and
1

control.

But we believe that Spanman would argue._ that the, process forces

a stifling sameness on, children,- a condition antithetical .to his
We find. no malice .in either approach.

v'isio\hs.

The discrepancy reveali, instead,

o

a dilernma,whIch educators have argued through centuries that span,Rous'seau
and Skinner.

It is'c'a conflict of values that underlie basic images of

man and of man's destiny.
Styles and Methods of Instruction.

Despite the simikarities in goals and lurriculum.within the 'current
Kensington faculty, the, act of instruction varies among the teachbrs.
,

Differences seem linked to individual 's personalities and ekperiences as

well as to how each teacher' perceives the needs and abilities of-his oPher
students.

For example; two teachers reflected in our interviews about
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how their own past experiences-affect their present teaching style.
The first attended a strict Catholic school as a child and recognized

how those years had influenced her own'classroom preference for order
and discipline.

,

I think' I like a very organized classroom, and .I think
I
kids like sitting down when they're supposed to be.
their
don't go for everybody hither and yon, working on
own projects. I don't knoW if that's just my personality
or something_that dates back to the way I went to school.
I think kids need some rules and regulations and that sort
(TI, 10/79)
of thing.

The sedondtacher perceived, that his own childhood difficulties were a
catalyst for his classroom style.

That style depended on close and

personal interactions with the students.

fl

I think the only thing a teacher can 'go by it his backAround. You know, the were in school and they might have
learned to do sometbillt at college, but I think one of the
I
biggest assets that I have is really my.background.
and
I
was,not
a
real
bright
came from a broken-family.home
I had troubles with some subjects but I really,
student:
feel that my background Ad knowing how tough a faMily
situation can be gives me a true insight to a lot of the
think that's really helped me and
kid's problems.. .
helped the kids because they can come to me anytime and
they can talk to me and I can really relate to them and
tell them experiences I had& They just about drop their
jaws because they don't feel that teachers are human. (TI,
10/79)
'Other teachers insisted that they taught as they did'becaUse of

the capacities of their students.

One teacher stated her goal simply,
14.

"To take them where they are and move them as far as-I can."

She added

parenthetically, "And sometimes, that's not very far." (TI, 10/7,9)

Another stated a common perception among the faculty about bow the studerlps had changed 'since Kensington opened and how that change rel,ted

44

,

tokhe shift away from the one4lme "open" approach.
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There are some open suites but not as many as there.
used to be and I think the children--well, we've always.
had a lot of children from broken homes . . . but I think
the kids were a little bit more sedate and they could
handle a little less structure than the kids we have
now.

(TI, 11/79).

Thus, current teachers at Kensington appear to agree in their perception

They agreon

of how students differ now from the school's early days.

R

the need for more structure, too.

They remain, however, idiosyncratically

tied to various means to reach that more structured end.
These various instructional style's can be described by the categories

developed by Bossert (1979):

recitation,, class,task, and mul'itask.

At

any moment, a visitor.to Kensington may find examples of each.
Recitation:

Mrs. Baur's Third Grade Class.

Bossert defines

recitation as "an activity that involves the whole class or a large

group of chil&en in a single task:

The children listen to the question

the teacher asks,,raise their hands, waft to be,recognized, and give an
answer .

.

the teacher usually controls the flow of questions and

answers." (p.'44)

This common pattern of classroom interaction is readily

found at Kensington throughout its' seven grades. Our field notes illustrate

one such activity, a handwriting class in the third grade.
Mrs. Baur asks students what they
,The class begins.
studiettyesterday. Together, they answer, "M."
Mrs. Baur tells the students that the letter. N will
be easier and asks why. Alstudent raises his hand
and answers, "One hump."
Mrs. Baur asks students to write NI:in the air. The
children raise their writing hands and trace the form
of the letter. The teacher traces the letter with them.

Her movements are4ackward so4pat tHey appear correct
from the, students' perspective,w'
She stops briefly -and tells a student not to stretch
"It will not look nice if,it's stretched
his shirt.
out." She continues discussing the letters using
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names for letter shape's like "hooks" and "humps."
As Mrs Baur talks, she stops mid-sentence to ask a
question--almost like a fill in the blank item. The
children enthusiastically pick-up on these cues for
a response. Mrs. Baur repeats each student's response.
mphasis is on the first syllable
Her toneis reassuring.
If the answer is
of the child's answer if t is correct.
incorrect, her inflection changes, making the statement a
question. Many students have an opportunity to respond.

7,)

She takes students through each step of the writing exercise.
She then distributes a ditto and tells students to put their
names.on it. She explains the assignment, speaking slowly,
"Put yo r pencils down." She checksoto
loudly, distinctly.
see if all pencils are down. Then Says, "Who's going to make
"Who's
their letters touch the lin ?" Most hands go up.
going to write too'small?" No hands go up. .Herstyle
ands go up, but there is no
encourages participation.
(FN,
9/79)
shouting out.'

Baur's deliberate pace guided the class, together, through the lesson.
Order and control seemed to chiract rize the activity, as did eager
participation by the students.

Sh' was able to remain aware of each
O

child's performance from her posi ion in front of the class, noting,
inattention and instantly termin ting any unwarranted activity.
Class Task:

Mrs. Alford'

find class task defined:

"Wor

5th Graders.

Returning to Bossert, we

sheets, tests, math assignments, or other

tasks assigned to the entire class fit into this category." (p.44)

The

second day of school, we fond Mrs. Alford preparing her students for a
seat assignment in reading.

Field notes, again, describe the episode:

Mrs. Alford sits behind her desk at the front of the room.
She greets students who enter,,then calls on rows of studentsl_one by one- to sign up for lunch and turn in homework.
She speaks in a soft and gentle voice to both praise and
admonish students. Notably, on the second day of school,
she addresSs each child by name.

She instructs
(the students
Mrs.
level).
instructions.
students to a

reading groups to get their respective books
are grouped according to reading achievement
Alford then gives some brief "get started"
She leaves the rova briefly _to take two
remedial reading lass meeting elsewhere fn
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the building. The students who remain talk in her
absence. Three students begin to work on the assignOne student, isolated in the rear of the room,
ment.
is working in a notebook and is very absorbed in his
Mrs. Alford returns. The isolated student
activity.
moves about the room to sharpen his pencil. Another
She,sthen singles
teacher enters and whistles loudly.
You just gotout onethoy and says, "Come on over here.
promoted!"' The student joins her reading, group for the
remainder of the period.'

-g
Mrs. Alford dir'ects her students' attention to particular
pages of work and asks them to complete them quickly and
turn them in to her before the end of the period. Apparently, there are two separate groups in the room at
this point, working on separate reading assignments.
She
Mrs. Alfard finds one student without 'a workbook.
leans over him and says, "Are you with us this morning,
sir? Where's your book?" The'student holds his position
and says, "I didn't get ,one." Airs. Alfordsays, "How many
times this morning did ycill hear me ask if anyone needed a
book?" She gets a book for the student.

The assignment for both groups is a pre-test. She explains
that they need not worry over it: "We just need.to see what
you need to work on." Thelone boy inthe rear of the room
again moves to sharpen his pencil. Mrs. Alford askg what
No one is able to define it, though two
"emphasis" means.
She
explains
the word in the context of her
students try.
assignment and then asks if there are further questions.
Two students raise their hands. She moves to them individually as other students begin work.
Alford leaves the room again. All the students are working
and the claSs is totally quiet for the first time this morning.
A new student enters the class. Alford has not yet returned.
One student attempts to
Other students begin to talk again.
talk to the single student at the rear of the room, but the
boy does not answer him.
He begins
One student appears to finish -his assignmint.
to talk to others who are still attempting to work. Mrs.
Alford returns and begins to :circulate through the room,
checking students' work and quietly encouraging others. She
then attends to the new studenV:, The isolate again returns
to the pencil sharpener. A student walks to Mrs. Alfo'rd's
desk and quietly asks a question. Mrs. Alford responds
loudly, "Oh, no, that would be cheating." She asks for the
attention of one of the two reading,grodps and begins to
explain the complicated lay-out of the workbook page. Other
students begin approaching her desk during the explanation and
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a line forms. Mrs. Alford ends her instructions,
saYing, "Now I have you all confused. Right?"
She begins talking quietly with each student in the
The first student to ask a question has returned
line.
to Mrs. Alford's desk and is smiling broadly., apparently
pleased with her work. The tone in the rooT is happy
and industrious. There are no sounds, except for a
steady hum emitted by the flubrescent light fixtures.
One boy turns aroand- in his seat to look at his neighbor's paper and, begins a comparison with his own.
Satisfiedi he-turns back around and resumes work.
One student
Mrs. Alford is gradtng papers at her desk.
completes the assignment and turns the papers into the
She instructs, him to continue with an assignteacher.
ment begun the day before; The isol4Ie approaches
Alford's desk and submits his work. "ft returns to his
He takes out paper and
own and begins to look busy.
pretends to write:Fs: Alford calls hirCback to her
desk and begins to review his work with

Fifteen minutes into the work, a triad of boys begins
to talk and giggle. Other students look around.
Mrs. Alford meets one child's eyes with a steady
and stern stare and asks, "Don't you have-anything,
ator of(the
better to do?" The soy oints at the-in
face.
Mrs. Alford
look
on.hi
elpie
nce
with
a
di st
ork.
o.
The
ores th
-ssness in the
e is wide spread
Ten minutes. later, th
of the students'
Movement Ind hatter characteriz
room.
ord announces the approach of the end of
Mrs.
activity.

the period
and to tu

ells students to prepare for their next class
'n'their work whether or not it is complete.

(FN,

Again, this is a strikingly familiar scenario.

Subsequent obser-

Vations in the;same classroom produced similar episodes punctuated,
perhaps, with more interruptions or non-task related activities initiated
by the students.

Class task assignments permit teachers more oppor-

tunity to Work with individual students than recitation., and more time

to provide guidance and encouragement.

In the various instances of

class task we observed, control was never as tight or direct as in
recitation; the teacher was never as aware of every student's activity.
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"Multitask," at least in our observations, provides even less opportunity
for control, but a significantly greater opportunity.for individual work
and progress.

Multitask: Mrs. Shaw's Bustling Bee Hive.

The term multitask

explains itself, but for symmetry, we return one last tint to Bossert's
definitions.

The third type of task structure is the multitask organiza-

tion, which usually includes tasks like intent reading,
small group and independent-projects, artwork, and crafts.
These activities involve the greatest amount of pupil choiceo
in organizing and completing the work. . . . The distinctive
characteristic of multitask settings, however, is that many
different tasks are being worked on_simultaneouslY. '(p.45)
Mrs: Shaw's classroom was a veritable prototype of multitask organization.
Thp room's physical appearance, the noise level, and the amount of student
movement were immediate cues that something different froM other Kensington
classrooms occured here.

Visitors who might have suspected that this

was the classroom of a young and idealistic teacher would have been surprised.

Mrs. Shaw was a veteran, an older teacher among the staff.

Indeed, Mrs. Shaw was the "old timer" in the Kensington faculty
system, having begun teaching at the school the same year Edwards took
control of the program.

In many ways, after:a long and respected'career

in the classroom, she remained a believer and advocate of the innovations
which characierized Kensingtons.s start.

She was one of the few remain-

ing teachers who believed that the walls' dividing the original open

<
spaces.mere a sad accommodation to changing students and teachers.
again

On ce

our field notes relate the essence of her teaching environment and
t

a glimpse of her style:
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Thepassing of two week's has allowed a number of
A plant light has
changes in Mrs. Shaw's classroom.
been hung over a trough in the rear of the room that
is now filled with milk carton "flower pots" from which
plants are beginning to sprout. 'In another corner of
the rear area is a table filled with models of log
cabins and pioneer scenes. These are in the process
of construction and are made from bits of wood, clay
and cardboard. A model Indian village sits on top
of-a cabinet. Two strands of twine have been stretched
from the front of the room to the rear-above head level:
Paper bats (for Halloween) and student-made geometric con Three mobiles and a model
structions hang from the lines.
of the "Eagle III" balloon also dangle in the overhead space..
One group
A test has just been'administered and completed.
desk
checking
answers.
of students sits about Mrs. Shaw's
The kids are concerned about whether their responses are
correct and keep asking, "Is this right? Is this right?"
They vie for Mrs. Shaw's attention.

From time to time Mrs. Shaw calls on students outside the
test group, and asks,if some item of work has been,completed.
Others are
Those students work at their.independent tasks.
boards,
pegs,
and
working, with math puzzles constructed of
She
asks
one
(These puzzles were made by Mrs. Shaw.)
disks.
"Are
you.
group of boys if they are playing by the -'rules:
playins right? 'Cause if you're not you don't have your
thinkins caps on."

The check group finishes with Mrs. Shaw and she begins a
question.and answer social studies lesson with another
She simultaneously begins ten other stusmall group.
dents working on the completion of an incomplete eading
assignment. The rest of the students continue to work with
The room is
the math games or chatter among themselves.
moderately noisy.
Two boys steal over to the coat rack and sneak into a lunch
One boy takes something out.and the other acts as a
box.
screen, blocking-Mrs. Shaw's view and awareness of the
They go over to another corner of the room to
episode.
examine their contraband and are joined by a third student.
They are engrossed in the set of baseball cards the one
student removed from his lunch box.
The period comes to an end. The owner of the cards returns
them to his lunch box while another begs. to have them. As
this diicussion continues they visibly keep one eye, and
probably one ear, on the instructions Mrs. Shaw gives for the
(FN, 10/79).
next activity.' The groups and activities shift.
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As distinct as these-three styles "8114nstruction appear in our

short vignettes, one may wonder about their relative merit in terms of

effecti6 instruction and student achievement.
not so simple.

In reality, things are

-

In the experience of most, if-not all, of Kensihgton's

students, instructional modes melded as the children interacted with a
variety of teachers during each school day.

To further complicate the

picture, we did not -observe any teacher utilizing only one form of
instruction.

Rec4tation'teachers intiated class tasks, and ouCmultitask

exemplar shifted easily into the recitation mode of instruction.
used class tasks as well.

She

No determination of the relative benefits of

the various forms of instructional activities was made.

The choice of instructional mode made by any teacher at Kensington
seemed more closely related to their concerns for order and control than
to any understanding of the social or academic benefits thateinight be
associated With each of them.

They ardently believed that before their

charges could be educated, control had to 1e established.

Tales of

extreme student misbehavior in the years prior to our return study were'I",

freely offered in defense of their emphasis on discipline.

Merited or

not, Kensington's staff used an arsenal of control schemes to keep their

students engaged lip academic tasks.

Control for Instruction

A complete description of the nature of life and work in Kensington's
classrooms requires this final section about discipline and motivation.
These topics may seem a peculiar pair at first, but the logic that leads_
s.

to their simultaneous.discussion stems from.the fact that both were seen
by Kensington's teachers as forms of inducement that lead to student'
learning;
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The faculty described-the sanctions they would employ to encourage
or discourage student behaviors; discipline denoted negative sanctioning,
and motivation was synonomous with positive reinforcement.

Their reper-

toire of inducements included coercive, remunerative and normative
acts, a typology with which'Etzioni (1961) characterized organizations.
In this instance, the three categories lend themselves to the description
and definition of an important aspect of the Kensington School.
Coercion:

The "Essential Nightmare."

Jules Henry (1965) writes:

School creates what I have called the essential nightmare.
The nightmare must be dreamed in order to provide the feors
necessary to drive people away from something (in our case,
(p.321) (emphasis
failure)-and toward something (success).
his)

Coercion can be thought of as the use of-raw power to get someone to
something they might not otherwise do.

In the case of Kensington and

most public' schools, that power is often more imagined than real , and

teachers may go to great lengths to maintain the illusion.

Thus, the

"nightmare" metaphor selected by Henry is particularly fitting.

At

.Kensington, however, we found several brief instances where the night, mare was lived rather than dreamed.

The example which follows may

evoke childhood fears and provoke ire, but,in fairness to the teacher,
the situation probably merited' her'actions.:

The specific episode developed after-an upper -grade teacher returned
from a Week-long. absence.

Her students had been openly belligerent

towards the substitute teacher and refused to comply with the bulk of
her requests or demands.

We observedthe room forshort periods during

that week and noted the Aerally)rowdy behavior of students, the
littering of floors, and the purposeless movement of students about
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the room.

Little work was accomplished and attempts by other faculty,

and even Dr. WaleS, to intervene brought only brief respites froni the

uncooperative behavior of the students.
altered by the returning teacher.

The situation was dramatically

Field notes relate some of the events

and the ambience the teacher, Mrs. Fuller, created:'

Mrs. Fuller is sitting at her desk. Four boys are seated
together near the front of the room.
I recognize them as
four of the worst behaved students from last week. I asked
if I might visit today and she said loudly, "Sure, you'll
find out that there are people, here who don't know how to
act 'When I'm gone."

She is berating her students; tel ling them to work faster,
'and work more.
The room is deathly silent except for her
remarks. One of the boys at the front of the room asks how

She glares at him and says, "I doq't know
how to spell aniling! That's.what you have a dictfonary
for!" The chiTdren 'are,cowed.
Student behaVior is very
different from last week.
Ironical ly, a note is chalked
on the front board that reads, "Welcome back Mrs. Fuller."
to'spell a word.

Mrs. Fuller is
informihg them
from the prior
the subject of

writing letters to parents of studentS,H.
of their children's various behaviors
week.
As she finishes' a note, She calls.
the letter-forward, .gives him the_note,
.

and baS him write his ri*rieon the .front board so...that;

the return of the note and the parent'S signature can be
cheCked the next day.
The youngsterskin the front of the room, are writing apology
notes to. Dr. Wales and letters to their own parents. ,One
child gives 'his .note to MrS. Fuller. ',She reads it out loud
and says, "Does this sount right ?" Several grammatical,
errors are evident: She 'ill Sgustedly crumples 'the Iwer-'

and hands it to the boy.
"DO it again!" ".
This. haOpas
several times with each of the four Students at the
front of the room.

More students begin to enter the classroom and:quietly
find seats.
As .she cal ls on individuals, they:almost
leap from their seats to respond.
She addresses the
whole group: "While I was absent last week, my substitute had a lot of- trouble from you people. . .
The -next time I have a sub in here and you give her all
kinds of trouble and you can't cooperate, you will
write all. day.
Do you hear me? (She has not, raised
her voice, but speaks deliberately.) You are being
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unfair to the substitute, but, mostly you are unfair
to yourselves."
She tells them to get their. homeWork assignments
and asks to see the hands of speople without papers.
Four students, three boys and one girl, raise their
Mrs. Fuller raises her voice, looks hard at the
hands.
She
nearest offender and- says,.."Where's your paper?"
moves to the next and physically removes a- child in front
of the- first so that she can glare di rectly into. the
student's doWncast eyes. She moves to.the next. The
boy's eyes are wide and his eyebrows raised. He says
nervously:, "I didn't do mine." She mimics the studerit ..
sarcastically, "I didn't do mine." She, takes her. grade
book and examines the boy's record. She says, "I. am
telling you, if I have to retain you next year, I won'

won't bother me o0°
lose one night's sleepAver it.
At
!lit, so: don't be tellin me; 'I didn't do mine!'
you,;11
11:GO you will have. a paper for me on my desk
get three 'good licks,, . Your paper will be your passport
out of here."
She has a student Cbllect the.completed papers but only
gets eight out of 1A. Only 'four children had admitted
She grades-the first
that they had not. :One. thei r work.
paper and finds,motre answers incorrect than correct.
She glowers at the class and tells-everybody to get on'
with the assignment ;and' that they better get al 1 of the
She.says, "I don!t, know, how you are
answers correct..
going to do it but you'd better do it!."
She returnt a .pape-2from the preCiou.s week to the .poy who
had said, :"I diihit do ..mines," Twenty out. of 20 answers

are incorrect and each Problem:has_a heavy blue V'X" marked
She sends another boy to the.rie'xt,c4.assroom.
through
She .glares at the student, waiting..for the
for. a paddle.
s ajraternity
I
other's return. The paddle ,is deliyered.
hazing 'paddle, two feet long, three.iinches wide,.
of an inch thick-; and4fas a handle..;

'ee-eigths

,

;The teacher.from whom she bor-FOWed:the, instrument enters-

grinning

'broadly and ,says, "Are you going, to use it

noW?-!'

When Mrs. Fuller doesn't, respond, the.other teacher
"Gee; I never get to have any fun." Mrs. Fuller retorts,
"Come back about 114)0.: We're going to Wave lots of fun!"
(FN, 9/79)
There is no humor in her,yoice.
This particular episode ended with., students being given extra time to

complete their-assignments and with-no child being spanked.

As in the

instances we reported involving Dr. Wale's, the threat of, corporal

'-

punishment was more frequent than actual paddlings at the school.

But

the "nightmare" had been vivid that day in Mrs. Fuller's class.2
Other common coercive: acts included extra writing assignments,

holding students in classooms-durfnglunck periods oa_gt recess,
separating students from
their'riends, sending notes home,to parents,
,
and sending stuOents to face Dr. Wales.

Near the end of Br. Wales's

first year, an'after school detention program was created to provide an
additional consequence for misbehavior.

In addition to these,'we ob-*
,

1

served various instances where ptinishments "fit. the-crime."
girl, for example, wore a wad of/chew-trig gum onto hie;'

One young

of her nose for

an hour after vioTating the no chewing gum rule.
r

.

f/

One teacher'sq3rogram of disCipline involved students taking
,

4

t

').

turns as class policeman.:Jhe fiesignated student would stand in front
of the class and write namis;of students who disobeyed class-rules on.,
4

the blackboard.

Tallies would be added for subsequent offences.

The

te4her would assign Pun),Silmentsat the end of the class period depending
71
n..the severity and the,,triumher of violations.

The same teacher wore a

4

stle about his neck.
the school as

Occasionally, its brass sound would echo Wough'

he teacher atteTed to quiet or reprimand an entire class.
.

We must wonder whether these means of gaining control of student
behavior in, classrooms satisfiedthe-teachers'
ultimate motive for their
A
use

We might ask if children are brought to greater understanding

or whether their performance is enhanced by such means.\,Nenrylvdrried
,

the same point.

He.concluded the thought which opened this section on

coercive measures:

"In this way children, instead of loving knowledge

1Cecome embroiled in the nightmare."

2Again, respOndN'to-i.draft, many of the faculty felt this section
overemphasized the riegative aspects of strong discipline.
At far worse
"nightmare," they.belfeve, is chaos in the classroom.* They found other
methods,of discipline increasingly`: neffective?with Kensington students.

0

The

coercive dtscipline may depend on student peitep-

tions of the legitiinacy of a teacher's right- to punish, and the consistency
Spady (1974) and Spady and

and fairness in ,themeting. out of punishments.

Mitchell (1979)...tea4e. this point from their considerations of power-and
authority in schpols. -Tiley.,devslop a "catch 22" argument about situations
Where.students are least

in which coercive dicipline.May, be most needed.
cooperative, coerci,on

most I tk,ely. to result

in

further rebel lion;

of teachers
alienated students are: least':.11kely.to "accept the legitimacy
,

and school 'principals.
Some educators and psycho)

that
ists believe

coercive discipline

leads only to temporary changes In student beha-vior. This argument

leads\ to the concept of positive reinforcement and our next section.
Remuneration: Carrot on 'a Stick.

In today's popular educationa

parlance, remuner'ation is more commonly di scussed4i tokeli reward

systems or behamior -Modification.

These forms derive from behaviorism.

72) describes the central tenet of behavioral, approaches :
"When a t acher desires a response to occur more frequently, she must

provide, a reinforcer or that response. (p.The reinforcer-1,s

14)

hought of as a reward, and rewards are defined

Zr

as anything wh

rages the student behavior, desired by a.teacheN

Dollar deli4ates three types of rewards: a). "concrete," e.g.; dandy or

toys; b) "activity," e.g., building:blocks, painting pictures, putting
on a play; and c-) "social," e.g., smiles, pats on the back, ,verbal
congratulations ,(pp., 16-18).

follow behavior.
Kens ington.

According to behavioral theory, reward must

Each of these types of reward structures was used at

Given the warm and.:personal nature of the staff, social reward for
-,

student work was most:',pr Valent at the schOol.

Gestures which demonstrated

;tare for students were a natural` part of teachers'. repertoires of behavior.
.

'The common use of social rewards might also

ned in that soci al

rewardt' place no strain on organizational resources.

,

GestureOre free;

they require no material consumption; they require no covOiriation with

other-staff; they do ,not disturb the flow of planned.i.activitieli.
Activity as. "reward WaS-l'ess common, perhaps .'becauspipermission to b

active

n an 'el emeht a r'y school i mpi nges on the :prerogatives

..

of other

.

staff;-requ es advanced thought4hd.lieeparatioh;'. and necessitatei,the
.11

.arlocation

f

space, and mateKal.s.

Use Of the libraryyextnded.

recesses ; board games , movies, and coloring were frequently ObserVed

activities awarded individually or tp whole classes- for ggod behavior
or
.0
mastery of some task.

At- times art and science lessons were promised to

$tudents for diligent works,. One' teachee treated *all of" hisItlasses to a

etial.lessan which inVolVed .t lie use of a police radar gun to clock the
.. .,,y
" V el oci'ty `of,;, tennis balls thrown by each studeht. ,Like
of 'the
vrAtt,

A

ity

,

.

.

reWaa# we observed, this exerciSeI.had.tothing to do With regularly

planned class activities.

It was, ii:onetheless, an exciting (extra for
9

stu:dents.

,

.

)\

Concrete rewards, although requiring the greatest forethought and
resource
.. consumption, were 'also 4equentlyoused to encourage student in-

volvement in class activities at Kensington. SOme of these litokeri"
schemes were.el.aborate.. In one class, students earned points during

classes for completed assignments, for bright responsei; and for reading,

books obtaid at.the'sehool library: These:points could be "cashed" in

at the end of each week for candy or small ceramic knickknacks

provided

These small objects could be painted during school time ,

by the teacher:

but only after regular work was completed.

Points could be accrued week

Fordnstance, it was theoretically'

by week for more elaborate clay objects.

.possible to build an entire set of chess pieces during the year.

This

scheme required a careful 'record.keeping system or ."Oank:" and an outlay

of clay and paints which were paid for by the teacher. 2-SHOfurther

donated the molds from which the objects were made and the time during
-

which she prepared the slip, poured the molds, and fired the menagerie
of small animals, cars, dolls and chess pieces.
Some

There were many variations on this sclleme throughout the school.

teachers kept grids on their blackboards or had them drawn on large paper
and hang on bulletin boards.

These became public score carclifor'stUdents'

Others preferred to keep the record more private in

.accrual of tokens.

small notebooks, or on separate pages of their grade books.

One teacher

preferred,thoPe immediate gratification fop his students and presented
4. ..;

them wi0C-stampstamp hinges'or glassine envelopes--coneributiofts for
their own collections which he had encouraged .them to begin during the
school year.

Again, this teacher paid ?or these materials himself.

.

In most instances, teachers who utilized the concrete reward scheme
`

1

.

also exercised the option to cancel accrued pointi when students demon-,
strated negative behaviors.

Dollar calls this

At

reward cost" (p.22).

Kensington, this most often meant that students' points were simply

subtracted fromthe,record book or chart, a simple matter of erasure.
.

In the school's special education classroom, however, another strategy
prevailed.

0,

r,
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.tpatkroom, a large, brightly colored, paper elephant occupied an

entire bUllein board.

On. :its side, a paper pocket bulged withpeanuts.

As studenti:entered the clawboth for remedial classes. they would take

thee peanuts from the* cache:, These wereplaced,onrtheir desk tops as
tt,i0 sat doWn.

During the lesson, each instance of negative behavior

was reprimanded by the confiscation of one peanut.

At the end of the

lesson, students could choose to eat their remaining peanuts or submit
them for points which could be cashed later for more interesting rewards.
The systematic evaluation of the effectiveness of this remunerative

mode of classroom control lies outside the purview of this study, but we
were left with several impressions from our observations, particulary of
the concrete reward- .systems.

Students were concerned with'the fairness

of this method and 'argued with teachers and other students over the
accuracy of point records.

They sometimes expressed concern over the

apparently capricious manner in which points were subtracted from their
totals.

The public nature of the schemes contributed to accusations of

"teacher's pet."
trinkets.

Lastly, problems arose at times over lost or "stolen"

In short, we wonder, as did Henry over the effects of coercion,

if children might-become unnecessarily embroiled in remunerative forms
of motivation--more aware of the tokens than the learning they purportedly
encourage.

A Normative Approach to Discipline and Motivation.

This final

.category describes an alternative to both stick and carrot for classIs

room control and motivation.
approach was Mrs. Baur.

The Kensington exemplar of the normative

She emphasized a code of behavior, a set of

expectations, to her students at the very beginning of the year.
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Subsequently, she would refer to these expectations to Olve most instances
of misbehavior or lack of cooperation inside and outside her classroom.
The first.examde of this mode we observed occurred on the playgrdund.

Two ybung students had been fighting and were interrupted by-Mrs. Baur.
Rather than invoking the wrath of the principal for their behavior, Mrs.
She

Baur had the children explain the issue over which they fought.

then told them.to sit down on the playground, pretend they were brothers
Apparently,

and settle the problem as if they were having a family quarrel.

this analogy presedted the children with an.option that allowed them
to transfer a familiar form of problem resolution from home to school.
In minutes-the children returned to Mrs. Baur to tell her of their solution -and went off to play for the remainder of the recess peril.

At

A,

the time we remarked on the effectiveness of this teacher's strategy.
Later'in the year, during observations in her classroom and in
interviews, we found Mrs. Baur's playground strategy^conststent with her
mode of classroom control.

Her own words captured the essence of this

normative form of motivating and disciplining students:
I guess I set down certain boundaries at the begin-

ning of the year and I try to make them stick. . .
[boundaries] like talking and following directions
and paying attention and fighting and arguing and,
all that kind of thing. You know; things that
Hopefully,
take time out from the teaching day.
if they know the rules, they aren't going to do
too much against them.

.

With'the voice of experience, she added:
However, with some of the kids in the class that's
(TI, 11/79)
not the case. They are trying all the time.

On the face of it, this tactic may not appear too different from other
teachers' systems of rules and consequences tar infractions.

C
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In fat,

the procedures are very different from the "don't smile 'til Christmas"
variety.

)14,

As episodes unfolded in Baur's primary-grade roam -- student partici-

pation in lessons, instancesof inattention, incorrect responses, talking
out of turn - -we saw her frequently and warmly touch students, and speak

to them in gentle, caring, and respectful tones.
were typical :

done any."

Comments like the following

"Come on, Tania, I can't check your work if you haven't

"Good, Seth!"

"No, Ramone,

"Oh-Oh, that's awful small."

honey, you only need to do one of each."

"Oh, that's good writing,

Jim!"

On one occasion, standing next to .a young boy, watching him struggle

with a lesson, she casually commented, "Brian, next time the nurse is
here we're going to get your eyes checked."

Another time she commented
These gentle

on a little girl's sniffles and gave her a few tissues.

admonitions, reminders, and suggestions were woven among very clear
instructions for lessons.

It was typical for her to visit each student

during every activity and make personal comments to most.
Mrs. Baur added a firm touch to this gentleness.

She stated her

beliefs:

The }idea is to get them to have some sense of
self-discipline. . . . There are times when
children should be spanked, but I don't think
that is the basic philosophy one should have;
they're not going to learn anything from that.
You know, when they grow up, nobody's going
So the idea is to
to be there with a club.
get them to [behave] because they know that's
(TI, 11/79)
the thing to do.

Her way of gaining such voluntary compliance was to set the rules early
and to follow, them consistently.

If I make a statement, I try to follow through
If,I say you will stay in for recess.
with it.
125
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if you don't finiSh your work, I try to follow
I think that is the way to be.
through on it.
(TI, 11/79)
Clear expectations, consistency, and sensitivity to children developed
an ambience in her classroom which we compared to a family setting.

Like the epiosode in the school yard, problems could be dispensed with
quickly and without upsetting youngsters unnecessarily.

Frequently

Mrs. Baur's solutions hinged on an appeal to think about relationships

between involved parties or about the feelgs of others.
room

In her class-

the "Golden Rule". preVailed.

One last episode from her classroom was recounted by Mrs. Baur.
It captures the best of her approach:

Okay, this little girl was reallY on her ear for several
She's just been in, really' ,a lot of trouble . .- .
just pouting, nOthin§, is right ,So'I got a note. . .
thing about ;"1:,hgteyot.r, you're, a bitch, crap you"- y, loveAk note., All sig0 led-wrong. Yes it was real ly,
-really a terrible: note:,
days.

I didn't say anything duringschooi. That's one of the
You don't have enough time to handle all of
problems.
the discipline that you'd like to because the other
students end up going to pot. So I had her stay after
school. . . . I didn't ask her if she had written the '.
I think if they know
note or.not.- I assumed she had
they're going to get into trouble . . . if you ask
them: ."Did you do this?"--a lot of them will say, "No."
You ,don't give them the chance to lie.
I knew that really getting after her was only going to
make her madder. . . -. So L just showed her the note
and asked her how she thought I felt . . . and .I said,
"I Was just really sad and that I thought we were friends p
and I hope you just never do it again."
She started to get tears in her eyes but she didn't
I said, "Now,
But she looked real remorseful.
cry.
what do you think we should do,with [the note] so I
don't have to, look at it anymore?"

She looked like she didnt exactly know what to say; but
finally she said, "Let's-throw it in the trash,can 'so that
(TI, 1.1/79)
nobody has to look at it."
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Conclusion

Our analyiis of the'curriculum and instruction offered at the
Kensington School during its first year described the myths and
realities of teaching at that school.

In Chapter 5 of Anatomy of

Educational Innovation, Kensington's innovative teacher-pupil relationships were discussed.

Chapter 7 characterized instructional

teaming as cooperative teachings and Chapter 9 examined individualized
instruction.

A small part of that lengthy discussion Of the original instructAnal
program was summarized in a figure reproduced here as Figure 4.2.

The

Insert Figure 4.2 about herd.

figure summarizes five instructional approaches, hierarchically arranged
to demonstrate one of Kensington's original goals--to help all .children

reach Level 5, "Pupil choice in goals,'materials, and rates."
We believe that one reality of first-year Kensington was that
its students were scattered throughout the five instructional levels.
In 1979, many years later, the school's students worked at levels 1 and
2, most used the same textbooks within grade levels and moved together
or at independent rates through them.

.

At the.school today, there is no regret over this change.

As we

have noted, substantial consensus'exists among parents, board members,
central office personnel, principals,' and teachers for the more tradi-.

tional forms of instruction and for emphasis on basic skills.

If we

were to attempt to summarize the Milford's collective sentiment about
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1

Pupil choice in goals, materials,'and
rates
Different goal s , different materials,

and varying rates

Pupils determine ends, means, and rates
Kensington's ideal.
of progress.

Pupils work toward different ends (for
example, enrichment) which involves di
ferent materials and varyina rates as
well.

Th6 'iame- goals but varied materials
and rates

Children are directsfd to and
e same
outcomes but may. branch nt special
mate ri al (often remedi

Individualization:

variatio

n rate

Possible vartation in st rting point;
some children move through the material
faster.

Tradi t5 lerV31 lockstep
y,

4k1'

-All children, in the same books and 'materials, moving at the same rate toward
the same goals.

.71

Figui;et 4.

AT,initial conception of individualized curriculum and instill:Kt:lot.:
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the movement away from the original Kensington ideals, it would be:
Given our conservajlive community, limited resources, and numbers of

low-skilled children, we ought to be proceeding in our schools exactly
as we are.

Finally, we Wish to comment on an important deja vu experience.

Before KensiAton ever existed, we described in great detail a classroom
in the Washington School in The Complexities of an Urban Classroom (Smith
& Geoffrey, 1968).

In that voluIme we blended the observer's view of the

classroom with the intimate experiences, of the classroom teacher who was.

second author on the project.

Currently,-As-We considered what Kensington

had become, details of the analysis in Complexities came to,004.

In

many ways, the classrooms at Kensington strikingly parallellebffrey's
classroom.

In effect, the innovative and cosmopolitan educational

experiment we called Kensington had becoMe another Washington School.

The present program at the school is more compatiblewith
Kensington's staff, students, and community, but we miss the spark of
excellence Spanman and Shelby--with all their shortcomings--tried to
ignite in Milford.

We felt the absence of that same kind of spark at the

Washington School.

We find this thought disturbing.

Although some may

find these statements predjudicial, we wonder when and where and under
what circumstances such a flame might catch and burn brightly.
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CHAPTER 5
BETWEEN THE LINES:
AN EMERGING CONCEPT :9F ORGANIZATIONAL IDENTITY

The.opportunity to make predictions and return to examine the actual
course of events. is probably rare in tA world of social science or edO-.

cational research.

Kensington'Revisited-provided jutt such a chance.

Fifteen years ago we studied the first year.of,operation of an innovative.

school (Smith kKeith, 1971).
design.

country.

The school building was new and of radical

The faculty had been brought together from all partt of the
The approach to curriculum, teaching, grOuOing, and adminit-

tration was as different from the norm for public elementary schools as
was the architecture of the,building itself.
At the end .of the first year, we hid observed a-number'of events and

conditions that led us to.believe'that the innovative plan that the
school embodied would encounter obstacles in-the years ahead and would
be drastically altered.

Incongruities between the community's vision Of.

.schools andhthe Kensington conception, the disharmony engendered by multiple sources of Stittide pressure on both Kensington and Milford,

personnel changes, and policy chadges within the district all seemed to
indicate that Kensington would revert to the "old Milford type."

At

that time we charted ourprediction, reproduced here in Figure 5.1.

Insert Figure 5.1 about here.
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The Social Context of Kensington's Administrative Change
(from Smith and Keith,

1971, p. 16)
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.

Thus,

-

from the outset, we anticipated change At KensIngton. :One Of,'

-the lures of our undertaking was the opportunity to work towards a general
paradigm or model of edrcational organizations and change in thote organizations.
z..;',

Intensively:ObterVin4a single organtZatidii at two widely

...

..

.

.

.,

di spersed points 'in

,

time

seemed ..1 i ke an eic'Ceilent'

chance.

o identify

......

partS and prOcesSes of 'such a model.

,

AbstrAetion.0 this sort has great appeal .for-social scientists.
The power,Of unified conceptual schemei derived

empirical reality

..

is demonstrated by such conceptions as Weber's bureaucracy' (1947),

jahOda's Analysis of poOTtive mental health (1958); or by the
long debate ove

entUries.:

the concept of 10:e61 education (c.f. Becke4 1968;

Bernstein, 1978; Nagel, 1961; Scriven, 1958; or Hirst, 1973; 'O'Conner,
1973; Struthers, '1971).

In. education,' attempts to form such:unified theoriesjhave produced

a host of models (e-.g. Gowin, 1981; Charte'rs & Jones, 1973; Smith &
Geoffrey, 1968; Smith and Keith, 1971) that are useful and interesting.
for various purposes.

But the paradigm that fits all schools andisi:tua,.

tions remains undiscovered; the "joints" at which one must cut to'H
successfully dissect schools are yet to be found.
._

As our analysis of the Kensington story developed, livecbecame

concerned with deductively arranging nomothetic propositions.

InsteAq.

4P

we founCOurselves identifying sensitizing concepts, ideas that developed
from the immediateand practical worltrOf teacheOs and'principals, and
superintendents and school boards.

A number of these arose' as we con-

sidered a simple finding of the study, an observation that was immediate-

ly apparent onour return to the school: iodayis..kensington is not t

same organization we studied 15

years

ago.

iiplainassertion)eads

us to an examination of organizational..identity, a characteristic that

in

we believe is important

A

a broader and more 'gen ralizable sense.

Rose Is a Rose,' or Is It

Published accounts of public elementary schools rarely communicate
that these organizations differ much from ones another, that they:nave.
any special personali'ty, or idiosyncratic identity,

Many schools do not

For institutional purposes;:labels like PS 177

even have their own
suffice.

:I

Othert: aFe named after national ly prominent :figures:

Washington, Jefferson, Lincoln

RoOsevel t:.

In,.the latter instance-,',

there:

.

may be no indication which Roosevelf,and. no one .may care.

A

school.:,,,i

seems, is just a school..

',This was hardly the case when the new Kensington School first oPen'
its doors.

On the contra0, in the.modest Milford community -dotted

with unpretentious"schooti7;' Kensington stood out like a sore thUinb.

represented a

special

It

and unique blend of architecitire;'people, ideas,

and pedagogy to al'1,-who knew the schodl and its purposes.' Today, as

described in the narrative, the original organization called Kensington
The following sections recorit and ex-

has been altered dramatically.

amine the changes that have led to Kensington's current organizational'

.

identity.

The Building
We were somewhat surprised at the ease with which 'buildings cOuld be
S

.changed -set in concrete or not.

Modifications in -Kensington's ptrut-

ture demonstrated that school buildings;, like other parts

*

tems

embody meanings.

of

social sys-

Alterat-ions in the Keniington' edifice',reflected

1.33
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.the ideas, values, and purposes'of those indiyiduals whocame to hold
authoPity in the 'system during the school AS, 15-year existence.

°

In Milford since 1966, and probably in most school districts; :the
community,. the' schoorbOard, and the superintendent- have shared a Con.

servative and traditional..phil osophy of education.

(This..general ization

``< is fully discussed in Volume 11 of this repOrt.) By this we mean that

they Were concerned with discipline; basic skills, and a recitation and
in most instances, any.variation

textbookl-based, instructional style.

10( the schbol day '1./60 d be .permitted: only. When ;thOse modifications fur-

thered traditionalienets .0f schooling.

At the district 1 eves

tiii

traditionalism included the bei efi"that edUCation should be 'cost -effecA

tive, that prograTs at all schools in Milford should be uniform, and
that available,resourcei'should be dispersed equitably among buildings.

This conservative view of schooling intruded at'Kensington, a building

built to support 'a philoSphy of openness, Creativi.ty, and individuality.
On our return` to the school, some of the most obviOut changes
the building ,.incl uded-:

the construction of a fl imsy principal ' s'- of fice
.

,

in the center of a large central area that(was once the open administra,

tive suite; the conversion of the open play shelter to lunchroom and
gymnasium; the removal of the large aquarium; the additori of the vandal

screens and barbed wire; the trans'formationof the audio-visual-'nerve

center to a remedial reading classroom; and, of course, the erection of

walls throughout the interior
\ of the buil di ng.
.

k

-

Some of these changes appear to hAve beeri the result of poor,plan-

ning on.the part 'of Kensington's designers., The,necessity of 'ringing.,t

building roof with barbed wire, for exaMple, might have been avoided by
designing a building facade that did not entice students ;.to climb to the
roof.

And the outdoor play shelter, nowricked in and serving at lunch-

room and gymnasium

cold,

areagiven to

seems an improbable ccinception in a geographical
,wet, and windy winters.

In

in

early planning meeting,

the mere iuggestion of a more conservative plan to construct a multi-use
room rather than the covered play shelter met .sarcastic resistance; the
cry "multi-Useless room," ,defeated the Tess flamboyant notion.

It seeps

.

that practicality did not guide such. decisions about Keniington's design'.

Instead, a VisfonLthe new eucation'as ,symbolized by this bold building-.

,led the pkig'enitors.

Other chaiges; howeve'rk cesulted from Kensington's return, to tradi-

tionalitm-, its return%to the,"Old Milford type.

Certainly; the removal

of the aquarium, the conversioncof,the nerve center to'a 'reading
room

and the replacement' of the perception core with the resource. room

made the building more similar to other Milford buildings.

tion

The construc-

of the enclosed ,principal office provide* ,place for private

conferences with parents and obstreperous children in an era of tight
discipline.

Luiuries like the acting tower and rearview projection

screen were simply abandoned, fragments of another era and a different

vision.

Lastly; more than any other change, the construction of walls

throughout the bu'ilding signaled the end of Spanman's vision. Their
erection occurred during the transition of the school's student culture.
The, staff worried about how they would cope with -thik new _charges.

Their response was almost uniform:
Michael Edwards

build walls, regain control.

Principal

hl-uctantly bowed to those deman'ds.

" N.
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This Ketisington response matched the 'district reactton to chanding
.

tinles and-leadership.

The board that came to Power;in 1966 arld the'

superintendent selected byg;thatinard were* staurkhly Gonservati,vb in
As these powerful filch-

their attitudes and beliefs about schoo)ing.

A

0

/a

.

viduals made decisions, the.system of the Milford School District
411.
.,

,,

changed.

,

1

A,

.
I

The mocMfication of the Kentington School was an important part
#
4

,

,

.$

.

Thatimportance seems underscored
by'the fact that
044

of their plans.

Kensington's reconstruction was accomplished during years of difficulties
.

with tax levies, tight budgets,`and resource limitations:
The Past as Legacy

An aspect of the organizatiori called Kensington that struck us in

the original, study was the liability ,of its newness. When the school opene

its doors for the firSt time, it had no traditions, no set procedures',
no history.

In our first report on the school we stated:

probably like pecrple in genenal, usually do
not appreciate what it means to, have a history. To possess
School personnel

a paste is to have -a social structure or "'sets of 'alternative
----,adti-Ons.; -or .tendenci es -to act in certain ways

the constraints that;,,specify-;:pr limit these, alternative acA major part ':of an origin of an organization
tions. .
centers on generating or building these sets of alternatives
andithe constraints that define them. (Smith & Keith, 1971,
-

pPY81-82).

The past as legaiy, then, develops as' people within an organization go

about their business day-to-day,' year-to-year: Traditions had developed as
Kentington oxer'time,,and

.

many

of these were important to the staff;

The

school Halloween party, for example, occurred each year and would probably

continua.to do so despite the preltti pH Kiipal esi:reservations about :its.,
merit.

Movie' central to a schoo2

formal mission are its stlndard operatic

procedures.. Here, too Kensington had accumulated its share.

By the time PIA'ncipal Wales came on the scene, much of the Kensington

faculty had worked together for a long time.

They had struggled through
They had evolved

periods of hardship in the absence of a strong leader.
,their own ways and means.

Part of Wales's success with the faculty

stemmed from the way in which he fit into those established patterns,
Rather than disrupt the establiShed Kensington operating procedures,
.Wales supported it anti strengthened it.

He provided a line of authority

for the teachers thatstretchld right to the superintendent'ind board of
itt

education.

Thekopening days of his administration proceeded smoothly
,

because he followed the pstaff's lead:---As we watched, we had the feeling
Thus, a. sense of history

that the school was vietually running itself.

can provide continuity for
an organization, and that bontinuitycan
.

(

strengthen the organization's,purpose--two valuable assets when sailing
stormy straits.

There is another aspect of the past and its legacy:

reputation.

Deserved or gotherwisreputation accrues as an organization'evolves,
.as-Agents and clients pass through it', and aspersons tell, retell, and

interpret events associated with the group:

This aspect of an organiza6

tion may not alwayste
.

-In4tk Nensington's case, reputation developed from the notoriety the
school achieved. at its outset,

for example, faculty members who had

been, at Kensington since its third year said that they still-received

remarks about the "favbrite-son status

attributed to the original

building and faculty, references,to what many in the district had considered lavish and wasteful spending at the school.

Apparently, some

*

members of Milford's staff still Carried a grudge.
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Another faculty member related that she had decided to join .the
Kensington faculty only after ran- opportunityto teach at the school
during a summer session had preserited itself.

Previously

she had been

put off by the school's open, unstructured, anything-goes reputation.

The summer job dispelled the myth for her and she happily transferred
'to the school shortly after.

The point is that reputations linger and

affect decisions and actions in organizations long after the bases for
those reputations have dissipated:

Part of a school

it seems, is what

it once was.
This phenomenon occurred within the school 'as well.

Michael, Edwards,

the school's second principal and the one who remained for ten years,
became the standard by which subsequent Kensingtop principals were/judged.
Our records contain comments from central office staff indicating efforts
to give succeeding principals a chance tin the school:

was special, but

.

.

.

."

"Yes, Mr. Edwards

Similarly, teachers' perceptions of earlier

students--their racial and economic catpositiOn, and academic perf

ance--

was the mark against which contemporary student groups at Kensington
were.r4easured.

The past lingers in the present, sometimes making life

more difficult for new actors in old settings.
Thus the past contributes to organizational identity.
ganization proceeds about its business, its past accrues.

As an orSome of it

hangs on with surprising tenacity and potential to shape the futu're.
on

were to take the entirely contemporaneous view that Lewin (1935)

argued years ago, much of this contextual meaning of attitudes and ex-

peaations in organizations would be lost.

Each belief in a setting
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tends to be couched in a series of particular stories that make up
.1-ar6er sagas.

Perhaps this view of the past is most important in an action or
policy framework in which one can determine where an'organization has

beeny where it is, and-where it is most likely togo.

As persuasion

and consensus building seem to proceed most often in a historical

context, knowledge of that context seems an important tool for
any leader.

Stars, Heroes, and 1/6opers1
Organizational identity is a composite.
parts thus far:

We have discussed two
Another major con-

Kensington's building and its Oast.

Four

tributor to the school's identity was and continues to be its staff.

principals, dozens of teachers and instructional specialists, and a bevy
of secretaries, aides, nurses, cooks,, and custodial staff have for 15
Some-

years strived to help chAldren=-each person in his or her own way.
times their approaches differed markedly.

Sometimes, as today, their

attitudes toward working with children have been relatively uniform.
Regardless of attitudinal differences, however, Kensington's organizational
identity has always been shaped by its stars, heroes, and troopers.
Stars and Heroes.

From the very beginning of our association with

Kensington, we were struck with the ideologic
of the organization.

or cult-like quality

These terms app1,4.to groups--religiqus or

secular--with strong, if.Rot excessivlodevotion to an individual or

0

ideal.

That impression of the organition's past remains strong and has

theme in VOkume.V of this report.
been developed into a majOanalytical
o
.

or

In an earlier
1To us, these terms connote several kinds of esteem.
Another
pejorative.
draft, dome of the,participants saw the latter as
'individual commented wryly and%comOared "stars" to shooting stars that
blaze brightly for a bri,ef moment before disappearing forever.
11Q

/

"

(Volume V recounts the life histories of members of the original Kensington
faculty.)

Cults develop around strong, charismatic leaders--the group's stars
or heroes.

Spanman and Shelby were the leaders in the Kensington saga

who moved Milford parents and the board to an emotional pitch that per:-

a -,

mitted the implementation of a radic-al educational innovation in a conserva-

tive communi*: ,*EdWards was the revered, long-term principal of the
Although each was a

school, the min whose name'the school bears today.

prominent actor in the Kensington story, each is remembered differently,
and the impact each man had on the ,organization differed greatly.

Spanman and Shelby were the stars in the Kensington story.
role was large and dramatic for a short period of time.

Today, however,

Shelby is little remembered and rarely discussed at the school.
contributions are discussed but not felt.

Their

Spanman's

Reactions to Spanman in the

central office varied from strongly negative ("the mess we were left
with, including the ridiculous building, the Kensington School") to
strongly,positive-("the most exciting years in my
district").

.

.

.

decades in the

The predominant memory, however, is one-of ambivalence--

admiration for his intellect and energy, and skepticism about his ideas
and their relevance for a community like Milford.

The hero, of course, was Michael Edwards, principal of the school
for ten years

remembered as the man who died in office, the man who

never stopped trying to help his students and staff.

Edwards's hero-

ism in the collective memory of Kensington's staff.did not result from
-

total success, from achieving the:ideals the school represented.

In

fact, he was the Man who relented to the wishes of his staff and watched
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wall after wall built to divide the inner space of the school.

He was

admired, rather, for his mettle, his determination to keep trying.

His

most lasting .contribution tolensington was the memory of a better time at
the school, a memory that sustains teachers today by providing a
sense of direction and purpose.
Kensington's stars created the emotional fervor that.characterized

the school when we met the first faculty, but ip retrospect, that pitch
was short-lived.

Edwards's leadership, on the other hand, sustained the

schhol,for a decade.

The emotional character of the school changed with

Als,guldance; trm&belief gave way to professional respect.
pass16g,-Cuf
Troopers.

With his

and ideologies at Kensington died, too.
Leaders unquestionably influence the identities of or-

ganizations but, by virtue of numbers alone, staffs can also' ha've

significant impact on the idiosyncratic nature of organizations.

When

the staff consists of persons who perform their duties largely unobserved by administrators or by one another, its power to shape an
organization grows.

When, as in Kensington's case, strong leadership

is absent, for a period of time, we must look to the staff as a potent

contributor to organizational identity.
The current Kensington staff comprises many experienced teachers,
half of whom were hired by Michael Edwards in 1966.

Another fourth of the

staff joined the group during Edwards's tenure.

This group of old hands'

is disOrsed across grade levels at the school.

Many of the teachers are.

good friends outside of the school context.

Some taught for a time with

Milford's superintendent at another elementary school.
a
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Several of this

.

'ArOu.PeaTrY

informal
,.

administrative responsibilities at the school in

ition' to their regular classroom tasks.

In our view, this was a

4i70.4401.0:,* of credentials that would allow an informal faculty social

:0Ste0:tain a great deal of influence over the course of an organization.
,

,

iiias::an,aspect of Kensington 'that an alert administrator, needed to

As we indicated earlier, it was an aspect that Wales recognized

nderstand.

and supported

rather than bucked.
a

ne daily Occurrence at the school provided a mechanism for the

maintenance of the staff's collegiality and like-mindedness.

ocCurence was'the morning coffee klatCh

lhat daily

when the faculty gathered in

e staff oUnde'above:theesoutce centern the years we observed in
e building

,vari- ous artanOments were made .by the teachers for sharing,
I,' ,

4

e

cost.anwork of

-:permitted non-coffee

A refrigerator was added that

rning.coffee
Tinkers:

juice,-and soda accessible.

,Jhave

A number of teachers regularly arrlved,early with their newspapers,
andwork, or catatogues of, clothing;,

rafts,'sor teaching materials.

SOme entered with st40ents' assig0m!nis:sstill tR be graded, a task they

accomplished casually over their:mo,rnit;Orihk and cake..

But it was the

j.

uality of their conversation that made

chatter was folksy and familia

Their

Ometimes,, ey,disc4*4ed "trouble" in

the country, the state, or communit

newspaper,readem.

a'time...s9'.§Pecial.

as issues were

Tiggered.by the

SometiMestheY44ethov, r:AspooSOirson or

daughter whohad done somethth-vridiculOS,4:0T)h
been involved in an unusdal event;

rHaward, or had

The majority of their conversations, though, centered on their
students and their clAssrooms.

From kindergarten to sixth grade, in

regular class, music, or P.E., the foibles, the problems, the triumphs
of these teachers with their students were exchanged in

16 banter.

Frequently, one story spurred anothecas,teachers littened and'then
added, "When/I had him last year .

.

The significance of the morning coffee klatch was that jt.providgd,a-time when the staff could gather, could share experiences that
normally occurred behind closed doors, could add meaning to their lives
through comparison and parable.

This is the stuff from which community

is ultimately built--shared experience with significant others that
HY:leads to the formation of norms and buildSorganizational identity.

The development and maintenance of this kind of community within
.

7

:

an organization has many implications.

The morning gatherers meld.

The

formation of such a group with1n.A.school faculty peahs,,that the members.: ,

are no long& entirely individuals or can aggregate of individuals.

They

evolve group perspectives and procedures, as well as means to instruct
newcomers to the organization and to sanction activities or attitudes.

At

their best; such groUps can act as stabilizers in difficult times in
schools (Metz, 1981).

At their worst, they become sign ficant barriers

to creative change and innovation in educational organ

ons (Hargreaves,
,Z1)

1975).2

In many schools, it is the one setting where "democracy" prevails.

117

2Parenthetically-, one of the motivations for the original study
was a desire to see the genesis of a faculty peer group, a phenomenon we
found important for Geoffrey in the Washington School (Smith & Geoffrey,
1968).
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Gatherings such as the early morning 'coffee klatch--freely

J.

attended, without agenda, with open discussion, with people speaking

theirliliids about the mundane and the significant--are social mechanisms

of considerable importa'nce: '\they are of vitaOnterest for those
who seek to understand, lead, or change schools, as well as for those

who wish to build meaning into their day-to-day professional activities,
careers, and personal lives.

-;

One.lat',',Vtlection grows /from the consideration of the teacher
at toClars Xeristngton.

group

The teachers' expressions and acts in many,.
.

.

instances revealed an affinity for a reasonably identifiable cluster of
beliefs,-values, and 'customs that we associated with a rural wa;, of
..

'-,

.,

life.

This cultural aspect of the teacher group has changed over the

I

years at Kensington ,and'ttas variously meshed or cojflicted with leader
and student cultures.
.

.

,

We have charted this plurality of cultures itKensington'at three

points in,its,history: a) Shelby's beginning year, 1964; b) the midst
of Edwards's golden years, 1970; and c) the first year of Wiles's tenure,
1979.

(See Figure 5.2.) A comparison of the principals finds that

their.

Insert Figure 5.2 about here.

"culture"--the constellation of beliefs, values, and norms that they
represent--differed in each instance.3 We have described the first man

the "culture" of a single man as in the principal posil
tion of our chart, stretches the' concept a good bit. Jay Jackson (1960)
breaches this difficulty in the context of a group's normative structure
30escribing

as corresponding or non-corresponding normative structures.
144
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Principal:

White
Urban/Suburban
Moderate

Whi te

Innovative

Teachers:

White
Creative
Innovative
Cosmopolitan
True Believers
Lower Middle Class

.

White
Traditional
Conservative
,Localtst
Rural Origin
:lower Middle Class

.

White
Rural

Conservative
Localist

White
Conservative
'Rural

Traditional
..

:

,

But UpwarOyMobile

PlOtls
%apd Their

White
Conservative
Traditional.
Localist,
Lower Middle Class
In Origin and Goals

White.
'Traditional

Conservative
Localist

Majority

.

Black;
Urban
...Transient

'Minority
White
Upper Lowers to
Lower Middle Class°

rid

Traditional
Conservative
Localist

Small Vietnamese"
Group
.

1964

Figure 5.2:
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1970

1979

The Cultures of the Kensington School
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a.

.

at White, cosmopolitan, and innovative.

Edwards, by comparison, wat:.Whitei

suburban, and moderate in his approach to edUcation and educational change.
Lastly, Wales. is presented as Alta, rural , 'conserVative; and local.
At the same three points, we found the first .teaChersto- be predominantly White, innovative and creative, icotmopolitan, and true believers,
.

The second group was White, traditionalist, locaiittj'and ofrur.Wori
The.,:,Fond and third groups :were similar (the tame individuais:made;..00m0i*

,_

than half of each group), but they differed dramatically frOrpthe-earliett
group of teachers we encountered at the:school.

,Finally,:the chart shows the student. cultures at the school Changing.

drastically overthe 15 years.

At the first point

students repre-

sented a White, tohservative, localitt, lower middle class population.,
At the second poirlti they appeared much the same:
localist°, and 10

F middle ,class.

White, conservative

But by the beginning of Wales's tenure,

the majority of the student group were Black, urban, and transient.'

One

distinct minority in the school was comprised of White, conservative,
upper lower class and lower middle class students.

Another very small,

but distinct group was comprised of Asian children, recently arrived
Vietnamese.
Thre point of drawing these comparisons is to note that congruency

between leader, teacher, and student cultures existed only in Edwards's
era.

The greatest incongruency anong groups 'has occurred most recently and

those differences are increasing.

It seems that this cultural plurality

greatly. .complicates the task of educating Kensington's youngsters.

We

commented at one point on the distinctly different languages used at the"
school on our return:

a Black student dialect that teacher's found

'1 difficult to comprehend; a rural White idiom that could be confusing to_
,,,

,,

untuned urban and Asian ears; and Vietnamese--no adult in the school had

any understanding' of the language or the culture.

This problem, and we

belieye it is 'a significant' problem for educators transcends Kensington's
.

boundaries.

For example

.

in a recent study of ptindipals' activities

(Dwyer et al, 1982)' one school was encountered in which :16 languages and

26 "dialects were spoken as primary languages by families within the student.group.i The problem at Kensington, then, pales by comparison.

But

the dilemma of cultural and linguistic pluralities in schools remains
an enigma' for educators who work opposite sides of these barriers from

their students,-particularly in a period when basics are'being stressed
an'd the teaching of "standard English" is acommon and primary objective.

of instruction in many Schools.

In sum, organizational identity is greatly affected by thosellho

,participate in organizations. At Kensington, the stars, heroes', and
troopers all made their contributions, over the years as they interacted
In the long run.at Kensington,

.among themseiveS and with their-students.

it seems that it was the long-term staff members who contributed the
most to Kensirigton's nature a i-417 who were respdniible for what continuity
8

there has beewln that setting'.
!F

it

.The Instructional, ,Program
''

;.i,..
c.

d

::::,.

,p,

:",:i,4.,
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,

f..
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Perhaps' the least 'distinctive portion of Kens1p9ton's organizatitobal.

identity, today, is it's instructional program.
,

'

ROvi'-OvIng our

.

classroomi and the activities within theni stirre'°aa

rtes, of cotter

mehtary schools-in which we had worked-,, artiCUlarl y.. of t.:.Wdshington
Elementary School, an unremarkable, inne

.Th4s, .`very fact,..

havever, is extraordinary from the perspective pf change;"in 15 rars

t

Kensington's innovative inStr

:

tonal program 'did return
to the "old
,

e .".4 .,

7

,

,

Mil ford type," thetritAhesisof..' what the school, was to represent.

A chart', created by Principal ithelby e`iti,y in the school's history,
41.4

7.

was designed to illustrate what Kensingtoir:wAs.to accompliih. Ithat same'

°chart, reProduc.ed as Figure \§.3, ironically.captures the school 's pro.grammatic reversal,.

Originally, it listed, a series of from-to statements.

'

Insert.

gure '5.3 about here.

a

St)

a reversal of the "from" and the "t

-Today

,columns

accurately por3

trays t

school's steady drift over the

':We rabored in the narrative to portray the staff',s perceptiorisof
a changing ,student bodyrrlower ability students; less interested students;
children Of'brOken and tl7ansient homes; children with less respect for
4,_

authority and,with

self-controlof changing economic 'and

political Climates, of faltering leadership at the school,' and'qf the re.
emergenoce of tee community's fundamental conservatismtb.explain -the

direction of the school 's pedagogical U-turn.

In the remainder of ;this
,

section wepvish ta,comment further on some of the changes we found.

The'Shift in ;Goals and Objectives.: (1'111. try to get you'readY for,

junir high."

ThS comment, expressed by a sixth-grade teacher ,addressini,
0,

his students on the1 firstday ;of school, aptly represented themore, im,

mdi;ote; practical ,
,

goal, held for students by. Kensiligton'si

current .faculty:. Talk of developing "fully functioning. FreddY" is com
pletely gone.

Frqm,

.

Active, initiating p p ls

?assive,.rea.Ctive pupils

Pupki. 011owersh4p
2estriCtion of,Tupilt
External discipline
External motivation
Group activities
ReStricting pupil interaction
Teacher responsibility for teaching.
Teacher planning
Teacher evaluation.
Teacher as a dispenser of knowledge
Teacher as controller of pupils
Identical roles for teachers
Closed, rigid social 'climate

Pupil leadership,

'Freedom for pupils
Self-discipline
Self, -motivation

Individual activities
Encouraging pupil interaction
Pupil responsibility for learning
.1-acher-pupil planning
Teacher. - pupil evaluation

,1*

P

figure 5.3:

z.

'

Teacher as catalyst for inquiry
Teacher as organizer fdr learniet5
Differentiated roles for teachers
Open, flexible social Inmate

The Institutional Plan's Redefinition of Teacher. Pupil Roles
(from Smith and Keith, 1971, p. 39)
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This narrower conception of schooling--getting the student ready
,

for the !Text grade level--assumes a rational, hiterarchical arrangement

ofdistinct bits of knOwledge that can be progressively imparted to'stu,.5

dents as they wind their way through the K-12 organtiational structure'

"

of schools.

This frees a teacher from feeling solely responsible for

students' development since heor she isonly one cog:in a :Complex,

iulti-level education system.
Within this arrangement, the integra.
tion of acquired skills and knoWledge, is -largely left to the student.

t

T't is an opposing' view to the hhi_itic vision ttiat guided Spanman,

Shelby ,.and the' original faculty,
opposing views of childhood.

Dewey (1416) represented the debate as

The current Kensington staff would see

The original ,faculty

childho'od as '.0;1' readiness phase for adulthOod.
It/

.

4.:

'

3,

,

would d1 tend to vjew childho od as a convenient nomenclature for one

'A

portion of the continuous experience orTife. The purpose of schooling

(

..

varies between these views.

,...,

4ip.

.

For -the first, school is a mechanism for -

preparation, for doing something in the remote future.
e

ft

,

In the latter,

,schools exist to provide pt.:ces for children(' to perform their life's

I

work, experienci ng.
.0

!
The Shifts in'Staff Organization and .SpeciaTization.

Iii 1964 -wijen

nsingtonyeceived it fi rst Students, ,the spff. was organized
.

''

ferentVrom most scfiftol.

.Basic .

Grades, o neliind
",t!

Skills division, and four,;

two were.lumped into the
.,

..

andmsix. constituted the Independent

fives`'',

de

...

,
t
Study Division. three teacheri shared tne thiod-grade stud ,s in a
4V
.
4
0
itt'
'
program called Transition that reelied studerfts for the,Andependent and
,

,,,

'1'

co

individualized. program they would, begin the following,year.
I(

.

'..

Grade levels

,
were not emphasized in this afrangement.'Instead, the plan called for

.

te

oei

.

1

I

students to master skills at their own rate, independent of their age and
of the rate of their cohorts.

In the Basic Skills Program and Transition,

teachers tended to function In similar ways and were each responsible for
variety 8f instructional -contents.

a

In the Independent Study Division,

on the other hand, teachei's functioned as subject matter specialists
o

and met with students as the students required their services.
sions

In all divi-

teaching staff was bolstered., by numerous aides who 'were needed.

to monitor the independent progress of students.
Today, that organization has shifted to a traditional self-contained
classroom pattern.

The'pecial needs of students are serviced by a

number of remedial specialists who operate on a pullout basis

i.e.

stu-

delits are removed from their regular classes for brief periods of
1,1

specfalized instruction.

In the classrooms of older students, some in-

0

formal departmentalizing, occi*, one teacher offers all the science,
another offers math instruction, or social studies, and so forth.
On our return, it waS the complex program of remediation that was
.

most strikingly different.

Learning-disability classes, remedial

reading, speech therapy, individual, and group counseling with. parents
,

and students, and special language classes,fo'r the few Vietnamese' chil-

dren who attended the schOol competed 'for time, space, and resources.

Public Law.94-142 was responsible for much of this proliferation, and
the district., and county had added their own special education inItia.

tives.

Classroom teachers fretted over the trade-off between the benefits
of these services for individual students and the disruptions the programs
engendered for regular classroom instruction.
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The principal 'openly

a

admitted that the necessary coordination required tmainthe maximum
/

benefit of the multiple programs was too complex for him to develop an
organized plan.

Instead,/ teachers bargained their priorities with one

another in the fairest/and most meaningful way they could.

Too,

Dr. Wales plaCed a gf.eat deal of faith in the .classroom teacher's

ability to adapt to the special needs of his or her students.

He worried

over the time students spent outside those homeroom environments.

His

skepticism affected the teachers and fruStrated some pf the, specialists.
.1,

In our earlier analysis of Kensington's efforts,at team teaching,
we 'raised a number of thorny issues, offering them as .pp,tnts of departure

for further research.

WO reiterate those here, in the bel,ief that they

actually address broader schooling' issues, and that they deserve serious

consideration in anyschooling situation where coordination, decision
making, resource allocation, and specialization are at issue.
Teaming requires the most.sophisticated. form of interdependence, what Thompson (1967) calls reciprocal, and the
most difficult kind of coordination, mutual adjustment.
This coordination is very time-consuming and. expensive in
Organizations:and indi.communication and decision making.
viduals ..with limited resources (time and energy) must divert
them from other. activities, for example,, on occasion productive effort such as teaching, itself.
1.

,/

As various hierarchical levels of decision making are
introduced (foi. Ipx*ple, teaming), decision-making freedom
For
at the lowest leliel:Ateacher-pupil) is constrained.
'fldeillioe'ecy"
in
the
classroom,
teaming
those who speak
,ray; ses serious incompatibilities.
2.

3 Unless individual skills are unique in kind or highly
oleveloped in degree, teaming as reciprocal interdependence
be higher in cost than it is productive,of benefits.
wig
As teams increase in size, from two to more than two,
fOr example, seventhese effects are magnified. ,
4.

;.

Because of faddism and emotionalism instead of analysis
in ,professional education, the, new elementary"education
5.
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that.offers team teaching to the practitioner contains mutual
incompatible elements leading to latent and unanticipated
negative' consequencesdysfunctions. (Smith &.Keith, 1971,

a

p. 234)

Shifts in Instructional Materials.

It was immediately apparent

*

on or return that instructional materials had changed, too.

Fishing

poles .had given way to textbooks that kids could call their very own
and ditto Meets, .loots and lots of ditto sheets.

The' transition to textbooks bedan in Edwards's era, and teachers
A

reported that 't he change was readily accepted by the students.4

first impression on the first day of school in 1979 was that the textbooks provided .continuity in the instructional program from grade to
grade; despite new teachers and classrooms, 'students began their work

with little hesitation and few questions or comments.
When teachers. agree with the scope, content, and sequende of adttvi.

ties in textbooks, and when the texts match the ability level of the.
students using therii,. presumably results can be very positive.

Today's

Kensington staff, however, commented on several occasions that these

conditions were not always congruent, yet the adoption of-the text series

e

preempted much Of their prerogative to make adjustments.
t

.In

Some

,..the-mSe, of textOooks has _a host Of consequences.
.

:seem instructionally beneficial and others seem, problemmatic.
11

In

an earlier ahalysi s of ,a textbook-based instructional program, we

commented on a number of these consequences.,

That same analysis is

relevant to Kensington and is ineluded here as Figure 5.4.

4The process of textbook adoption is complex in the Milford district.
Volume II of this report contains extended iLlustrations of that process,.
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Insert Figure 5.4 about here.
't

One way i n which Kensl riqtorieSirstalf 'Was able to modify or supplement
J,

Q.

A

the schooll.s textbdok program was through the use of ditto work sheets.'

As described in the 'Vast chapter, thisAype*: seat work ,wag ubiquitOiis
at the school.

Stec!' the fol l owing rteaSons,Jor, their Pe:ryas:Pie
.

Need far, repetition' in the practice of basic: skilIs:;,,
'Need for k.way to, Occupy'student's while Working.With:'
individuals
other groups;
;

.

.

Relative `inexpense. of ntete

s;

of. 'Piiaduction;

4.
5.

Congruence w

6.

Classrd

-basic mode of Instr.

ti

ion;,

t1

The staf,f, did not .addre

.74

with textbook ob

student boredom, incomp:,,k,
inab.0143/-

to

4i ate thes

jeCtives.
ry

negative 6onse

ar

c ete activities,t-

enoes SUCh as

iveS, or ,students'

erlearnin4:o

'xi

Like the re

.-4%'

i,tioned classroOms

Oessiv
n.

e" /

of texts and dittos 't Kensington seemed

.need for control, their per.ception of the
,'). 4..

, .,

li r reptrite to the staff's
.1'.

,of the new student:body,

,.6i)d influence from the back-to-basics surge* school's.

n a'dditiOn;

th,district''.s renewed' 'cOnservative thrust and economic

diffidulties.

6.0:Momentum 'to the i nstructional

These themes emerge. again

and again as 'We,,think about the chap

Kens i ngton ',s organi zational.
.

I

identity.
/-

i.

iM.
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Figure 5.4:

Ihecreafed ((Intros'

.

ImpaCt- of Textbook Teaching on Aspects of
Classroom and School Social Structure and Processes
(From Smith and .Geoffrey, 1968, p. 183)

Facades and Realities:

"What You See Is What. You Get"

This'cliche summarizes for us much of our feeling about today's
Kensington Elementary School.

It also captures another important way in

which the school has changed and one ,final part of organizational iden-'
tity.

In 1964 we suggested that different realities existed at Kensington
and we discussed them in terms of facades, doctrines
activities.5

and day-to-day

In.commonsense language, we were trying to Aistinguishamong

what was talked about, what existed in writing, and what occurred in the
behavioral and social realm at Kensington.. Our point was that there,were

substantial gaps among these'versions of reality and that those gaps had
both anticipated and unantictpated consequences for the early Kensington.
^ti

As our heading suggests, these gaps have narrowed at today's Kensingtc
to the point of being nonexistent.
desirable.

In general, this convergence seems

The complex task of educating children seems easier when the

multiple groups that participate in the enterprise speak the same
language and share a common knowledge about,eVents in the school.
The convergence of realities is particularly useful when ate organization's goal is stability.and when the system is nearing, some form of
equilibrium.

When change is desired or new visions are pursued, however,

differing realities may :serve a purpOse.

The innovator can argUi that the

system has greater'pOtential and is not living up to its aspirations.

AM

5" Reality" even when used in quotations carries implicatidns of the
sort suggested by Roshomon (Kurosawa, 1969) and Alexandria Quartet
(Durrell, 1960). 75FTimoment, we would define reality as that part
of the social world about which substantial intersubjective agreement
exists among observers and participants.

In this sense we recall a familiar line from Browning that was popular
around Kensington in its earliest days:
his grasp_or what's a heaven for?"

"/k man's reach should exceed

Comparing this passage to the "what-you-

,

see-is-what-you-get" cliche, crystallizes the differences in Kensington's
organizational identity -in 1964 and in 1979.

Conclusion
.

We have compared and contrasted the organizational identity of.

Kensington in 1964 and Kensington in 1979.

We have suggested that the

physical structure 'that houses an organization is a significant aspect of

its identity; the design and ultimate uses of a structure may embody an
organization's values and goals.

We have suggested that an organization's

past is carried on through reputation and evolved operating procedures,
and that this history affects the present.

We discussed the importance

of individuals in organizations and their impact on organizational -identity.

Our conClusion was that those individuals who remain the longest and

attend to the more routine details of a group's work may have the
greatest influence on the group's identity.

We further discussed a

shift in the nature of Kensington's work, in.both process and content,

and how that shift made the organization distinctly different from what
it once had been

Finally, we commented opothe- convergence of -realities

at today's Kensington that has also contributed to the school 's identity.

As we have described above, the Kensihgtonenvisioned by Spanman
and Shelby is gone.

For, better or for worse, Kensington is now an average

school, only one of many itthe Milford District.

Beyond depict ikng the

specific story of Keniington, we have used the concept of orgariizational
identity

as

a demonstration of one way in which to examine organizations

;:fp

over time.

The two profiles we created of this organization at two
.

.

'distinct points in its history illustrate the dramatic changes brought
about by the interaction of population.,, economic, and ideological

shifts within arr increasinglycomplex-,pnd expanding education system.
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CHAPTER 6

IMPLICATIONS FOR THOUGHT AND PRACTICE

In this final chapter we examine the findings of our return :to.
Kensington.

We offer severjal points that we believe are important.to

those _who study change in schools'or other complex organizations and,

to those who seek 'to guide public schools within the contemporayy

context of schooling.

The first section explains the .concept "longitudinal

nested systems," the perspeCtive it entails, and its use.

The second

section illustrates the multiple and often conflicting forces'imiolved
in the deterpination of edUcational policy in this 'country and comments

on the school principal, the perion who must implement school policy.

Longitudinal Nested Systems

'In our first look at the Ke sington School in P64,
marily on the school itself, limit

focused

ourcomments about innovation and

change' to people and _events conriect& directly with the school

siv.of the

.

Anal y-

community, parents, and district administrators proceeded

almost entirely from observations at the school, or in meetings:1

intimately concerned the setting.

On our return we found that

this

school and classroom perspectfve

was insufficient to explain hoW Kensington had changed.

Any issue we

ximinedsuth as administrativ& succession, discipline, curriculum,

or.

al changecarried us into ever wider cirCles of inquiry, and forced
us to examine factors of systems that at first" appeared extraneous.
but, in fact, were-exogenous.

OUr notion of longitudinal nested

systems is an e fott to come to grips with the role that these interdepende
,

i

systems played

06 nsi rigtoh 's metamorphosis,
-

.The inult1ple:.categori es of 'antecedents for'the changes, at ,Ke,h5i.P9'..'
-,:r..

ton most naturally fell along geographical ::'0Oljtical, and orgOitzdtiOnel

lines: internatiOnalnetionalttate,''countyCommunAy:, district, and
s c.hoo.l .

Portrayilig these tysteMs: as nested caPturedtheir interrelatedness

Adding the time dimension to our conception illustrated their dynamicl,
quality.

This basic model is contained in Figure 6.1.

This captured

,Insert Figure M. about here..,

the sOread. of,the nested systemt. : The narrative fndicaWs that we' found
.

.

.
.

much of the interactionibetweeh the syttems to be typified by conflict,
politics, and legal Constraints:

Eacnthedie,ind strand we pursued

deVeloped as an:amalgam,of these MOlt101.e.tyttenis.

Those events

.

7

that represented Intenttonal;'''OreatiVe innovatlOpt and alternati ves

were soon entangled 1 n Other kinds of,chanVe. growinVout of personal and

political interests -activities of other organizations, and forces-that
emanated from larger. systems.
41

Placing the systems we faind relevant)o Kensington's story on the
,vertical axis began Figure 6.2,

Some of those systems4preeated Kensington,

4

To aljow their "inclusion, we chose 1910 ,the yeaeofficial, records

of

the Milford School District began, as the first point or6.110 .horizontal
time line in the figure. -AS we found .exogenous vadiabilies in Kensington's
origin and change, we arranged them in. the, grid to

'temporal relationships.

We contend that each act
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.

monstrate

hei r

4es ted

Systems

,'added clarity and depth to the Kensington story and
o think,abOut our original' problem:

rove,4': our ability

what happened a ,t Kepsfpgton?
0

al

t
Insert Figure 6.2 about
tier'`'-e.
4
0

The *process not:.dni-y has-been enlightening in this respeCt but .al so has

..
,'e-kpanftecithe initial' conceptual izatiOnof the study by 'suggesting further
qtful avenues of inquiry.

For exarttple, as weview the Milford DisIrict

,

,

stc)r!y as.an'important influence on .Kensington events, that story becomes

significant in its own right. We found that in order to. Uderstand-how
Kensington changed, we had to answer-Atm question: !why did th6 'Kensington
.

School appear at al 1 i n the- Mil ford School *strict?, A further, fook at
t
.
.:
.
.
,

e

of the themes in our narrative, the significance ,of racial change.

,

at, Kensi ngtan, illustrates our model in use.

One of the most dramatic .changes in the Kensington School involyed

kt--

a series of nested national,, state, and local events.

As we indicated,

-

-education of students in-Midwest State was legal ly 'segregate'd by race
until 1954 when the Brown, versus Topeka Supreme Court de-cision was hakded
down.
,

A ruling by.14idwest State angl'a.deciSion by the- Milford bOard of
foI.Gt wed 't he landmark..court de,ci 'SI on .

The distill ct4, s

was 'phrased quite exPptill fly'. as ,nbtect i.n. tht:e Mtil ford Schobl .Commurti.ty

tulletin:''

tr

,:'

4,

. .
'

.

SEGREGATION TO END

,.

.

i'

-ti

'

. r,

.1.

)

°

7.

,.

7

..

N MILFORD 'SCHOOLS SEPTEMBER i 4955

After a ruling fro the Midwest'. State AtiOrney General and a
te_Cieparmqiit- of Education at Capitol City,
ruling from the
the Bpard of Education, of the School District of Milford has 0
decided that segregation in the Milford School Distr-ict WITT
end on Septtmber -1, 1955. The status of our schools- will
remain the same as in the past until September 1, .1955.
(Doc., 1954) (eMphasis ours)
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In a larger sense, the court decision, multiple interrelated-

events in the deteriorating Metropolitan City, problems in federally'
subsidized housing, and public attitudes toward education (especially a
professed desire for neighborhood schools) led to the large population
These factors, in turn, led

shifts in Milford during the mid 1970's.1

to the-shift in the number of non-Caucasian students at the Kensington
School from a tiny minority to a 60% majority.

The cultural, social,

and educational impact of that alteration was dramatic, as described
in our narratives.

We find a host of observations relevant to these nested events:

a) The Milford community is segregated into predominantly White neigh,.

borhoods and predominantly Black neighborhoods.
b) Over the years

of housing have emerged.

A few integrated pockets

there have been several

instances of school boundary changes in the district to balance pupil
numbers.

Despite those changes, one set of schools in the district

remains mostly White, while others are 60-95% Black.
been a Black on the Milf6rd Board of Education.

c) There has never

In a recent election

R

two Blacks ran for the board but were overwhelmingly defeated.

d) There

is only one Black administrator, an assistant principal, in the district.

e) During the 1979-80 school year, two Black staff members, a counselor
and a teacher worked at Kensington.

The teacher was moved to another

school the following year because of declining enrollments at the school.
f) District policy has consistently sup-ported a neighborhood school
concept.

.g) Kensington staff responded to the changing student

1Similarly, the postwar baby bocm, new housing, and jobs in decentralized insiustry contributed to the expansion of the Milford District
from three, schools to fourteen between 1950 and 1964.
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population by adding moreywal is, by turning to more traditional curricu4.

and instructional styl u:and with tighter dimipline.

lum

it

-the"variety of emotignal

04o'nses

to changes in racial

h) Regarding

composition, one

ommehtator described Kensington positively as "sUnkissed, a change for

the better." Thp .feeling of ailOttler was expeessed with an anal ogy to
Kubler-Ross's (1969) analysis of death and dying:

"Kensington, Went through

stages of denial, anger, b r ining, depression, acceptance and hope."
We finththese to be powerful statements apout race relations, schools,
V

and the.effectiveness of state %Ind federal integration policies in Milford.
a

o

f- State and
integration initiatives have been largely ineffective
.
in the face. of focal hpusingOatterns, district policies regarding school
a
,s
,.
.
organization antst/tff assignments, and attitudes of locally elected
1

1

,

'a

,

'board:members anji their constituencies.
These$ntecedents to changes at Kensington are only a few bf many
9

examplls.

a

As described in the narrative, other factors such as inflation,

PL 14-1420the "back-to-basics" movement, state guidelines; and local

cucerns over discipline were influential fortes.

One further illustration

demonstrateS the consequences of this tangle of exogenous variables at
Kensi,ngtone
.

Some of the very earliest-items in the district board minutes

recorded actions taken regarding pupil :misbehavior.

Concerns over
.

corporal punishment occurred early 4kid the board articulated a "no corporal
punistihient policy" in, 1925.

Instead, thecreated a-policy for school
..;

suspensions and board hearings in,seriougases of misbehavior.

Over

the years, that policy-has been modified.as newmeinbers and attitudes about
discipline changed.
..

The-district continues to wrestle- with this perennial
.,,.

't problem.
,0
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Differences in disci p1

oli,cies, and student population at the

ne

school were two 6;f/the .differences mast, dbvidus- at Kensington between 'the

iimes'ot our studi6s. Again ide believe.Figure 6.2, helpS.,represent and
other changes. Figure 63 Carries the,process one',
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.
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ol.

the s

With the sense of hi.ttory den ed-. from eur nested and Tongitudinal.
.

view of events at Kensington and Mil,,ftrdoio are te4ted,tp venture a

'14

further prediction.

The district has -a, record' ofenalvete about compliance

and familiarity with regulations that goes.bk.
ac 11the way to Mrs. Briggs,

its first superintendent.

he failed to establish a high school because
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she was not aware of .or did, not understand state regulitions.

She

encountered difficulties, too, whe94a tax leyy was rescinded because it
was not consistent with statef,rUleS.

This type of-limited underStanding4rstate'and federal regulations
continues; and accprding to 'most staff, its effect is compouh00 by the
a determination to set policy by local standards.

The di strict's..gradually

increasing involvemeht in federal programs and its acceptance of state
and federal revenues ensnares it in 'new regulations concerning civil
Its failure

rights for women, the handicapped, and racial minorities.

to comply with these requirements has placed the community, the board,

and the administration on a collision course with gowninent authorities.
These problems are compounded as local , state, and national politicians

focus on busing of students, placement of low income housing, and
allocation of federal funds.

These officials offer varied views and
e

mixed messages to the public.

Perhaps we will, have another opportunity

to return to Milford to investigate this "collision" hypothesis.

The

next Kensington -story may be the tale of a district in court, or of the
conflicts engendered by community, state, and federal controls ,over
education.

Broader Implications of the Model
Not a Theory of Change.,

We emphasize that .the longitudinal nested

systems model is not a theory of change or innovation in itself.
tool of inquiry and analysis.

It is

It offers a structure that helps us

hink through our data and a format in which our data can be arranged
analysis.

or

This perspective has implications for both the meta-theoretical

and =the theoretical levels of analysis.

For example, it argues inIplicitly .

for a=,;.cpntextualist.root_metaphor= rather, than a formistic, 'mechanistic, or
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494.

Theoretically, it seems open

organic one (Pepper, 1942; Sarbin, 1977).

to varied substantive theories,. for example, orgaptptional, political,
or cUltural.

In this ssregard

folded and theongitudinal
folded
,, l,

as the Kensington and Mil

stories un-

sted systems model'eroSe;-the model

(7'

'promoted :important unders

g Of another. set of ideas. that wash o:only.

dimly perceived in the initial proOosal.
struck US as fruitful for future study.

A competi g theories notion
What wou d result if we attempted

to compare, to contrast, even to synthesize or extend various peories
of change in light of the model?

Visions of recent attempts at synthesis

by House (1979) on innovation theory and Allison (1971) on policy theory
danced -through mfr. heads.

That agenda both entices and overwhelms us.

For now we are satisfied to speculate about these possibilities.
Further, the model helps locate our approach in relation to- Other
First,

social science studies of change and innovation in education.2
we find ourselves examining increasingly long periods of time for
relevant information in our inquiries.

This differs from the snap shot

variety of study that examines a brief, specific period. Second, our
perspective involves a holistic view of events; we contend that one
cannot understand an innovation or change in a system without consider,
ing the larger systems of which it is part.

Third, our model makes,

explicit a hierarchical arrangement among the nested systems.

It

Our investigation, Federal Policy in Action: A Case Study of an
Urban Education Project (-Smith and Dwyer, 1980) is a history and analysis
as well. t anticipates many of these ideas.

highlights the direct, and indirect controls that one system may impose on
another.

Fourth, the longitudinal nested systems _notion allows one to

focus on restraints or givens bf a field ofaction set by
upon another.

one system

Fifth_; it assilmes some autonomy both analytically andp

practically for each system, perhaps less than some'educational
theorists, imply and more than some educational practitioners perceive.

Sixth, it builds upon a psychology of individual acto'rs, involyed in
events or scenes, that culminates in meaningful structures rese,milling

plots in drama and literature (Kelly, 1955, and Sarbin, 1977).

:Seventh, [..

it incl,udes a rekpect for the chance event, the fortuitous, the
serendipitous that nature forces upon us, in the form Of illness,

death, luck, or natural. glisaster.

Finally, our conception. is aligned

closely with the perspective of some historians.
from them, too.

Yet, we differ

Our longitudinal approactrcarries the time line

to the present, the realm of contemporary events.

Our orientation pushes us in the direction of storyt,elling as' an important tool in explanations of change and innovation. Yet, we cannot
3,9

abandon the value of more abstract, conceptual forms of analysis; 'Thus
we become involved i n

that

debate commonly waged among histori ans,

how best to contribute to cumulative knowledge.

described this di scussion as "storytelling" versus

Hexter - %t971)
explanation ":

'Historical stories are quite unlike scientific ptplanatipw
sketches. The latter are thin; ,they, have tp be filled

with missing words and sentences formulating the missing ':,`
implied laws and boUndary conditions. But although historical,stories omit a good many laws and conditions, too, and,
although some,laws- are rather hard to find even when. one. iooks

for them, those stories are not thin; by scientific Standards/
they are often fat, egregiously obese, stuffed with
unessential words quite, useless for the purpose of4adeqOate
and satisfactory explanation. (Hexter, 1971, p. 151)
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Although the 1 ongi tudi nal nested systems mode,1 wil 14ott.reSol'Ve this

debate, it keeps us moving by 'providing a working solution to, if not

It

`la compromise between; "storytelling" and "stientiffc explanation."

provides a'means to begin the integration of more abstract coveptssand

theoretical generalizations into meaningful ways to think about innovation
.n.

and change in education.

More generally, thoUgh tentatively, we feel that our model may

aid,

the

discussion of the place of values in educational thought (O'Conner, 1973;

Hirst, 1973; Struthers, 1971).

We believe that debate is, at the heart of

what is sometimes called practical reason4g (Schwab, 1978; Reid, 1978;

-.Smith, in process).

We believe one's viewpoint about the role of 'Values

in inquiry and policy making has-major consequences for the models: that
.

one makes.
one builds in education and the practical decisions,that
..

We

,

.

would argue, for example, that the values- of dectsiop makers in ,thes Milford

di strict stronile influenced the course of (Kensington.
4

We would argue, too, that a sense of a school's or a district's history
'could be

ant6i,c1

in examining approdches to curriculum, teaching, discipline,

04s:other continuing I dilemmas.' In that light, our model provides input

stk. patrons ;wparents k. pupils, teachers, administrators, or board members
who are seari:chflng for sOlutforis to persistent problems.

We believe',

that educatiOnal- research and theory must deal with 'the, questions of

values and should assist practitioners, through their quandaries.

/

r

We 'have 'seen that perspettivee fp, the work of,Fein (19717Gitel 1 'et al
(1973), kOkeach (1975), and Peshkin (1978).

is undersccir
.

by today's wrenching issues`'

The-imperative inttfis area

the inherent conflict

4 amotig such cliAtered concepts as fraternitv/community/neif4hborhood schoo

equal4ty/justitce/affirrnative action/desegregation

individualism/local contro1.3

and liberty /freedom/

We have seen such divergent values argued

at the Kensington School and in the Milford District.' We know they are at
:,issue elsewhere, too.

Our hope is that by telling the Kensington story

and proposing a Way of looking at it, we have ma d% a modest c'ontribution
to the understanding and resolution, of some of the complex problems that
schgol s ,currently face;

SocialInteraction As Mechanism.
raised 6an'd ,,treated4i

History as Context
interaction

h'imore

.detail

n Vol ume I I (Milford' s Recent

for -KenSfrigtop),

mechani sM."

free alit-selves from

One insight fl-om our ;work',;

is described by the phrase"soCial

During this project we have attempted, to

deterministic, mechanistic root metaphor as--

Pepper (1942),phrased:it, and from, the ideological or paradigmatic trappings
of the 17th Centui'Y as Toulmin (1971) expressed it., ,Yet, at the same
time, we did not wish to'f,'entirely abandon' our Search 'for causal explanation's
of: Kensington's-c4ange-.

The result is our embrace of theori es of soci al j nteraction as

potent tools for understanding change.

We want to argue th t organiza-

tions operate through the social interaction of two or more actors who
are percei vi ng, .thtnki ng, wi shi ng

,

feeling, acting bei

rigs.

,

-

actors may play different ,roles--board member, superintenden

principal, teacher, parent, studentthat affect the 'nature of'thei

3Whether the values and tssues,cluster in these ways seems an impo'tant analytical and empirical problem in its own right.
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communication.

Regardless,itheir interactions have results.

The

overarching reseaf.ch;problem of this-study, its definttion and

its evolution, the ay-we apprOached the .problern. methodologically._
and prOcedural Ty; and
..

4

the. .very
-- fOrM of. the results carry the.: . mes-sage
.

of.this tranformation in root metaphor.'
MUltiple Causation.

ide have argued that the four principals: in.

.

our account are key "interactional ` mechanisms" in the 'Kensington story..

As they communicated with .thei-r superintendentsfor advice, ;,support,

and direction, the'school developed' in very different ways.-,-- Similarly,
1

as thty talked with their teachers, seeking i-nformation and aideas; or
xontributing,support and direction, the Kensington program changed;

In

:addition to these four persons,' our 'narrative revealed' many other indjvidU,-

,

al s and events-that were equally-significant:in the Kensington:story.'
Multiple,' causation is an importaiit social :science concept.

We have for

a long time been .enamored with Zetterberg's 0965) phrase 'for this', 'inventory
.2

i

of determinants.In our move fiom more mechan1s 1.. and lawfUlinterpreta-

tidns of KKensington's - changes to thOse,,that were more contextual
,

turgical,MLinteractional, our inventory' of detOminants

tial ly.

grew exponen-

Change 'occurred .not because of one person' sAicttiny, but as a resul

of discussion; argument,and wrangling .in multiple arenas and among
scores cif, people..

We"db

this liejOAtively.. Rather, 'we are. empha-

sizing the straightforward point that nothing 'is si'mp'le.; -Oppenheimer

.

e.

.

4His additional schemes for organIzing.theoretital__propositions
itiventori es of results, sequential. ppopositions,,,and axi omatic theories

, have been useful models as

.

colorfully drew the same conclusion:
Human behavior is like.a centipede, standing on many legs.'
Nothing that we do has a single determinate.
(1955, p.10)

Perspectives on Educational Policy
The Nature of Educational Policy

A

.

.

4

f

In the previous section, we made the poi-nt that nothing it simple,

that .no humllaction has 'a single determinant.

As we consider policy

.

mag

in the Milford School District,...that point seems.particu-

larly relevant.

our narrative has demonstrated, the school and district

ar,fd policy

'experienced multip

li:pressures. from multiple sources.

Each source

iought-to influence to some degree Milford's and Kensington's school
.1

pol ici es.

.We can organize the

ontending sources of influence pn educational

policy along the lines developed by Bailey and Mosher (1968).
typology sets out levels of policy sources:
They also categorize types of influence:

Their

NZ'
lOcal, state 6 d federal.

legislative, judici 1,-adminis-

1

trative, professional, and private interest.

The resultant chart of

policy dimensions neatly' presents the tangle of antecedents described in
our story.

This chart isrpresenfed in Figure 6.4.

Insert Figure6.4 about here.

This figure illustrates the complexity of setting policy at Kensington.
Conflict, fragmentation

and confusion A inherent inthis amalgam of

orders, opinions, laws, doctrines, private interest pressures, beliefs,
and attitudes.

In general, these dimensions of policy seem applicable
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Dimensions of Kensi gton's Educational Policy
(After Bailey ,and

'sher,

1968)

.

fr

in most public,schools that wrestle with .pressures generated by every-

thtng from societal issues such as shifting populationi, _urban.f)light,
and a slumping economy to, fads 'finvoiving clothing, music, bafr,
and drugs.

These problems and many others confront contemporary
/

educators.

11,

/

1

/

,

.

-

'

."-:-----

The' totali/ ty of this gcture of educational polity, rather than providing

l

a Voherent guide that might serve teachers and administrators in their r

gaily duties, presents a variety of implifation,s for educational decision
$.

S

)makers.

Baile'y Ad.,,Mosher, writing of, this "plural-ism of educationa3 "--_

policy making"- (p. 233), found in the conflict of discrepant `elements the
.

consolation that no single entity can entirely control the proc ss of
policy formation.

They write:

In American education, as in the policy gener ly, l'pluribus"
is the condition of a viable "unum." (0-.22
-1

School .administrators with little 'training in t e resolution of
conflict' or in the handling'of antagonistic

uencies may take.little

heart from this observation. For most, an array of implications may be an
overwhelming barrier to decision making.

For school leader's who seek

sustained change, defeat may seem inevitable.

If observers and,anallts

are correh, the frequency and intensity of environmental or contextual
turbulence affecting, schools is increasing and unlikely to recede
soon (Finn, 1981; Iannaccone,/1981; Lieberman, 1977; Wirt, 1976).

Formulating Policy
Such observati nt .have led to numerous admonitions and recommendations
-

for pOlicy planrier

Sarason (1972) warned against the naivete of leaders

who believed the world was subject to their manipulations.

Lindblom (1972)

r

success from

found organizational environments too complei
a priori plans for action and argued that leade

ddle, through"

their day-o-day worlds aware of reactions to their'

ons and cog...-.

nizant always of their goals.

talented mudd ers,,to.§hreyid

He

.

street fighters, not bumbling incompetents.

Cohen', Match, ani d Olsory

(1972). 'found the. leaders or organi zationS afloat i n;

4

4.bage 'ca:r[s] " /

°

of problems and options; grasping at solutions in a largely4.
capricious manner.

In short, dealing with the whole of a modern

organization's complex environment may exceed the capacity of human
means.

March and 'Simon (1958) stated:

Becaute of the limits of human intellectiie capacities
in comparison with the complexities of the problems that
individuals and organizations face, rational behavior
calls. for simplified models that capture the main features '=
of .a problem without Capturing all its complexities. -(p. 169)
,

The common tenden0y' in Complexity reduction, then, is to segment the

urbulent field and. deal with a limited number of Constituencies.

Emery

and jTrist. (1975) indicated that this predilection was mot .oftery; a maladap.

tive response.
We :appear poised over'the.horns of a dilemma:

On one eland we

1

recognize that policy is an extremely complex construct in today's
4

P

schools.

"

The numbers 'and strength. of groups demanding attention in

policy considerations continue to grow.

On the other-hand, we, o

. realize pragmatically that humans have a limited' capacity to deal with
:h
.

complexity and often must simplify environmental turbulence before
`attempting to gene
A resolution. of

to policies.

dilemma suggetts, the creation of new forms of

1.9 6

%

policy making gropps that'could make. use of multiple.constito4cies--not
'

through competitiondr cooptation, but through genmive-collaboratiOn.

.^

the essence ofsucti a decision-making group wotild be its a

function as a miniature democracy:, The matrior
stiuropean enterprises (Ever.'

ity to

n zations of several

Tr4st, 1975) or the r cently fashionable

Japanesenagemeht models(Ouchi, 1981) are workingt'examples ofhch
new forms. ,These models synthesize. our two app rentlyopposite truths:

hat.ihd Omplek,c6hception of policy offer

on

s\trength*through di-

.1

versigt

).and,-two

that effettivepolicyderiyet frOm a single,.strow

vpice:
.

,,

In our view: if schools such as Kehsington wiSh
through.the tdrbulent straits ,of public' schooling

o sail effectively

they.2mist dareto
/

set creative courses that resolve their debili-tating issues through the

J.

implementation of new forms of policy determination.
Implementing P

icy'

Implementihg policY is a multi- staged and complex process.

The 'co

.

cess }s mujti-staged because there .are at least four disting$ arenas of
action:

community, district, school, and classroom.

The process is complex'

because poltcy ageptS-, whether :individals, loosely knit'groups, or
.

.

formal orga9rzations, must interact
i
at each stage to interpret mandates
,

they receive from higher levels of authority.
.

They _must then formulate

xi

their own mandates and. direct them to the lower levels of the.
organization.
The implementation process at ,thee distfict'level,begins as a super-.

intendent and board of education interact to interpret, the often
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1 conflicting mandates that 'reflect broader state and federal policies.

The resulttng.formal doctrine isa superintendent and board statement
'a
'
This
statement
must-be
conof conceptS, structures, aeans, and goals.
.

,

sistent with the policies of higher authorities, but it will.also reflect

makers.

Specific goals deemed important by the district-level policy

,

1

,

turn, is interpreted by each prihpipal within &
This formal doctrine, 11"1'turn,

.

-districr, and turned. into a

series

goals,

of more concretely'definea

rules,

,

.
I

10

=

*Nil.

1

:

The

schoollevel policies

As our narrative

emonstraAed, the final:

and operating procedures within each.schbol.
,-.

are termedinstitutional plans.
.6F77-

J..
.

.

.

.

.

i

level of -interpretation. takes place within the classroom-where te'lChers'
4
decisions'and.judgments about institutional. plans- are not alway the
same.

Within'the, tohffnes of school-level ,policies, tpey find room to

act inways.most consistent. with their own b ckgrounds and beQiefs about
teaching and their students.

This entire pro

ss- is summarized in Figure

Insert Figure 6.5 about here.

Even this description, however, belies the.corhplexity of policy
implementition.
NI,

Decisions at all levels and by eachindividual and group

are influenced by their own contexts.

Further, policy agents are aware'

of one another and that awareness spawns adaptations betweeri them., When
policy agendas set by higher author ties conflict with constituent inter.

ests, a fundamenial dilemma for 'school leaders is
case in Kensington and in Milford.

reated--as wasthe

the resolution w

Atnessed was

a determindtion by school' officials to represent local interests.
Its
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From Policy to Classroom Plan:

A Continuous Process of Interpretation and Formulation

4

1.99

CLASSROOM
PROGRAM

,In thinking about policy and its implementation at Kensington and
Milford, some issues that affected the process in this school and district
We

stand 'out'..

may be important in other school settings as

well.',

1) Behind almost all of the changes in district policy
lurked the problem of declining resources and the
deteriorating economy of the community.
2) Demo raphic changes in the community had an impact on
tscho 1 and district policy.
3) State and federal initiatives in education most affected
policy at the district and school level when those
agendas were congruent with local needs and goals.
4) District and school policies were dramatically affected
by changes in leadership.
0
5) Individuals differed in their ability to implement policy.
6) Kensington's organizational identitx accrued as a result
of its past policies and reputations and from the incumbents
This identity.
of its classroom and administrative positions.
affected the implementation of school'policy.
7) Individuals were hired for positions at the district
and schooi level who significantly altered long-standing
policies. New policies were short-lived if they were
discrepant with fundamehtal characteristics of the, system.
The School Priicipal as. Policy Agent

When we attempt to generalize from our study of Dr. Wales, we find
his image not unlike Wolcott's (1973) principal, "Ed Bell,"jor, we suspect, many other elementary, school principals throughout
,

the country.

In short, they are well-intentioned individuals who strive, even heroically in some instances, to create school environments that allow
students to learn.

But their preparation for this endeavor is often

inadequate.

Sarason (1971) criticized one widely held assumption about
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principal preparednes, that is, that successful teachers will naturally

( make successful principals.' He found several disquieting flaws in this
logic: a) being a1eader of children does not necessarily prepare one \,
'for being a: leader of adults; b) teachers generally work alone and are
4

not, therefore, experienced at working with or leading groups of adults;

c) teachers are subject to a school's tradition - -a perceived natural
order--and instructors who are identified as "good" teachers are

usually those who have implicitly accepted that tradition; d) teachrs
are motivated to. become principals because of boredom with classroom

routines, yearnings for higher salaries, or a desire for more prestige and power.

The decision to advance into administration is .most

oftenLa personal decision made by the teacher with little regard for
.whether the teacher would be a strong, effective school leader.

Districts

rarely call on a teacher to become a prinCipal; erbficause most of

the work of a teacher confines him-or her tb a classroom, interaction with

the school principal is limited. Therefore, little experience is
gained throug

teaching that helps one to understand the total role

of the principal: Sarason concluded force ully:
What I am suggesting is that being a teacher fbr a number of
years may be in ,most instances antithetical to being an tedu.cational leader or vehical of,change. (p. 115)
Just As Sarason found teaching experience insufficient preparation
for becoming, a principal , other authors have questioned the usefulness of

mosOformal university training in administration.

Haskins (1978), once a

principal himself and current director of a field experience program for

principal training at Har4d, has worried that problems begin with the notion
that "completion of.university courses becomes tantamount to certification
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that the graduate is prepared to practice inj certain profession. "

He has

\criticized most, university training programs for principals', claiming
they were'too eclectic and, failed to provide principals with the strong

convictions needed to carry out the job effectively.

He stated that most

programs failed to focus on the principal but played instead to a broader
audience of administrative candidates; often programs attended more to the
needs of men and women whose ambitions included the school superintendency.
t

Further, he claimed that course work was mostly theoretical and dealt little
Finally, Haskins found that

with the practical needs of principals.

commitment to new methods and instructional strategies developed easily
in university classrooms
school setting.

was frequently lost in the actual public

He concluded:
1

The 'principal of an elementary school is probably the most
important person responsible for.the overall tone and
qualit9 of an elementary school, yet'our investment,in the,
selection and training of elementary school principals does
(p. 42)
not reflect that importance.

One might conclude that formal training currently offers-no guarantee for
the successful training of'effectice>future principals.

Moreover, the position of principal itself has been found to be frought
with problems

complicating the situation further..

Goldhammer et al. (1971) made the following points.

In this regard,
The :role of the.principal

is uncertain slue to a lack of systematic guidelines for principal behavior.

Elementary school principals are the lowest status administrators in

school systems in the eyes of other administratoei and community residents.
They are isolated from their peers in other sdools and increasingly
The view of principals as

cut out of district-level decision making.

\line managers who work ci\osely with their teachers and are involved,in
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the resolution of teacher., concerns is jeopardized by increasingly .militant

teacher unions and the dawning of tough-minded negotiating over teachers'

contras.

Rrincipals are expected to manage human relations and in-

-struction within their schools in environments. which are increasingly
.

.

uncertain, tasks for which no tectinology has proved successful,

Pauly (1978) added to this'discouraging picture as he concluded that
principals' performance was dominated1)/career concerns best met by

working carefully within existing school frameWorks and by avoiding
4.45%

changes orfinnovations.

Ahirther, Howes (1976), himself a principal, and '-

Wirt (1976) examined the cohtextualonstraints that impinged on even a
4

motivated principal's prerogatives to.guide a school.

Included in their.'

discussiong were such factors as tax revolts, demandi for accountability,
racial tensio
.

the personality and demands of an incumbdnt superinten-

dent, the mood of community citizens' and parents regarding their schools

and change, staff drive, and teacher militancy.
In summary, the'literature suggests that neither teaching experience
nor most formal training in educational administration provide an adequate base of knowledge from which principals may act to effectively
lead their schools.

Environental influences only worsen the story.

'There is, on the other hand, a substantial body of literature that

equates effective schools with effective principals and fron.which a
different conclusion can be drawn.

The kuccessfUl schools literature

a

(see for example Armor et al., 1976; Brookooer and Lezotte, 1977;
Edmonds, 1979; Weber, -1971; Wenezky and Winfield, 1979; Wynne, 1981)
.

,

reports that principals, in fact, can positively affect their schools
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,

s

and student khievement.5

Principals can.accomplish this by a) creating'
a

positive learnIneclimates, b) setting high expectations 'for.achievOment,°
c) mdrvitorpil Classroom and student'learning, d), conversing frequently
.

.

.

with their teachers to familiarize themSelves with instructional problems
and, the teachers' needs, and e) providing evaluation.and information to
resolve teaching problems,.

,r Dr. Wales's 'activities. at Kensington, viewed ,in the light of theSe

,characteistics ofb effective school leadership, become purposeful.

They

5

.

clearly contributed to a qUiefer and more orderly climate for learrying
.

and promoted communliation,;between himself and the staff,.

These attributes

of the school setting that resulted froin hts actions were necessary, for
the improvement of the schodl 's. capacity for excel lence. 'As if: he were
building 'the foundations'Of Maslow's hierarchy (19.54), Wales seemed intui-.

tively.to.work-at meeting the primary .nejds of his staff and students for
r physiological vell4eIng,.and Safety.

The higher order needs for self-

fulfillment cannot be satisfied if primary.needs are,nOt.
s well-being and safety are'in schools

As important

however, they are not sufficient

conditions.)for excellentInstructional programs.
It, remains to be seen whether Wales will accrue the experience and

specialized in-service training that will allow hip to meet other

criteria for of

schools.

His challenge is to move beyond the

job of organizational maiptenance to one of instructional problem solving

.
5This-.1 iterature is not without its owl methordological and conceptual. flaws. See Bosser, Dwyei., Rowan, and Lee (,forthcoming) for a
critique and proposed researchagenda.'.
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and inspirational\leadership.

succinctly d

Blumberg and Greenfield (198) very-

cribed this aspect of effective principals.

In their

study they found successful principals to be individuals who did not see
themselves as organizational maintainers.
Obviously,,they had to perform certa4n routine adminiltrative
° functions.
But the way they, described themselves, their interests, their joys' and frustrations, shows they focused
their energy and time on other, types of things.
They were
proactive in trying to make the schools in which they worked
a differentlflace from the one they found. . . . They . . .
frequentlY test(ed) the bouRdary lines of their authority and
influence, to make the structure work.for them and,,their
needsi 'What seemed to be at issue for most of them, most of
the time, was not "We can't do that because things aren't
done that way.". Rather, the issue appeared to be simply
."How should We go about doing it?" (p. 230)
Similar images.of potent principals emerge fr m literature on change and
P
innovation in,schools (c.f. Berman et al., 1975; Mann, 1,978; Rosenblum
and Jzaitrab, n.d.).

Finally, we would enter a.cautionary note.

Concepts

such as change, innovation, improvement, or reform are at odds with current
trends Within school systems..' School leaders who choose such a role for,
themselves may run significant risks.

Summary and 'Conclusion'
1

We began this volume, The Kensington School Today, with three
purposes in mind.

First, we wished to vividly describe,the school

and its context as we found it on our return in 1979.

Second,'we

hoped to compare the current .Kensington with the conception, builang,
faculty, and procedures that we had examined in 1964.

Third, we wanted

to share our interpretations of the changes we found and to present
their multiple and interrelated determinants in a lucid and useful manner.
a

.At the descriptive.leyel, the most strAing change was the school's
The' extent of the retrenchment.we

return to the "old Milford type."

We likened tiN current Kensington

found, however,, was unanticipated.

to an urban elementary school that we had studied previously.6
conclusion came as

a

That

reflection from one ,of the investigators who said,,

"I'm back at the Washington School with my friend and colleague, William
Geoffrey" (Smith and Geofrey, 1968).

"Kensington's paramount emphasis

on control, discipline, and basic skills provided most of the data
for that conclusion.

Interpretatively, the most important change in the school seemed
to lie in its current absence of visionary zeal.

Kensington lost its

original organizational identity Over the past 15 years.

Current

faculty and patrons believe this change was beneficial, in part,

because the school's new'identity coincides mare with community beliefs
and values regarding education.

In their minds, the

4601

practices

what it preaches as, it maintains a continued struggle for effectiveness

in the best sense Ofthe term as conceived'by Edmonds (1979).
As we searched for antecedents, for determinants, for reasons
in Kensington's dramatic changes, we were led to ever widening
circles of inquiry." Ordering the findings of our inquiry resulted
,

.

6We readily acknowledge that even the label "urban school" is something of a stereotype. The nature and degree of diversity in urban
schools today seems a worthy problem for continued investigation and
For instance, see the accounts of "America's Schbols" in
analysis.
Daedalus, Summer and Fall, 1981.
.
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in a longitudinal nested systems model; a perspective that we
believe is instructive for-educationists wisiqing to understand the

dynamics of schooling:

Kensington's organizatiohal identitybas changed.

The processes

.

that led to that change were multiple and complex; all were the result
of social interaction.

Personal agendas, policies, politics, and a host

of aUtochthonous events in Kensington's context conflicted or converged
to bring about the Kensington we know today.

The actors in the setting

viewed the events with both hope and despair.

This was the human

condition of education and schooling at Kensington between 1964 and
1979, the first 15 years in the life of the school.
straits seems an apt metaphor.

P

O
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Sailing stormy
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